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ABSTRACT
ANN E. BURRUSS.  Pathogen Risk Assessment: Its
Development and Use in the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's Technical Standard for the Use and Disposal of
Sewage Sludge, (40 CFR Part 257 and 503) ; (under the
direction of Dr. Mark D. Sobsey).  EPA developed a risk
assessment computer model for pathogens in sewage sludge.
This study examines the EPA methodology, its application in
EPA's preliminary risk assessments for parasites, bacteria
and viruses; provides a critique and recommendations for
improving pathogen risk assessment for pathogens in land
application of sludge.
Data gaps in dose-response assessment, exposure
assessment and risk characterization are evident in the EPA
methodology.  Inadequate estimates were made from available
data for variables in the EPA model, and data to support
estimates for dose-response and exposure were lacking.  The
EPA sewage sludge use and disposal regulation, promulgated
in December, 1992, is technology-based, (although arguably
not state-of-the-science).  The EPA does not use the
pathogen risk assessment information in order to set
pathogen limits in its' sewage sludge regulation.  A review
of the literature indicated that data, or techniques to
acquire the required data, exist, and could be applied to
improve EPA's pathogen risk assessment methodology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sewage sludge is the unavoidable byproduct of
wastewater treatment.  Over the last twenty years the rate
of sewage sludge production in the U.S. has doubled due to
the increased number of wastewater treatment plants, with
over 7 million dry tons of sludge produced each year.  Much
of sludge is organic, and contains nutrients such as
phosphorus and nitrogen.  Sludge has been used as an
effective fertilizer for centuries, and soil amendment reuse
options continue to be a fitting disposal route.  Sludge
also contains pathogens, heavy metals, and dangerous organic
and inorganic chemicals. The protection of human health and
environmental integrity in light of these components makes
regulation of sludge reuse and disposal options necessary.
Bruce and Davis (1989), in a study of sludge disposal
options in the U.K., state a commonly held view, "The
general trend in recent years in most developed countries
has been for the disposal of sewage sludge to become more,
rather than less difficult; and in some areas it is becoming
very difficult indeed." Local and national government,
agricultural, geographic, economic and political
considerations will influence policy and regulation.  As
existing landfill space becomes scarce, and difficulties
siting new landfills increase, reuse options become more
2attractive.  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Final Rule (EPA, 1992) appears to offer more flexibility to
operators of sewage treatment works regarding disposal
options than did the proposed rule and the previous rule
(EPA 1989, and 1979).  The proposed rule defines only the
microbiological quality required of the resulting sludge,
rather than the technological details of the treatment
processes.  The previous rule defined only the technical
processes, as if all wastewaters were of equal original
quality.  The final rule adopts aspects from both approaches
in its presentation of alternative requirements to establish
sludge quality.
This paper examines the existing pathogen risk
assessment literature, and work conducted by EPA, and
attempts to promote the application of state of the science
environmental health microbiology data to pathogen risk
assessment.  A comprehensive risk-based approach can help
regulators make decisions that will serve the current
intentions of sewage sludge regulation: beneficial reuse and
protection of human health.
A strength of using risk assessment for setting policy
is the reduction of arbitrary judgements and substitution of
objective decisions.  The extended history of the
development of risk assessment based regulations for the
reuse and disposal of wastewater sewage sludge provides a
case in point of the need for increased study of risk as
3applied to non-chemical health threats, and its application
to risk based regulations.  Despite providing flexibility,
the Peer Review Committee (PRC) for the proposed rule
criticizes the rule because "there is no compelling risk
assessment analysis to justify the scheme of classifying and
regulating pathogen content of sludge in the proposed rule"
(Peer Review Committee, 1989).  Furthermore, the PRC states
that "conclusions (were) driven by policy but the Technical
Support Document makes it appear science based".  In the
proposed rule itself, EPA explains that "until the agency
(EPA) develops microbiological human health criteria that
links specific numbers of pathogenic organisms to an
infectious dose, the agency is basing today's proposal on
the premise that pathogenic organisms must be below levels
of detection or specific levels of indicators".  The final
rule (1992), after a pathogen risk assessment development
period of several years, goes no further toward
incorporating risk assessment than did the proposed rule
(1989).
A risk assessment approach has been applied to chemical
contaminants in wastewater sewage sludge in EPA's final
rule.  Data on chemical concentration in sludge, uptake in
plants, and chemical intake that would be likely to cause
health effects were used to predict probability of negative
health outcomes.  Analogous data that would allow risk
assessment to be applied to microbial contaminants is
4lacking.  Some efforts have been made to apply risk
assessment methodology to health effects from microbial
contaminants of drinking water (Rose and Gerba 1991, Regli
et al. 1991) and recreational water (Cabelli et al., 1983).
EPA efforts to promulgate a risk based regulation for
pathogens in sewage sludge may be ongoing.
5II. OBJECTIVES and SCOPE
A. OBJECTIVES
1) to examine and critique the risk assessment methodology
developed by EPA for health effects from pathogens in land
application of sewage sludge
2) to examine the application of EPA's methodology in
preliminary risk assessments for parasites, bacteria, and
viruses in the land application of sewage sludge
3) discuss how state of the science environmental health
microbiology data and techniques can be applied to promote a
high quality result from pathogen risk assessment for sewage
sludge.
B. SCOPE
There are many possible routes by which humans may be
exposed to pathogens in sewage sludge.  Table 1 lists the
sludge disposal practices that may cause exposure that were
considered by EPA in various pathogen risk assessment
documents.
Table 1
Practices that May Cause Exposure from Municipal Sewage
Sludge        Applied to Land (from EPA, July 1991)
PRACTICE       DESCRIPTION
I Application of liquid treated sludge for
production of commercial crops for human
consumption
II Application of liquid sludge to grazed pastures
III Application of liquid treated sludge for
production of crops processed before consumption
by animals
IV Application of dried or composted sludge to
residential vegetable gardens
V Application of dried or composted sludge to
residential lawns
There may be other conceivable use or disposal
practices that could lead to human exposure.  EPA chose to
consider the above five practices as major exposure
scenarios.  EPA documents developing their risk assessment
approach for pathogens in sewage sludge have concentrated on
Practice I; land application of sludge for the production of
commercial crops.  Practice I will be the focus of this
paper.  Practice I, the land application of conventionally
treated sewage sludge for agricultural use, appears to
afford the most likely exposure routes to the greatest
number of people, and provides for a large range of
exposures through several different media.  Either onsite
workers or consumers could ingest sludge-soil mixtures or
sludge contaminated products, onsite workers or individuals
offsite could inhale then ingest aerosols or particulates,
7runoff could contaminate groundwater or surface water
exposing other offsite receptors, and plant products for
human consumption could become sludge contaminated.  The in
depth analysis of this single reuse practice should
illustrate the myriad concerns that must be addressed if
pathogen risk assessment is to become practicable.
8III. HISTORY OF EPA RISK ASSESSMENT APPLIED TO SLUDGE
The United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), published a Pathogen Risk Assessment Feasibility
Study in November of 1985.  In May of 1986 EPA published the
Development of a Qualitative Pathogen Risk Assessment
Methodology for Municipal Sludge Landfillinq.  These
documents preceded the revision of the regulations
controlling use and disposal of sewage sludge, 40 CFR Parts
257 and 503, Standards for the Disposal of Sewage Sludge;
Proposed Rule. (Federal Register February 1989).  The
proposed rule relied on risk assessment in the establishment
of chemical contaminant standards.  It did not however,
incorporate such analysis into the microbial contaminant
regulations, stating that "Until the Agency (EPA) develops
microbiological human health criteria that link specific
numbers of pathogenic organisms to an infectious dose, the
Agency is basing today's proposal on the premise that
pathogenic organisms must be below levels of detection or
below specified levels of fecal coliforms and fecal
streptococci/enterococci (indicator bacteria) to protect
human health and the environment."  The EPA acknowledges
that the lack of data on infectious dose (concentration of
organisms that must be taken in by the host to cause
9infection) is a major stumbling block to relying on risk
assessment for sewage-borne pathogens (personal
communication, Farrell).
Later, in November of 1989, EPA published a two volume
document Pathogen Risk Assessment for Land Application of
Municipal Sludge.  Volume I explains the methodology and the
computer model, and Volume II is a user's manual.  The
methodology thus developed has been put into practice in two
'preliminary risk assessments'; the first. Preliminary Risk
Assessment for Parasites in Municipal Sludge Applied to
Land, in March 1991, and the second. Preliminary Risk
Assessment for Bacteria in Municipal Sewage Sludge Applied
to Land, in July 1991.  The documents point out the data
gaps that make a definitive pathogen risk assessment for
sewage sludge difficult at this time.
Prior to the 1970's, sludge regulations were minimal,
relating only to source of infection, or public nuisance due
to odors (Chaney et al., 1991).  Initial regulations for the
treatment of sewage sludge prior to reuse or disposal, were
established by EPA in 1979 (Federal Register, July, 1979).
The original regulations were "process based", establishing
parameters for certain sludge treatment processes and
designating them as "processes that significantly reduce
pathogens (PSRP)", or "processes that further reduce
pathogens (PFRP)".  Established parameters such as
temperature, pH, and time of treatment, must be adhered to.
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and the resulting sludge is considered to have met PSRP or
PFRP standards.  Newly developed or modified sludge
treatment processes could be given PSRP or PFRP equivalency
status after following EPA's accreditation process.
Sorber and Moore (1987), state that:
These current regulations (1979 regulations) are basedon operational performance of specific unit processes and onthe absence of health effects directly related to landapplication practices.  Ultimately, however, regulationsshould be founded on both a complete understanding of thefate and transport of pathogens in sludge amended soils andon the epidemiological numbers of organisms to which humansare subjected as a result of these practices.
The final rule for the treatment of sewage sludge,(EPA,
1992) , became available to the public on December 1st on
computer disk. As of February, 1993, it had not yet been
published in the Federal Register.  The final rule
establishes two classes of sludge which may be defined by
sludge quality requirements or by sludge processing.  The
rule specifies the sludge class or classes that may be used,
and sets required access and management provisions that must
be followed, for each sludge use or disposal option
considered in the rule.  The final sludge rule of 1992 is
part of the Clean Water Act.  The final version of the
revised Clean Water Act, though promulgated, has not yet
been published in the Federal Register.  The final rule (40
CFR Parts 257, 403, and 503) which incorporates critical
review of the proposed sewage sludge rule, is available on
disk.
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IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Health Effects of Sludge
1. General
The benefits of disposing of sewage sludge through
various reuse options must be weighed against the risk of
disease from pathogenic organisms in sludge. The risk of
developing disease depends on such factors as the type and
concentration of pathogens in sewage, the fate of the
pathogens upon their release into the environment, effective
means of human exposure to the pathogens, and the ability of
the pathogens to overcome the body's defense mechanisms.
The lAWPRC study group (1983), quoting the World
Health Organization, stated that 25 percent of the world's
hospital beds are occupied because of unwholesome water.
Waters, especially in less developed countries, are
frequently contaminated with human waste. Waterborne
disease outbreaks in developed countries continue to be of
concern.  In August 1975 a waterborne outbreak in Sewickley
PA, caused by an unidentified organism spread by the
municipal water system, caused very high direct and indirect
economic costs (Baker et al., 1979).  Sixty-one percent of
the town's 8,800 residents were sick for an average of two
days.  Direct costs from such items as medical expenses.
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physicians visits, emergency room visits and hospitalization
totaled $114,746 and indirect costs from lost wages/output
and lost business totaled $223,330; a grand total of
$338,076 or almost $40 per capita.  It is frequently
difficult to determine the cause of contamination leading to
waterborne illness.  The contamination source may have been
wastewaterborne organisms persisting through drinking water
treatment, or from cross contamination in the distribution
system.
The concentrations of pathogens in wastewater and hence
in sludge are extremely variable, depending on the
characteristics of the population producing the wastewater.
Some factors influencing pathogen concentration are: the
incidence of infection within a community, the type of
treatment the sludge receives, season, climate, population
density, sanitation, and ratio of children to adults
(Fradkin et al.,1989).  Quality of sludge based on density
of pathogens is difficult to measure as many pathogens are
difficult to quantify.  Many types of viruses are unable to
be cultured.  The viability of protozoan cysts and helminth
eggs must be determined.
A great number of pathogenic organisms may be found in
sludge, with new organisms of concern appearing regularly.
Numerous bacteria, viruses, protozoa, helminths, and fungi
that cause frank or opportunistic infection are listed in
Tables 2 through 7.
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2. Viruses
Most of the information on pathogenic viruses found in
sewage relates to those causing gastroenteritis.
Epidemiological evidence of water-borne transmission of
human viruses is limited to Hepatitis A virus, Norwalk
virus, other Norwalk-like viral agents of gastroenteritis,
and adenoviruses associated with swimming pools (lAWPRC,
1983).  The EPA Pathogen Risk Assessment Feasibility Study
(November, 1985) states that the viruses most likely to
cause infection in humans are the enteroviruses (poliovirus,
coxsackieviruses A & B, echoviruses), Norwalk and Norwalk-
like viruses. Hepatitis A virus and rotavirus.  The EPA
study also indicates that the incidence of infection with
enteric viruses generally increases in warmer months, though
according to some studies greater incidence of Hepatitis A,
gastroenteritis due to Norwalk and rotaviruses, and
adenovirus infections occur in winter.
The minimal infectious dose of viruses is not well
known or studied.  Some individuals may be infected by 1
laboratory host infectious unit (lU) of some virus types.
In Fradkin et al. (1985), it is hypothesized that a viral
minimum infectious dose of 5 to 30 viral units would infect
50 percent of the population.  Many factors influence
minimal infectious dose, including: virus type, physical
health, physiological condition, diet, immunity, and
enzymatic effects in the digestive system.
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A number of viruses have been directly implicated in
waterborne spread of disease.  In a majority of cases of
outbreaks, the water did not conform to the coliform limits
set (lAWPRC, 1983), however, some organisms such as Giardia
may be transmitted through water that meets coliform limits.
Little or no evidence exists about viral disease
transmission from the land spreading of sewage sludge or
effluents.  A survey of 401 U.S. treatment plants using a
sprinkler disposal system for sewage effluents indicated no
evidence of negative human health effects.
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Table 2
Human enteric viruses which may be present in sewage and
sludge   (adapted from Fradkin et al., 1985)
Types Clinical Illness
Enteroviruses:
Poliovirus 3
Echovirus 31
Coxsackievirus A 23
Coxsackievirus B 6
New enteroviruses 4
(type 68-71)
Hepatitis Type A 1
(Enterovirus 72)
Norwalk virus 1
Caliciviruses several
Astroviruses 5
Reoviruses 3
Rotaviruses 4
Adenovirus 41
Pararotavirus unknown
Snow-Mountain Agent unknown
Hepatitis-E(non-A non-B) 1
Parvovirus 1
Coronavirus 1
Meningitis, paralysis
Meningitis, diarrhea,
rash, respiratory disease
Meningitis, herpangina,
respiratory disease
Myocarditis, congenital
heart defects,
pleurodynia, respiratory
disease, rash, meningitis
Meningitis, hemorrhagic
conjunctivitis
respiratory disease
Infectious hepatitis
Diarrhea, vomiting, fever
Gastroenteritis (GI)
GI
Not clearly established
Diarrhea, vomiting
Respiratory disease, eye
infections, GI
GI
GI
Hepatitis
Aplastic crisis,
erythema, fetal death
Respiratory infection;
GI, necrotizing
enterocolitis
There are over one hundred types of enteric viruses
that may be present in raw sewage.  The number of human
pathogenic viruses known to be transmissible in water
increased by 14 from 1972 to 1983 (Fradkin et al., 1989) as
indicated in table 3.
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Table 3
Newly recognized viruses transferable by water
(Fradkin et al., 1989)
Date recognized        Virus
1972 Norwalk Agent1973 Rotavirus
1975 Astrovirus
1976 Calicivirus
1977 Hawaii AgentW-Ditching Agent
Cockle Agent (enterovirus)
1978 Paramatta Agent1979 Otufuke AgentAdenovirus 40
1980 Adenovirus 411981 Marin County Agent1982 Snow Mountain Agent1983 Pararotavirus
HAV was responsible for 7.8 percent of the
groundwaterborne disease outbreaks from 1971 to 1988.  In
1989 and 1990, HAV caused one outbreak with 3 cases in
community water systems. HAV was not identified as a
causative agent for noncommunity outbreaks from 1989 to
1990, but HAV was responsible for 1 of 3 outbreaks and 17%
of the cases among individual systems.  HAV was implicated
in 7% of the total outbreaks (with 0.5% of the cases), from
waterborne sources in the years 1989 to 1990.
3  Bacteria
There are also many types of pathogenic bacteria that
may be found in sewage.  Most exposures to pathogenic
bacteria occur from the fecal-oral route or inhalation.
Fradkin et al. (1985), estimate the minimum infectious dose
for bacteria in general to be 10^ to 10*.  Salmonella is
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probably the most common pathogen, causing 1-2 million cases
of salmonellosis in the U.S. per year.  Several outbreaks of
salmonellosis have occurred among children who were exposed
to lawns that had been spread with sewage sludge (Burge and
Marsh, 1978).  Shigella may be responsible for 3 percent of
the reported cases of diarrhea in the U.S. (Burge and Marsh,
1978).  Campylobacter has recently been noted as a major
contributor to enteric disease, being present in 4 to 8
percent of patients with diarrhea (EPA, November, 1985).  A
Centers for Disease Control study estimated that C. jejuni
may outrank Salmonella as the leading cause of bacterial
diarrhea, especially among infants (EPA, November, 1985).
The association of outbreaks with sewage disposal methods is
not well documented, but is certainly known to occur when
poorly treated wastes are applied to agricultural land
(Kowal, 1985; Feacham, 1978).  The incidence of shigellosis,
salmonellosis, typhoid fever, and infectious hepatitis was
reported to be 2 to 4 times higher in Israeli communities
that used overhead irrigation to apply wastewater to
agricultural land than in those not using wastewater (Burge
and Marsh, 1978).  The validity of this association has been
questioned and other researchers did not find such a high
risk (Camann et al., 1988; Pahren and Jakubowski, 1980).
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Table 4
Bacteria pathogenic to man which may be present in sewage
and sludge (Fradkin et al., 1985)
Bacteria Clinical Illness
Salmonella spp. Gastroenteritis, entericfever, typhoid, paratyphoid
Shigella spp. GastroenteritisEnteropathogenic E. coli GastroenteritisYersinia enterocolitica Gastroenteritis
Campylobacter jejuni Gastroenteritis
Vibrio cholerae Cholera
Leptospira spp. Weil's disease
4. Protozoans
Protozoan parasites have been overlooked as causes of
significant water or wastewater-borne disease in the U.S.
Recently, the importance of Giardia lamblia in outbreaks has
increased. Giardia is now the organism most commonly
associated with waterborne disease when an organism can be
identified (Fradkin et al., 1989).  Cryptosporidium is also
gaining in importance since its recognition as a cause of
traveler's diarrhea and gastroenteritis worldwide.  Several
water-related Cryptosporidium outbreaks in the U.S. in 1992
and 1993 have been noted.  Toxoplasma gondii is an animal
parasite.  Human infection occurs rarely, through accidental
ingestion; therefore sewage sludge is not considered a
likely vehicle.  The minimum infectious dose for protozoa is
often reported to be 1 to 10 cysts.  Protozoan cysts can be
very resistant to disinfection, and concentrate in sewage
sludge, so their significance should not be overlooked.
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Table 5
Protozoa pathogenic to man which may be present in sewage
and sludge (Fradkin et al., 1985)
Protozoa
Entamoeba histolytica
Giardia lamblia
Balantidium coli
Cryptosporidium spp.
Toxoplasma gondii
Disease Symptoms Caused
Amebic dysentery, liver
abscess, colonic ulceration
Diarrhea, malabsorption
Mild diarrhea, colonic
ulceration
Diarrhea
Toxoplasmosis
5. Helminths
The prevalence of Ascaris lumbricoides. a roundworm
causing ascariasis, in the U. S. was estimated to be 4
million in 1972 (Fradkin et al., 1989).  Eighty five percent
of Ascaris infections are thought to be asymptomatic,
although the presence of even a few worms can be potentially
dangerous (Fradkin et al.,1989).  While Ascaris may be the
most common helminth, Trichuris and Toxocara are also
commonly found in sewage sludge.   A minimum infectious
dose of 1 to 10 helminth eggs is considered sufficient to
cause infection.  The EPA Pathogen Risk Assessment
Feasibility Study (November, 1985) presents data indicating
that numbers of Ascaris, T. trichiura. and T. vulpis were
significantly higher in sludge samples from southern states
than northern states.  Only Toxocara concentrations were
higher in the northern states.  Burge and Marsh (1978)
report that in India there appears to be a real correlation
between the occurrence of hookworm, dysentery, and other
enteric infections among sewage workers and control groups.
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Table 6
Helminths pathogenic to man which may be present in sewage
and sludge (Fradkin et al., 1985)
Helminth Disease SymptomCaused
Ascaris lumbricoides (roundworm)       Ascariasis
Ancylostoma duodenale (hookworm)       AnemiaNecator americanus (hookworm) AnemiaTaenia saginata (tapeworm) TaeniasisTrichuris spp. (whipworm) Abdominal pain,diarrhea
Toxocara spp. (roundworm) Fever, abdominalpain
Strongyloides stercoralis (threadworm)  Abdominal pain,nausea, diarrhea
Hymenolepis nana (tapeworm) Taeniasis
Yates and Yates (1988) report that Giardia lamblia was
the most frequently identified cause of all waterborne
(drinking water based) disease outbreaks from 1971 to 1988.
Giardia caused over 20 percent of the illnesses, although
etiologic agents were determined for less than one half of
the total outbreaks.  Herwaldt et al. (1992) reported on
waterborne disease outbreaks recorded for 1989 through 1990.
Giardia was responsible for 36% of the outbreaks in
community water systems representing 30% of the cases.
Giardia was responsible for 25% of the outbreaks in
noncommunity water systems, causing nearly 8% of the cases.
Giardia was not identified as a cause of disease in
individual water systems in these years.   In total, Giardia
was implicated in 27% of the outbreaks (with 16% of the
cases), from waterborne sources in the years 1989 to 1990.
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6. Fungi
Fungi are ubiquitous, and may be found in sludge, all
stages of sewage treatment, and in many environmental
samples.  It is noted in Fradkin et al. (1989), that the
World Health Organization's working group on "Sewage Sludge
Applied to Land: Health Implications of the Microbial
Content", emphasized that even if sludge is treated by
pasteurization, recontamination by fungus would occur.  The
filamentous molds of the Aspergillus genus are especially
common, with A. fumigatus being the most prevalent fungi in
municipal compost. A. fumigatus grows well at compost
temperatures, may be inhaled by compost workers, and
proliferate in airways, causing asthmatic or allergic
responses or other severe responses in immunocompromised
individuals (Burge and Marsh, 1978).  Dermatophytes such as
Epidermophyton may be found in sludge in detectable amounts,
yet whether dermatophytes are strictly parasitic, or to what
extent they can survive in compost as saprophytes as Yanko
(1988) suggests, is unknown.
Minimum infectious doses of fungi are not known.  The
respiratory health and immune status of exposed individuals
may be the most significant factor to possible infection.
The EPA (November, 1985) states that studies of compost
workers have shown relatively low disease incidence, however
composting of sludge has not been practiced over a long
period of time so historical data are limited.
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Table 7
Fungi pathogenic to man which may be present in sewage and
sludge
(Fradkin et al., 1985)
Fungi Disease Symptoms Caused
Aspergillus fumigatus
Candida albicans
Cryptococcus neoformans
Epidermophyton spp. and
Trichophyton spp.
Trichosporon spp.
Phialophora spp.
Respiratory infections,
otomycosis
Candidiasis
Subacute chronic meningitis
Ringworm and athlete's foot
Infection of hair follicles
Deep tissue infections
7. Reported Effects of Land Application
Bryan (1977) provides an extensive as possible listing
of known food sources of disease, from which Table 8 is
condensed.  The list is biased toward incompleteness because
of historical and more recent lack of reporting.
Table 8
Summary of Disease Caused by Waste Contaminated Food
Disease Contamination Vehicle Reference
S.typhi Sewage sludge and  celery     Morse,1899irrigation waterSewage Contaminated watercress Warry,1903
plant bedSewage Irrigation  vegetables/ Anon.,1923
blackberries
Sewage irrigation
Secondary sewage
treatment effluent
irrigation
raw veg.   Anon.,1919
vegetables Division,
1942
Salmonellosis Sewage irrigation
and sludge
" (animal and human)
vegetables Kroger,1954
Human sewage flowing grass
over grazing land
Hepatitis
Bicknell,1972
Septic tank effluent watercress Hutcheson,1971
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Table 8 indicates that Salmonella typhi was responsible
for 4 historical disease outbreaks (pre-1925) caused by
sewage or sewage irrigation contaminating foods.  In 1942
vegetables that were irrigated with secondary effluent
caused a S.typhi outbreak.  Two salmonellosis outbreaks due
to sludge and human wastes contaminating vegetables or grass
are recorded for 1954 and 1972.  An outbreak of viral
hepatitis due to septic tank effluent contaminating
watercress is recorded for 1972 (Bryan, 1977).  Outbreaks
associated with fruits and vegetables contaminated by sewage
and other wastes continue to be reported (see annual
sximmaries in Journal of Food Protection) , strawberries,
cantaloupes, lettuce, etc.
B. Fate of Pathogens in Sludge Treatment
1. General
Human excreta, besides containing valuable reusable
components such as organics and nutrients, may contain toxic
compounds such as heavy metals and pathogens.  Processes of
sewage treatment have evolved to allow wastewater and sludge
to be reused with minimum health effects.  Fifty percent of
sewage treatment plant costs are estimated to be directed
toward sludge management (Ward, 1981), highlighting the
importance of recovering treatment costs through beneficial
reuse of sludge.  Disposal of sludge in a landfill, ocean
dumping, or incineration, precludes economic gain through
reuse.
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2. Wastewater Treatment
Primary Treatment
Primary treatment consists of operations whereby a
portion of the suspended solids and organic matter is
removed from the wastewater.  This is usually accomplished
by physical actions such as screening and sedimentation.
The resulting effluent still retains considerable Biological
Oxygen Demand (BOD) and organic material.  Primary
sedimentation usually removes less than 50 percent of
bacteria from sewage, and is relatively ineffective in
reducing viruses and protozoa.  Most viruses remain solids
associated in sewage.  In primary sedimentation, an
estimated 60 percent of solids settle from wastewater and
become primary sludge.  Concurrently, at least 60 percent of
the viruses are thought to be removed into the primary
sludge.  Helminth ova also settle out and concentrate in
primary sewage sludge, but can still be found in primary
effluent.
Pathogens and indicator organisms found in sewage have
been studied extensively, and some are relatively well
defined.  Some typical organism concentrations are listed in
Table 9.
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Table 9
Densities of Microbes in Primary Sludges  (EPA, 1985)
Pathogen(P)
or Density
Type Indicator(I)  Organism (number/g dryweight)
Virus P Various enteric viruses 10^-10*
I Bacter iophages 105
Bacteria I Total coliforms 10*-10'
I Fecal coliforms 658 -10''
I Fecal streptococci 10^-10''
P Salmonella spp. 10^-10^
I/P Clostridia spp. 10*
P Mycobacterium tubercul. 10*
Parasite P Ascaris spp. 10^-10'
P Trichuris vulpis 652
P Toxocara spp. lO-lO^
Secondary Treatment
The further treatment of effluent from primary
treatment is termed secondary treatment.  Usually aerobic
biological processes such as activated sludge or trickling
filtration are used in secondary treatment.  The effluent
from secondary treatment typically has relatively little BOD
or suspended solids; overall, levels are about 10% of levels
in raw sewage.  Activated sludge or trickling filter
processing, followed by secondary sedimentation usually
removes over 90 percent of the bacteria remaining.  The
activated sludge process can remove viruses by about 90% on
average, but trickling filtration is somewhat less
effective.  Anaerobic digestion reduces 90 percent of the
bacteria, but is not as effective for Ascaris eggs.  Sand
filtration, which is often not used, is required to remove
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Ascaris eggs and cysts.  Sludge from activated sludge
processing and trickling filters still contains many viruses
and microorganisms.
Farrah et al. (1986), studied inactivation rates of
microorganisms in digested sewage sludge, and found that
inactivation rates for bacteria grown in laboratory culture
were higher than for indigenous bacteria, and surmised that
indigenous bacteria were more solids associated and better
protected from predation by protozoans.
Anaerobic digestion is the most common sludge
stabilization treatment in U.S. treatment plants.  Large
organic molecules are biodegraded into small organic
molecules, generating methane gas which can be used to heat
the digester, speeding the process.  Heated and mixed
anaerobic digesters typically operate with hydraulic
residence times of 10 to 15 days (Tchobanglous, 1987).
Anaerobic digesters may be operated at 35°C, the mesophilic
range; or 50°C, where thermophilic bacteria grow optimally.
Temperature appears to be the most important factor in
decreases of infectious viruses (Ward, 1981).  Other factors
such as pH and concentration of ionic and non-ionic
detergents play a role in inactivation of microorganisms in
anaerobic digestion.
In a study of parasite prevalence in 48 municipal
sewage treatment plants, Reimers at al. (1986), found that
in general the densities of parasite eggs in anaerobically
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and aerobically digested sludges were similar.  Differences
were found only in densities of viable Ascaris and Toxocara.
where lower densities were found in anaerobically digested
sludge.  Yanko (1988) reports that a Seattle study showed
that protozoan cysts were destroyed by sludge digestion.
The study concluded that risk of Giardia infection from
digested sludges was minute.
Aerobic digestion is less common wastewater sludge
treatment method.  Waste water sludge is mixed and aerated
in a large reactor.  Variations in sludge temperature,
dissolved oxygen, and detention time cause a range of
inactivation rates to be achieved.  Farrah et al. (1986),
determined that protozoans and other predators were the
principal agents responsible for bacterial inactivation in
aerobic treatment.  Aerobic wastewater treatment was also
found to reduce enteric viruses, and in laboratory studies,
was found to reduce the ability of parasite ova to
embryonate and cause infection.
Reimers et al. (1986), found that aerobic digestion of
sludge at 25°C and varying detention times had little effect
on Ascaris inactivation.  During aerobic digestion at 35°C
however, 30 to 50 percent inactivation occurred within 10
days.  Tchobanglous (1987) reports a typical 2 to 5 hour
hydraulic residence time for aerobic digestion.
Tertiary Treatment
Tertiary treatment consists of processes that remove
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suspended and dissolved solids remaining after secondary
treatment.  When wastewater is being prepared for reuse or
discharge into receiving waters subject to eutrophication,
tertiary processes including disinfection are used.  Some
pathogenic organisms, such as Hepatitis A virus,
enteroviruses. Entamoeba histolytica, or tapeworm eggs, can
survive chlorination applied as tertiary treatment, unless
the effluent is of very high quality and high level
disinfection is used.  Thus, pathogenic organisms can remain
in treated sewage effluent and sludge (Bryan, 1977).
Tertiary treatments are less commonly and are often directed
at improving disinfection of wastewater.
Conventional wastewater treatment processes remove
biodegradable dissolved or organic matters, solids and
particulates. Most of the microorganisms and pathogens are
merely moved into the solid sludge fractions.  Therefore,
the majority of inactivation of pathogens must occur during
disinfection or sludge processing.  Some pathogens in
wastewater effluent may be more resistant to disinfection
methods than are the usual indicator bacteria, such as fecal
coliforms.  Sobsey (1987), lists enteric viruses, protozoan
cysts, and mycobacteria as more resistant to disinfection
than indicator bacteria.  Hookworm, (Necator and
Ancylostoma) and whipworm, (Trichuris) appear to be less
resistant to sludge treatment processes than the roundworm
Ascaris.  Farrah et al. (1986) report that Ascaris ova are
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very resistant to acids, alkalies, and other corrosive
chemicals.  The vitelline membrane, composed of lipid
containing ascaryl alcohol, a waxy alcohol, is primarily
responsible for chemical resistance.  Farrah et al. suggest
that once this membrane is interrupted, the parasite embryo
is vulnerable to chemical disinfectants.
3. Sludge Treatment
Typically, the following sludge treatment processes are
preceded by aerobic or anaerobic digestion.
Lime stabilization
Lime and other chemical coagulants are frequently used
in water and wastewater treatment to allow particulates to
sediment readily and to inactivate viruses and microbes.
Particle associated viruses and other microbes will be
physically removed, but the degree of inactivation depends
on the pH reached.  It appears that rapid inactivation of
enteric viruses requires a pH of H or greater.  Reimers et
al. (1986), found that the addition of caustic (NaOH)
reduced Ascaris ova 97 percent in 5 days and 100 percent in
10 days, when the sludge was digested at 35°C.  Sludge
digested at 25°C showed little inactivation.  Lime addition
was found to be effective against Ascaris when a dose of at
least 1,000 mg lime per gram sludge was used, whereupon 97
percent inactivation was achieved within 5 days, the pH
reached and maintained in the process was not indicated.
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Drying
Dewatering of sludge by drying beds, centrifuging, or
filter pressing is a common process to reduce sludge bulk
and lessen disposal costs.  These processes provide variable
amounts of pathogen reduction.  Ward (1981), has shown that
the rate of heat inactivation of poliovirus in seeded sludge
is reduced at low moisture levels, and hypothesizes that
increased concentrations of ionic detergents serve as a
protective factor.  When moisture is reduced by natural
evaporation, infectivity of enteric virus seeded into
sludge decreased by more than 4 orders of magnitude (Ward,
1981).  Poliovirus particles released their RNA genomes and
were permanently inactivated (Ward, 1981). Reimers et al.
(1986) found that the densities of viable parasite eggs
decreased as the moisture content of the sludge decreased,
although detail on what percentage decrease was achieved at
certain moisture levels was not provided.
Composting
Composting is a very efficient and effective method of
sludge stabilization and disinfection.  It is an aerobic
biodegradation process and produces large amounts of heat
from the metabolic activity of the microbial community.  The
generation and maintenance of high temperature appears to be
the key factor in pathogen inactivation, though pH, chemical
composition, and moisture content modify temperature effects
(Ward, 1981).
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Vestal and McKinley in a EPA report (1986), found that
microbial activity within a forced aeration static pile
compost system was optimized at temperatures from 35 or
45°C, to 55°C.  Minimal microbial activity or growth was
found above 60°C. Microbial communities adapted to higher
temperatures over time, but acclimation over 55°C was not
experienced.  Extremely thermophilic organisms (temperature
optimum over 60°C) did not contribute to composting (Vestal
and McKinley, 1986).  Sludge composted by the pile or stack
method may reach and maintain temperatures in excess of
80°C.  The windrow method generally reaches lower
temperatures because the rows are turned periodically,
exposing different portions of the compost mass to the
internal heat, but as great of a heat buildup.
Recontamination of the compost pile through addition of
sludge, or from feces of Salmonella infected birds,
reptiles, or small mammals, is a potential problem.  Burge
et al. (1987) studied 3 0 composts from the U.S. and found 4
of them positive for Salmonella.  Salmonella inoculated into
these piles did not persist however.  All of the sludges
supported Salmonella growth when sterilized by radiation.
Burge et al. (1987), found that when the compost microflora
are present (bacteria, fungi, and protozoa), they completely
suppress Salmonella regrowth.  The coliform bacteria are
believed to play the major role in suppression; other gram
negative bacteria and fungi playing supporting roles.
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Heat treatment
Thermal effects are a factor in the previously
mentioned sludge treatment processes of drying, digestion,
and composting.  Pasteurization is a specialized heat
treatment process requiring the achievement of 70°C
temperature for 30 minutes.  Enteric viruses are known to be
inactivated rapidly at this temperature, however. Hepatitis
A virus has been found to remain infectious at high
temperatures under some conditions.
Ionizing radiation
Irradiation of sludge with one megarad has been used as
a method of disinfection. The particles employed may be
beta rays, which are accelerator generated high-energy
electrons, or gamma rays, which are photons of energy from
the decay of unstable isotopes (Ward, 1981).  Gamma rays
have greater ability to penetrate sludge samples before
their energy is dispersed.  A one megarad dose may reduce
virus in sludge by 3 orders of magnitude.  Two hundred
kilorads of gamma radiation from a Cobalt 60 source was
found to completely inactivate Ascaris in sludge of 3
percent solids (Reimers et al., 1986).
C. Fate of Pathogens in Disposal Process
1. Distribution and Marketing
A popular and growing means of disposal of sewage
sludge is distribution and marketing (D & M).  Sludges for
distribution and marketing are often treated by composting.
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though other treatment methods are used.  The city of
Milwaukee produces a heat dried marketed product called
Milorganite.  Milorganite is profit making, with an average
selling price of $150 per ton.  It is used as a fertilizer,
having a nitrogen content from 5 to 7 percent, and is
applied at a rate of 2 to 3 metric tons per hectare.  D & M
products are often used by the home gardener on lawns,
ornamental gardens, and vegetable gardens.  A 1986 survey of
1008 publicly owned treatment plants found that 21 percent
of the 2 million tons of sludge they produced yearly was
disposed of through D & M (Kowal, 1986).
A fundamental concern is the potential for regrowth of
Salmonella in the D & M product. Studies reviewed by Yanko
(1988), indicated 1) that Salmonellae regrow to high levels
in sterilized sludge, 2) that indigenous Salmonella
populations regrow in compost with a mixed microflora, and
3) that the active microflora in moist compost successfully
eliminate Salmonella after six weeks.
Burge et al. (1981) studied the rate of coliphage f2
inactivation in compost to correlate high temperature
attainment with pathogen reduction.  Such factors as the
innate variability of virus populations, heat resistance,
possible persistence of heat resistant infectious viral
nucleic acid, and reactivation through complementation, were
considered.  Bacteriophage f2 appeared to be the most heat
resistant of viruses tested, though Hepatitis A virus was
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not included in the study (Burge, 1981).  Viral nucleic acid
studies by Norman and Veomett (1960), indicate that f2
nucleic acid is more heat resistant than the viruses
studied.  Complementation is an inadequately studied
process.
Achieving sufficiently high compost temperature is
considered essential to pathogen elimination, although other
mechanisms are suggested.  Krogstad and Gudding (1975)
report isolating a water soluble antibiotic compound that
was effective against Micrococcus luteus, although Gaby
(1975), was unable to isolate such a substance.  It is also
known that ammonia produced in the compost process can be a
disinfectant, and the predatory action of indigenous
microorganisms may be quite significant.
In a D & M sludge product survey, Yanko (1988)
determined that static pile composting methods retained the
greatest amounts of microorganisms, while the lowest amounts
were found in heat dried pelletized products.
Interestingly, composts supplemented with other materials to
make commercial soil amendments exhibited nutrient related
regrowth (Yanko, 1988).  Documented adverse health effects
from D & M sludge products are unknown, however; given the
variation in pathogen populations and composting process
parameters, monitoring is suggested.  The possibility of
recontamination or regrowth of Salmonella also makes suspect
a sole reliance on indicators.  Burge et al. (1981) suggests
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an ideal monitoring scheme depending on 1) temperature
variation within compost piles, 2) confidence level chosen
by the health authority, 3) the cost of temperature
monitoring.
2. Land Application
Land application is a reuse method that benefits from
the nutrients, organic matter, and soil amendment properties
of sewage sludge.
Table 10
Comparison of nutrient levels in commercial fertilizer andwastewater sludge (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991)
Nutrients. %
_________________________Nitrogen  Phosphorus  Potassium
Fertilizers for agriculture  5       10 10
Stabilized wastewater sludge 3.3      2.3 0.3
Sewage sludge is applied to agricultural, forested, or
reclaimed land (such as strip mined areas), at relatively
low application rates as distinguished from sludge
landfilling.  In the U.S., sludge is treated prior to
application, usually by digestion or composting.  A 1986
survey of 1008 publicly owned treatment works found 17
percent of the 2 million tons of sludge they produced used
in food-chain land application and 12 percent in nonfood-
chain land application (Kowal, 1986).  The United Kingdom
reuses approximately 37 percent of their sludge in
agriculture (Bruce and Davis, 1989).
The soil amendment, nutrient providing value to be
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gained from beneficial reuse of sludge must be balanced with
the public health cost that could be experienced if disease
was produced by pathogens in sludge.  Table 11 lists some
organisms of concern.
Table 11
Organisms of Major Concern in Land Application Disposal
(after Sorber and Moore, 1987)
Group Name of Organism Remarks
Bacteria
Viruses
Protozoans
Legionella pneumophila
Salmonella spp.
Shigella spp.
Vibrio cholerae
Hepatitis A virus
Hepatitis E
(non-A, non-B)
Norwalk
Rotaviruses
Giardiasis
Cryptosporidium
Aerosol transmission
documented, but no
cases linked to
wastewater
Doc\amented food and
waterborne
transmission
Shigella and V.
cholerae are overt
pathogens, but have
a low probability of
occurrence in
wastewater
Documented
waterborne,foodborne
transmission
Preliminary evidence
of waterborne
transmission (not in
the U.S.)
Documented
waterborne,
foodborne,
transmission
Waterborne
transmission
Documented
waterborne
transmission
Documented
waterborne
transmission
Ascaris
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The fate of pathogenic organisms after disposal through land
application will be covered extensively in Section VI.
3. Incineration
Incineration of wastewater sludge is a disposal method
that does not offer the benefits of the disposal-reuse
options like D&M and land application.  Incineration can be
conducted to produce energy however, and though the nutrient
and soil amendment properties of sludge are not taken
advantage of, some economic value can be achieved.  The
extremely high temperatures achieved in the combustion of
organic matter, and the resulting degradation into carbon,
water, and carbon dioxide, would destroy all microorganisms
present in sludge.  Sewage sludge incineration is permitted
under operating parameters defined in the final regulation
(EPA, 1992), if the sludge does not exceed the pollutant
limits for beryllium, mercury, lead, arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, nickel, and total hydrocarbons listed in the
regulation.  The inability to constantly monitor an incoming
stream of a highly variable product such as sludge,
highlights the importance of control of effluents at the
source.
4. Landfillinq
Landfilling is a disposal option that does not take
advantage of the beneficial soil amending qualities of
wastewater sludge.  Sludge is applied to the soil at very
high rates and a layer of earth thicker than the plowable
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zone is placed on top of the sludge layer.  Landfilling of
sludge is accomplished at a rate of approximately 22,000
metric tons per hectare, while land application rates amy be
22 metric tons per hectare.  Dewatered sludges with a solids
content > 15 percent are considered suitable for disposal in
sludge landfills.  Proper siting and management techniques
should ensure that the risks of adverse effects from human
exposure are minimized. Two types of landfill sites are
common, subsurface excavation (trenches) and area fill sites
(EPA, May, 1986).  Liners are easier to install at area fill
sites since they are aboveground, but the weight of the
sludge and covering earth causes leachate to be squeezed out
into surrounding containment areas.  Leachate may also exude
from trench sites.
Due to the likelihood of leachate flowing from landfill
sites, human exposure to pathogens could occur from
groundwater contamination.  Coliforms have been found to
survive for years in sludge and co-disposal landfills (EPA,
May, 1986) as could viruses and parasite ova, especially in
cold temperatures.
The authors of the EPA document on pathogen risk
assessment (May, 1986), contrast the characteristics of an
ideal and worst case landfill site as follows: an ideal site
would use digested secondary sludge with a solids content of
< 20 percent, clayey soil, a clay lining, deep groundwater
table, and low rainfall; a worst case site would contain raw
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or primary sludge with a solids content of 15 percent, sand
or gravel substrate, unlined, within 1 meter of the
groundwater table.  It is predicted that O.l percent of
viruses will migrate out of landfilled sludge under ideal
conditions, approximately 1 percent under average
conditions, and 10 percent in the worst case.
5. Ocean Dumping
Ocean dumping was eliminated in the United States in
January of 1992.  Public displeasure with ocean dumping had
grown, due to instances of waste materials washing up on
shores.  In light of such issues, expense, and the unknown
effects of sludge dumping on the undersea environment, this
disposal option was abolished.
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Figure 1
Die-off Curves Typical of Enteric Organisms
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D. Pathogen Survival
1. General
Figure 1 shows die-off curves that are typical of
enteric microbes (Crane and Moore, 1985).  Curve 1 shows
immediate and steady decline over time until the population
is depleted.  Such a curve is based on first-order kinetics
(Chick, 1908) (in Crane and Moore, 1985).  Curve 2 exhibits
"multi-hit kinetics" in which the population increases
slightly, before steady (logarithmic) decay sets in.  This
is modeled by a slight variation in Chick's Law. The third
curve shows a constant reduction in the death rate
coefficient over time.  A modification to Chick's Law by
Frost and Streeter (1924) (in Crane and Moore 1985) as well
as others, accounts for this curve type.  Curve 4 is
opposite of curve 3, showing a death rate coefficient that
constantly increases with time.  Substitutions in equations
(such as those by Frost and Streeter, 1924) can account for
this alternative.  Curve 5 is complex, exhibiting an initial
stationary or growth period, then a reduction in death rate
coefficient.  Frost and Streeter (1924) attempted an
empirical approach to modeling this situation.  Curve 6
combines a first order equation with a high initial death
rate, with a subsequent period of slower first order die-
off.  Crane and Moore (1985) propose equations which may
model such a situation.  Ideally, the actual type of curve
each organism's decay follows should be considered in risk
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assessment.  Additionally, the medium in which the organism
is contained, sludge, soil, or water, can affect the die-off
curve through the impact of adsorption or particle
association for example.
Other modeling techniques for microbial die-off in the
environment have been developed as well, but Crane and Moore
(1985) in their review of modeling efforts, support first
order die-off for several reasons.  First, the lack of data
on correlation of other models to soil and water systems
limits applicability of other models.  First order die-off
can easily be adapted to tabular or graphic data from other
researchers by rearranging Chick's Law equations.
2. Soils
Microbial survival in the subsurface soil is controlled by a
number of factors.  The major factors and their influence on
survival are listed in Table 12 (Yates and Yates, 1988).
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Table 12
Factors Influencing Survival in the Subsurface
Factor Effect
Temperature
Microbial Action
Moisture Content
PH
Salts
Soil Properties
Organism Type
Organic Matter
Longer survival at lower temperatures
Longer survival in sterile soils (soil
solids may be protective for viruses)
Greater survival in moist soil
Bacteria- increased survival in soil
over pH5
Virus- most enteric virus optimal range
of pH 3-9, prolonged survival near
neutral
Some viruses may be protected by certain
cations - the reverse is also true
For most viruses, survival is enhanced
by adsorption to soil particles
Different types of microbes have
entirely different responses to
environmental factors
Protects most microbes from
inactivation, may promote regrowth of
some bacteria
Hydraulic Condition Unknown
Aggregation with   May enhance or reduce microbial survival
soil or
particulates
Table 13 provides average k values for several organisms.
These values were obtained from several experiments and
represent average values over several soil and experimental
values (Reddy, 1981 and Crane and Moore, 1985).
ͣ«^'?
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Table 13
Die-off rate constants k(log 10 day') for selected
microorganisms in various sludge or soil systems
k value  System Source
^ , , ,
Salmonella 0.368 dewatered raw sludge Kawata etal.l977
0.322 dig.sludge, pasture, Watson,
0.380 pH 5.9, 10-20°C 1980
0.214
1.33(ave ) soil-water-plant Reddy et
al.
S. typhosa 2.3 dry season, sand Beard,
0.77 1940
0.46 wet season, sand
0.90 dry season, loam
0.77 sewage-enriched muck Mailman
0.741 sewage-enriched clay and
1.10 sewage-enriched loam Litsky
1951
S. typhimurium 0.44 poultry waste, pH 6.8 Sotiracop-
12°C olous,and
Donero
1974
0.62 clay soil, lagoon effl. Smallbeck
0.26 same (2nd application) and
0.384 clay soil, pure culture Bromel
0.209 same (2nd application) 1975
0.390 fine silt, pH 5.5 Dazzo et
0.640 same, pH 5.6 al., 1973
0.345 same. pH 5.7
0.224 same, pH 6.1
Poliovirus 0.1 soil flooded with Larkin et
2° effluent al. 1986
0.09 soil with sewage sludge
0.15 soil Cuthbert
et al.l950
0.04 forest soil, 4°C Duboise et
0.16 forest soil, 20°C al.l974
enteroviruses 1.45(ave. ) soil/water/plant Reddy et
al., 1981
Indigenous aerobic dig. sludge Hurst etal., 1978
viruses 0.203
0.328
no ram
rain
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Table 14
Time in weeks for 99% inactivation of virus at 25°C (Sobsey
et al. 1986)
Medium Poliovirus
Sterile  Non-sterile
HAV
Sterile  Non-ster.
Groundwater
2° Effluent
1° Effluent
Phosphate
buffered saline
not tested not tested
5        5
7 2
9    not tested
8
12
>12*
2
9
12
>12 not tested
* denotes 1.0 to 2.0 loglO reduction of initial titer
by 12 weeks
HAV was inactivated after much greater time than
poliovirus, HAV requiring roughly twice as much time to
achieve 99% inactivation.  Echovirus, which was also tested
by Sobsey et al. (1986) was inactivated at rates greater
than HAV, but less rapidly as poliovirus.  A conservative
assumption may be that die-off rate constant k (loglO/day)
for HAV would be considerably smaller than for poliovirus.
Reddy et al., (1981) found the average k value for
Salmonella sp. to be 1.33 day' (maximum to be 6.93, minimum
0.21) in soil-water-plant systems.  For viruses they found
an average k of 1.45 day' (maximum of 3.69, minimum 0.04) in
a variety of soil-water-plant systems.  Watson (1980) (in
Crane and Moore 1985) studied Salmonella in digested sludge
applied to pasture plots at pH 5.9, summer season (ambient
temperatures varied from 10 to 20°C) , in silty soil, for 6
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weeks and found the die-off rate k to average 0.305
loglOday"^.
It is recognized that while inactivation of
microorganisms in soil and water is usually described as a
first order process, viral aggregates, different
sensitivities among sub-populations of viruses, or other
factors may cause non-linear inactivation curves.  A first
order process will be assumed for modeling purposes.
Powelson et al. (1990), studied virus fate under varied
conditions and found that under saturated subsurface
conditions, all virus were accounted for.  Under unsaturated
conditions, only 39% were accounted for after testing
effluent, water column, and soil solids.  It is believed
that virus is inactivated during unsaturated flow.
Data on the fate and transport of microbes from
wastewater sludges applied to land, and potential health
impacts, are not extensive.  Most of the data available
concern Salmonella and indicator bacteria.  A variety of
factors affect microbial fate, including: soil moisture
content, temperature, pH, sunlight, organic matter, and
antagonistic soil microflora.  Sorber and Moore (1987)
report that sludge application may prominently increase
nutrient content, organic content, and moisture retaining
capacity of sandy soil.
Sorber and Moore (1987), in an EPA literature review on
the survival and transport of pathogens in sludge amended
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soil, summarized the results of studies deemed to meet
reliability and consistency criteria.  Salmonella exhibited
a 90 percent reduction within 3 weeks in general (from 3 to
61 days at 0 to 30 cm. depth.  Low levels of indigenous
populations of Salmonella have been recoverable for about 2
months after application at designated sites, and a few
recoveries 3 to 5 months after application are recorded
(Sorber and Moore, 1987).  Kowal (1985) reports Salmonella
survival in days of detection as 259 to 280 days in soil.
Their literature review also reports that in general, 90
percent of fecal coliforms originally present in land
applied sludge were non-recoverable after 6 weeks.  Fecal
streptococci were reduced by 90 percent in 4 weeks.  Through
a limited number of studies, it appears that total coliform
counts are reduced at rates approximately twice that of
fecal streptococci and fecal coliforms (Sorber and Moore,
1987).  Data for bacteria exhibit wide variation in part
because they can regrow outside of the host organism under
some conditions.
Viruses in warm seasons exhibited a median time for 90
percent reduction (T90) of 3 days.  In cold seasons, the T90
was approximately 30 days (Sorber and Moore, 1987).  Virus
survival is enhanced in cold weather, inactivation is
enhanced in warm, dry weather.  Virus data may be more
consistent in part because viruses cannot regrow outside
their human hosts.
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Protozoan spores were sensitive to drying so survival
times were short.  Reduction times for environmental
stresses resistant helminth ova are longer.  Most studies
noted by Sorber and Moore (1987) were conducted with Ascaris
or Toxocara added to soil.  Results indicated that helminth
ova reductions were influenced by seasonal variation.
Ascaris ova applied to an untilled plot in summer were
reduced by 90 percent in 30 days, while T90 after winter
application required 80 to 90 days.  Ascaris ova survived
200 days after winter application to a tilled field planted
in cover crop.  This increased survival may be attributed in
part to cold temperatures preserved by shading, and high
soil moisture from irrigation (Sorber and Moore, 1987).
Table 15
Microorganism Die off in sludge applied to soil (T90), in
days    (Sorber and Moore, 1987)
Oraanism Depth #Obs Min Max Med.
Salmonella 0-5cm 10 6 61 12
5-15cm 17 3 22 8
Fecal Strep. 0-15cm 9 7 28 14
5-15cm 11 12 30 20
Fecal coliforms 0-5cm 19 7 84 25
5-15cm 12 4 49 13
Total coliforms 0-5cm 6 16 172 85
5-15cm 12 9 70 17
Viruses 0-5cm 9 <1 30 3
5-15cm 4 12 56 30
Parasites 0-5cm 11 17 270 77
5-15cm (data not available)
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Information for Salmonella under various conditions is
listed in Table 16.
Table 16
Pathogen Die-off (EPA Nov 85, Jul 91)Die-off Time
Organism      Conditions until undetectable
Salmonella Dry weather
Clay soil
Sandy soil
Clay soil
Sand, g^C, An.dig., spray
Sand, 9°C, raw, injected
Sand, IS^C, raw, injected
Var.soil, raw, mixed in
42 days
4-7 days
3 0 days
14-29 days
17-30 days
4-7 days
8-22 days
Table 17, shows the time in weeks for 99% reduction of HAV
from a study using static soil suspensions with virus laden
groundwater, and effluents (Sobsey et al., 1986).
Table 17
Time for 99% Reduction in soils, 25°C
HAV Poliovirus
soil
Kaolinite
clay
Water
G.W.
2 Effl.
1 Effl.
Ster.
»8
10
>12
Non-ster.
»8
10
>12
ster.
10
7
Non.ster.
2
3
Bentonite
clay
2 Effl.
1 Effl.
>12
»12
12
>12
11
6
7
7
Cecil clay
loam
G.W.
1 Effl.
>12
>12
>12
>12
8
9
9
7
Ponzer org.
muck
G.W.
1 Effl.
>12
>12
9
8
4
3
3
3
FM loamy
sand
G.W.
1 Effl.
8
>12
3
>12 9 3
Corolla
sand
G.W.
2 Effl.
1 Effl.
>8
8
>12
8
5
>12
7
3
2
3
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The table shows that HAV invariably was much more persistent
in soil suspensions of all types than was poliovirus.
Sterility or non-sterility of the soil had little effect on
HAV, with 5 week earlier reduction in non-sterile FM soil in
groundwater, and 3 to 4 week earlier reductions in non-
sterile Ponzer muck and non-sterile Corolla sand in
secondary effluent. All other HAV samples (10 of 14) showed
no soil sterilization effects.  Poliovirus achieved 99%
inactivation more rapidly than HAV in all samples.  There
were marked trends in reduction among effluent type and soil
sterility conditions for poliovirus, and these were not
experienced for HAV.
2. Plants
Bacteria survival on plants is typically only about one
week, while viruses may persist for several weeks or months.
Larkin et al. (1976) in Badaway 1990, report that poliovirus
and coxsackievirus were able to survive for over four months
on vegetables during commercial and household storage.
Protozoan cysts, such as Entamoeba histolytica, as reported
by Pahren et al. (1979), survive on vegetable surfaces for 3
days, and for only 6 to 8 days in soil under optimum
conditions.  Giardia cysts are known to be quite persistent
in water, but their stability in other media is not well
characterized.  In-vitro data on Entamoeba histolytica are
available in Feacham et al., (1983) and for Giardia in
Bingham et al., (1979).
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A study by Badaway et al. (1990), indicates that the
inactivation rate k (loglO/day) for poliovirus in activated
sludge treated sewage effluent applied to grass in Arizona
was 0.06 at winter temperatures of 4-10''C, and 0.37 at
summer temperatures of 36-4l°C.  In this study in Arizona, 8
to 10 hours of exposure in summer would achieve 99%
inactivation of poliovirus, and 16 to 24 hours would be
required in winter.  A sharp increase in the virus decay
rate was detected at temperatures above 38°C (above human
physiological temperature).
Table 18
Survival Times of Pathogens on Soil and Plants (Kowal, 1986
after Feacham, 1978)
Soil Plants
Absolute Common   Absolute Common
Pathogen        Max    Max       Max    Max
Bacteria 1 year 2 months 6 months 1 month
Viruses 6 months 3 months 2 months 1 month
Protozoa 10 days 2 days 5 days 2 days
Helminths 7 years 2 years 5 months 1 month
While pathogen survival time on plants may be shorter
than on soil, animals that graze soon after sludge
application could ingest pathogens.  Brown et al. (1980)
studied the persistence of fecal coliforms and coliphage on
grass treated with sewage sludge.  Coliphage was shown to be
reduced completely within 24 hours in most cases, 48 hours
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in all cases.  It is noted however, that results may be
misleading as the plaque count technique used is less
effective at counting low virus levels (Lefler and Kott,
1974).  Rainfall simulation studies conducted by Brown et
al. (1980), indicated that sludge solids were washed more
readily from the grass than was the fecal coliform
population.  Two to 3 weeks were required for significant
reduction in fecal coliforms on sludge treated grass, and
rainfall had an ambiguous effect on reductions (Brown et al,
1980).
Poliovirus on lettuce and radishes was detected by
Larkin et al. (1976), 36 days after sludge irrigation,
though reduced by 99 percent after 5 to 6 days.
Recontamination by soil splashing onto the plants could
account for the persistence.
Bryan (1977) outlines the steps that must occur in
order for wastewater contaminated foods to cause illness.
1) The infectious agent must be present in community
residents or in livestock, and wastes from these sources
must reach sewage systems. 2) The agents must survive and
pass through the wastewater treatment plant. 3) The
wastewater effluent or sludge, containing the infectious
agent must be used to irrigate or fertilize crops. 4) The
agents must survive in the soil and contaminate the food
product.  5) either (i) The agents must be present dn the
food in sufficient numbers to cause illness, even after
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storage and preparation, (ii) Bacterial agents must be able
to multiply on the food product to reach sufficient numbers
to cause illness, (iii) Organisms must contaminate food
preparation areas from raw food product, where they can be
transferred to hands, equipment, surfaces, or prepared
foods. 6) Sufficient amounts of the contaminated food must
be ingested by a susceptible individual.
Review articles by Bryan (1977), Sepp (1971), and
Feacham et al. (1978) provide survival time for Salmonella
in Table 19, Bagdasaryan (1964) and Grigor'Eva (1965)
provide enterovirus information.
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Table 19
Pathogen Survival on Crops
CROP SURVIVAL
Salmonella
Enterovirus
leaf vegetables
beet leaves
tomatoes
cabbage
gooseberries
clover
grass
orchard crops
radishes
lettuce
soil and potatoes
carrots
lettuce
tomatoes, 3-8°C
tomatoes, 18-2 0°C
cabbage
peppers
tomatoes
above ground crops
above ground crops
Cabbage (poliovirus)
*Vaz da Costa-Vargas, 1991
**Ward et al., 1982
Feacham et al., (1983) summarize that Salmonella die-off by
< 53 days on root crops, < 40 days on leafy vegetables, < 5
days on berries, > 2 days on orchard crops, and 10-37 days
on radishes and lettuce.  The possibility of regrowth of
Salmonella in soil or crops exists.  Vaz da Costa-Vargas et
al., (1991) report that Salmonella could no longer be
detected on lettuce after 5 days after irrigation with poor
quality effluent in a semi-arid area of Portugal.  Virus
survival on plants was 11 days, data for only above ground
7-40 days
21 days
3-7 days
5 days
5 days
12 days
> 42 days
> 2 days
28-53 days
18-21 days
>40 days
>10 days
5 days*
90% reduction
in 10 days
99% reduction
in 10 days
4 days
12 days
18 days
up to 35 days
23 days
5 days**
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crops was available (Bagdasaryan 1964, and Grigor'Eva 1965).
Other researchers report that virus may persist on plants up
to 5 weeks after irrigation with contaminated effluent
(Larkin et al., 1976 and Sadovski et al., 1978. in Ward,
1982). Tierney et al., (1977) report 23 day survival after
flooding with contaminated effluent or sludge.  Ward et al.,
(1982) recovered poliovirus seeded onto cabbage for 5 days
under field conditions even after heavy rain.  The recovery
efficiency was approximately 58% on average (Ward et al.,
1982) .
Damage to tomatoes, orchard crops, or other above
ground growing produce could cause pathogens to accumulate
and survive in cracks or splits in skins or stems.  High
levels of pathogens including Giardia lamblia and Entamoeba
histolytica were found on wastewater irrigated fruits and
vegetables in Mexico City markets (Tay et al., 1980).
3. Aerosols
Sorber et al. (1984) studied liquid sludge application
from tank trucks and high volume spray guns to evaluate the
formation of aerosols containing microbial pathogens.  At
the sites with spray application of sludge, median
aerosolization efficiencies of 0.00049 % and 0.0011 % were
calculated.  Aerosolization efficiencies note the percent of
aerosolized particles above the background level.  There was
great variation in the efficiencies, thus great uncertainty
in the average estimates.  In several studies of spray
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application of wastewater, median aerosolization
efficiencies were 0.33, 0.32, and 0.47% , considerably
higher than those in the sludge spray study (Sorber et al.
1984) .  At the tank truck sites the researchers were able to
calculate a relative impact factor only.  The relative
impact factor is the fraction of a particular organism that
remains viable after the aerosolization process.
Table 20 summarizes relative impact factors for the
Sorber et al. (1984) study and a wastewater spray
application study.
Table 20
Summary of Relative Impact Factors(relative to standard plate count)
Truck site Spray siteSludge Wastewater *Organism     Max   Min    Mean    Max   Min    Mean
Bacteriophage 0.17  3x10"*  0.043 52 0.031 4.2
Total coliform 3.6   IxlO"*  0.41 63 0.018 4.9
Fecal coliform 0.12   2x10-*   0.022 16 0.076 2.6
Fecal strep.   0.21   SxlO"*   0.036 310 0.37 32
* a 1980 study cited in Sorber et al. 1984
Most of the microorganisms should be expected to be
associated with the solids fraction of the sludge samples.
There was strong evidence of aerosolization of bacteria at
the spray application sites.
Aerosols and particulates may form when sludge is
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sprayed on land, applied by tank truck, or dumped.  Small
droplets that aerosolize from the sludge may contain
pathogenic organisms.  The general size of organisms is:
enteric viruses, 0.02 - 0.08 microns; bacteria, 1-10
microns; protozoan cysts such as Giardia. 5-20 microns.
Aerosols are typically less than 5 microns in diameter
(Kowal, 1985); only bacteria and viruses are generally
considered to be threats.  Shaub et al. (1978) and
Biederbeck (1979) report that tenfold reductions of bacteria
and virus may be experienced immediately upon aerosolization
due to "aerosol shock" or "impact factor", which may be
caused by rapid pressure changes.  Ambient conditions such
as low humidity, high solar radiation, high temperature,
should decrease pathogen survival.  Wind speed, air
turbulence, and local topography influence the rate of
fallout or deposition of aerosols and particulates (Kowal,
1985).
Harding et al. (1981) report that very low bacterial
aerosol levels were found at sites using tank truck
application, while elevated levels of fecal coliforms,
streptococci and mycobacteria were found at sites using
spray application.  Harding et al. (1981), sampled air 40
meters downwind of a liquid sludge spray application site
and found less than 0.0016 pfu/cubic meter of air.  Bausum
et al. (1983) found levels of bacteria in aerosols measured
21-30 meters downwind from a wastewater sprinkler system to
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be 485 cfu on average.  Die-off was figured to be 52% at 21-
30 meters and 77% at 200 meters.  Wastewater spraying should
generate more aerosols than spray application of drier,
denser sludge.
4. Water
The use of groundwater as a drinking water source is
increasing in the United States.  By the turn of the
century, groundwater use is expected to comprise 33% of
total use.  Craun (1979) in Keswick and Gerba (1980),
determined that from 1946 to 1977, the 20% of the U.S. water
supply that came from groundwater was responsible for 50% of
waterborne disease outbreak due to untreated or inadequately
treated groundwater sources.  Recharge of groundwater
aquifers is an increasing concern.  Use of treated
wastewater for recharge may become more prevalent as an
economical solution to groundwater recharge issues.  A
significant number of studies have been done on the
transport of microorganisms in groundwater and subsurface
aquifers, as compiled by Keswick and Gerba (1980), but few
have concentrated on microbial survival in groundwater.
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Table 21
Die-off rate constants k(log 10 day') for selected
microorganisms in various water systems
Organism k value  System Source
S.paratyphi D 0.87
S.paratyphi A 1.04
0.303
S.typhimurixim    1.04
0.13
0.177
0.144
0.288
0.329
0.324
1.588
2.77
1.256
0.834
0.0456
0.21
S.   typhi
S.   thompson
Poliovirus l
0.1615
0.0856
0.0865
0.133
0.516
well water
well water
water,pure
culture
well water
groundwater
0°C river
5°C river
10°C river
20°C river
storm water
runoff,   20°C
same,   10°C
well water
fresh water
(bay)
Lake Ontario
groundwater
groundwater
(ave.) gw.
(ave.)gw.l2°C
(ave.)gw.l3°C
(ave.)gw.l8°C
(ave.)gw.23°C
McFeeters et al.l974
Bitton et al. 1983
Mitchell and Starzyk
1975
Geldrich and Kenner
1969
McFeeters et al.l974
Dutka and Kwan, 1980
Bitton et al. 1983
Keswick and Gerba
1980
Yates et al. 1985
Wellings et al. (1975) in Bitton et al. (1983), submit
that virus could survive for 28 days in groundwater.  Martin
and Noonan (1977) in Bitton et al. (1983), report that fecal
coliform bacteria were reduced by 90% in 6 days.  In Yates
et al (1985), poliovirus 1 was reduced by 90% in 3 to 5 days
at 26°C, and persisted for longer periods, up to 28 days
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before 90% reduction at lower water temperatures as
experienced by most of the U.S. (not specified).  The Yates
et al. (1985) study found temperature to be the single most
important factor in virus survival in groundwater,
accounting for 77.5% of the variability in decay rates.  The
few microbe survival studies indicate that viruses do
survive longer in groundwater than do bacteria.  If parasite
cysts and ova contaminate groundwater, chances are that they
would also be very persistent.
Several researchers have gathered information on
survival rates of pathogens in water environments and these
data are summarized in Table 22.
Table 22
Die-off Rates in Water
Organism Water type Rate
Poliovirus 1 * Groundwater
Poliovirus 1 # River
Poliovirus 3 # River
Salmonella typhimurium* Groundwater
* Gerba and Bitton (1984), rate is surviving portion after24 hours or Nt/No, where Nt = concentration after 24 hours
and No = original concentration
# Keswick et al. (1982)
Entamoeba histolytica is reported to survive for
153 days in 12-22°C natural water, survival decreasing 30%
0
0.
0
046
21
77
0 77
1 0
0 22
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with 10°C rise in temperature (Mitchell, 1972) (EPA,
November 1985).  Melnick and Gerba (1980) determined that
poliovirus is reduced by 99.9 % in natural water in 19-67
days at 3-6°C, and in 4-16 days at 18-27°C.  Giardia cysts
survive optimally in water temperatures from 4 to 8°C.
Wickramanayake et al. (1985) in Jakubowski, (1990) found
little change in excystation of Giardia muris cysts in water
after 25 days at 5*'C.  Excystation dropped from 98% to 7.2%
after three days at 20°C and similarly after one day at 37°C
(Wickramanayake, 1985).
E. Pathogen Transport
1. Retention and Transport in Soils
Some of the major factors controlling virus transport
in soil are filtration, adsorption, soil retention capacity,
soil water content, soil-water flux, rainfall-runoff
intensity, erosion control and other management factors
(Reddy et al., 1981).  Some mechanisms of filtration are
straining, sedimentation, impingement, and diffusion.  Due
to virus particle size, adsorption to soil particles is
considered to be the major influence in virus retention.
Table 23 identifies some of the elements controlling
transport in the subsurface (Yates and Yates, 1988).
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Table 23
Factors Influencing Transport in the Subsurface
Factor Effect
Moisture Content
PH
Salts
Soil Properties
Organism Type
Organic Matter
Hydraulic Condition
Association with
particulate matter
Migration increases with increased
saturated flow conditions
Low pH enhances bacterial
retention, and favors virus
adsorption. High pH favors virus
desorption
Generally increasing salts and
cation valences increases
adsorption
Greater retention by clay based
soils, virus adsorption to soil is
protective
Physical characteristics of
bacteria affect filtration and
adsorption, differences in virus
capsid affects adsorption
Increases bacterial filtration,
competes with virus for adsorption
sites.
Generally migration increases with
increased flow rates
Migration decreases with
association, especially for viruses
Reddy et al. (1981), determined that it was
quantitatively difficult to describe both the adsorption and
filtration processes of microbial removal in soils.  They
combined their analysis of removal in soil in terms of
retention by soil particles.  In the studies they reviewed
(Drewey and Eliassen, 1968; Gerba et al., 1975; Burge and
Enkiri, 1978; Marshall, 1971; Matson et al., 1978), several
general tendencies were noted.  Bacteria and virus retention
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increased with an increase in the clay content, cation
exchange capacity, and specific surface area, of the soil.
As the pH of soil water increases above pH 7, the fraction
of microbes retained by the soil decreases markedly.  A
decrease in cation concentration in soil water also
decreases the retention capacity of the soil.
Gerba et al. (1991) conducted a study of virus fate in
treated sewage effluent passed through a soil aquifer for
water reclamation in Arizona.  Virus reduction of 99% was
achieved after effluent passed through 15 feet of soil.
Differences between the two bacteriophage used were noted,
with PRD-1 phage removed more readily than MS-2, in part
because the higher lipid content in PRD-1 protein coat
increased its hydrophobic character.  Gerba et al. assume
that enteric virus will be adsorbed to a greater degree than
the bacteriophage used in the study.  At infiltration rates
of 50 feet/day (high rate) phage was transported 150 feet
horizontally.  Greater removal was noted at lower
infiltration rate (3 feet/day), with 99% removal.
Powelson et al. (1990) studied virus fate in soil
columns under saturated and unsaturated conditions.  The
findings showed that under saturated soil conditions virus
detected in the sampler effluent was in equal concentration
to influent after less than two pore volumes.  Under
unsaturated flow conditions, however, after the application
of as much as 18 pore volumes of influent, effluent did not
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exceed 27% of the influent virus concentration.  Powelson et
al. (1990) propose that qualitatively different processes
control saturated and unsaturated flow.  Yates et al.(1987)
in Powelson, conclude that "mathematical capabilities far
exceed our basic understanding of the behavior of viruses in
soils and groundwater systems", suggesting that attempts to
model survival and transport of microbes in the subsurface
environment may be tentative at best. Table 24 lists some
values of retention coefficients, K,  where K = S/C; S is
virus adsorbed per gram of soil solids, and C is virus per
milliliter of soil water.
Table 24
Retention Coefficients for Bacteria and Virus in Soils
Organism Soil Type K, ml g* Reference
Total coliform
Fecal coliform
River Sediment
•1
863.0
1,909.0
Matson et
al. (1978)
Fecal strep. •1 261.0
*x-174 phage Aastad clay
Kranzburg silt
Palouse silt
Parshall silt
72.5
161.0
45.7
4.6
Burge and
Enkiri
(1978)
The persistence of pathogens and indicators must be
considered in conjunction with transport and possible
subsequent human exposure.  There are several mechanisms of
pathogen transport from land applied sludge into media that
humans may ingest, including runoff into surface water, and
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percolation into groundwater.  Methods to reduce runoff,
such as contour plowing, planting of cover crops, vegetated
buffer strips, and other techniques, may reduce potential
for transport to surface water.
Retention and transport in soil can be influenced by
moisture, temperature, saturation rate, ion content, pH,
cation exchange capacity, and soil characteristics such as
particle size, texture, pore size, organic, clay, and
mineral content.  Viruses, the smallest pathogens, are
retained in soil mostly by adsorption.  The substantially
larger bacteria are retained by straining and adsorption.
Adsorption is a reversible process depending on pH, moisture
content, and other factors.
Sorber and Moore's review of the literature (1987)
shows that coliform bacteria were detected intermittently at
depths of 100 to 180 cm below sludge amended soil sites in
the north-western U.S.   In one Florida study, (Sorber and
Moore, 1987) viruses were detected in 8.5 and 18 meter
wells beneath a sludge disposal site, while monitoring at a
second site in Florida yielded no viruses.  Bitton et al.
(1981), used 33 cm long (15.5 cm ID) soil cores to study the
transport and survival of poliovirus type 1 and echovirus
type 1 after sludge application.  No virus was detected in
leachate, even after a 51 cm rainfall.  Virus survival
ranged from 35 days in the summer, to 8 days in the cooler,
dryer winter (Bitton et al. 1981). Temperature and moisture
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level appeared to be the controlling factors.  Farrah and
Bitton (1981), monitored deep wells at a Florida sludge
lagooning site on a year long bimonthly basis, and found no
virus movement into the groundwater. Culturing for
indigenous viruses in the lagoon effluent and in the well
samples led them to conclude that enteroviruses are
efficiently retained by sludge-soil mixtures at that Florida
location.  Field site data at this time is fragmentary,
short-term, and non comprehensive (Sorber and Moore, 1987) .
The laboratory studies conducted on viruses in sewage
amended soil have been reviewed by Shields and Sobsey
(1987).
Factors that impact the movement of pathogens to
groundwater are: pathogen concentration, pathogen survival,
pathogen movement to sludge-soil interface, pathogen
movement through the saturated and unsaturated zone, and
hydraulic gradient (EPA, May, 1986).  Viruses, due to their
greater survival potential than most bacteria and smaller
size, may have the greatest possibility of transport into
groundwater.  EPA (May, 1986) notes that Hepatitis A virus
is known to be more resistant to thermal inactivation in
soil and sludge than the other enteroviruses.
Movement of pathogens is enhanced through sand and
gravel, and greatly reduced through soils containing clay.
Data gathered by EPA for their report on risk assessment
development for municipal sludge landfilling (1986),
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professes that viruses can move 67 meters vertically and 408
meters laterally in soil, and as far as 1600 meters in
gravel and karst substrate.  Virus adsorption to soil is
strong, up to 42 percent at pH 5-7, and decreases to below
10 percent at pH greater than 9.  Sludges that have been
treated with lime or other processes that raise pH may allow
pathogens to be more transportable, although insoluble
calcium oxides and hydroxides are efficient in retaining
viruses.
Bacteria tend to be removed from soil by filtration.
Movement from 3 to 122 meters has been reported in sandy
soil, and 920 meters in gravel, but 10 to 50 cm is common in
most soils (EPA, May, 1986).  EPA (May, 1986), reports that
rate of water flow is highly correlated with the degree of
virus and bacteria transport.  Parasite eggs and cysts are
believed to be effectively strained in the top layers of
most soils, however; in one study Giardia cysts were found
to infiltrate 96 cm in a sand column with a 0.04 to 0.4
m/hour flow rate (EPA, May, 1986).
Many indigenous microorganisms compete and survive in
soil systems.  When enteric bacteria enter soil systems they
are stressed by abiotic factors, low nutrients, and
antagonistic organisms.  Peterson and Ward (1989) report
that some starving bacteria may not only lower their
metabolic requirements, but may actually fragment into
smaller viable cells called "dwarfs".  If enteric bacteria
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in a hostile soil environment are prone to this phenomenon,
the smaller particles may be more likely to migrate through
soil (Roszack and Colwell, 1987).
Peterson and Ward (1989) ran computer simulations of
bacterial transport in soils and found bacterial transport
exceeding 120 cm in sandy soil, but not exceeding this limit
in loamy sand soil.  When they increased soil depth to 140
cm (a 17 percent increase), bacterial retention increased by
31 percent.  This result cannot be extrapolated to field
conditions without corroborating experimental evidence.
In a set of experiments (Sobsey et al., 1986) dosing
soil columns with virus laden primary effluent or simulated
rainwater, information on the fate of HAV and poliovirus was
obtained.  Effluent from the columns measured after dosing
showed 75 to 99.8 % retention or inactivation for poliovirus
at 5 and IB^C  temperatures.  HAV exhibited more variable
characteristics at low temperature with retentions or
inactivation of 47 to 88 % at 5°C and a more consistent 89
to 96 % at 25°C (Sobsey et al., 1986).  Rain, which
typically has low ionic concentration, causes microbes to
desorb.  Sampling of 3 and 6 meter deep wells at a Florida
land treatment site did not show virus percolation through
the soil until after heavy rainfall events (Wellings et al.,
1975).  Cations, on the other hand, enhance microbe
adsorption.  Data from Keswick, (1984) on movement of virus
in soil showed 2.4 to 67 meters mobility.  These values were
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for virus in wastewater, and it is possible that more virus
may be more tightly bound to solids in sewage sludge
applications and remain immobile.
Data from Hagedorn and McCoy, (1979) on the movement
of bacteria show less than 1 meter of mobility when
unsaturated conditions prevail, and 3 0 to 60 meters mobility
under saturated flow conditions.  These values are for
bacteria that have been eluted from the sludge matrix, where
a portion of the bacteria would presumably remain bound.
Bacteria retention in soil was found to be inversely
proportional to the particle size distribution under all
soil conditions, and bacteria absorption to soil surfaces
decreased mobility to a greater extent as soils become less
structured and clay content increases.  EPA (November 1985),
found that Ascaris eggs did not move through soil after 15
days, and Entamoeba histolytica cysts did not move through a
24-inch sand layer.
Liu (1982) conducted a 4 year long study of the effects
of disposal of anaerobically digested sewage sludge on the
microbial quality of groundwater.  Lysimeters were installed
and sludge was applied at rates of 5100 kg TKN ha' 4 yr'.
Liu (1982) reports that 92 to 98 percent of the original
sludge organisms had perished after 4 years.  Approximately
three times more bacterial biomass and leachate was lost
from coarse loamy soil than from finer silt soil.  Sewage
microorganisms were incapable of moving through the soil
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columns tested, and over 90 percent of the sludge organisms
were retained in the top 20 cm soil layer.  Liu (1982)
concluded that contamination of groundwater would be
unlikely to occur, as long as the groundwater table was not
high and the soils were not continually saturated.
Soil particles providing small openings between
individual particles will physically restrain the passage of
larger particles between them, thus relatively larger
particles in a suspension are more likely to be strained
out.  Smith (1988) found that more bacteria were filtered
out by disturbed soil than by undisturbed soil.  They
surmised that this was due to a larger flow component
through existing macropores in undisturbed soil, as opposed
to disturbed soil with macropores disrupted.  Twenty-one to
78 percent of bacteria applied to undisturbed soil was
retained, while 93 to 99.8 percent was retained in disturbed
samples of the same soils.
Weaver et al. (1978) (in Reddy et al. 1981) observed
that Salmonella concentrations in the leachate from 2cm soil
columns was reduced by 90%, while E.coli concentrations were
reduced by 99.9%.  Little other evidence of Salmonella
movement was found by Reddy et al. (1981), possibly because
of low populations in the wastes used in the studies.
2. Transport in Water
Yates and Yates (1988) state that the major impediment
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to predicting concentrations of microorganisms in
groundwater is quantifying the transport process, not
predicting the movement of water, for which a variety of
methods and models exist.  Grondin and Gerba (1986)
investigated whether solute transport equations can be used
to model the transport behavior of colloidal particles like
viruses.  The comparison of their experimentally derived
data, to analytical solutions predicted under experimental
conditions showed that for MS-2, modeling under existing
analytical solutions was valid.  Grondin and Gerba (1986)
found that the average velocity of virus through their
experimental columns was 1.6 to 1.9 times the average
velocity of water. This behavior could be accounted for by
using a retardation factor less than unity, or
alternatively, by using average virus velocity instead of
average pore size velocity in modeling.  An explanation of
the increased velocity for virus may be that virus and virus
aggregates are restricted to pores that are larger than the
average pore, and thus have a greater pore water velocity
than the average of all the pores taken together.
Moore et al. (1981) determined that virus and
indicators moved through groundwater into lysimeters under
an effluent irrigated surface to a depth of at least 1.37m
when heavily irrigated.  The recovery of virus from
lysimeters was felt to be surprisingly frequent in light of
the low virus levels in the applied effluent (6 to 22
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pfu/L).  Moore et al. (1981) surmise that there was little
attenuation due to the heavy irrigation rate (possibly
creating saturated conditions to at least 1.37m).
It is unlikely that parasite ova or cysts such as
Giardia cysts, would move into groundwaters through the soil
due retention by straining and sedimentation processes.
Movement through cracks, fissures, and other pores that
provided channels to the groundwater-table could allow for
parasite contamination, however.  Ova or cyst movement to
surface water in runoff after a heavy rain could occur.
While there is no available epidemiological evidence
that pathogens from sludge application sites have entered
surface water bodies and caused human health effects, that
possibility should be evaluated.  Dunigan and Dick (1980)
found elevated levels of bacteria in runoff from sludge
amended fields, as long as there were viable bacteria
detectable in the field's sludge-soil mixture.  Champ and
Schroeter (1988) studied bacterial transport to groundwater
through fractured rock, and found that bacteria move faster
than conservative tracers used to quantify the speed of the
water.   Work on the velocity of groundwater by Matthess and
Pekdeger (1986) showed that large diameter openings in hard
rock aquifers are more conducive to microorganism transport.
They measured groundwater velocities and found <1 meter/day
to a few meters for sand and gravel aquifers, <1 meter/day
to 8000 meters/day in hard rock aquifers, and < 26,000
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meters/day in karstic aquifers.
It is likely that many microbes and pathogenic
organisms in sludge will be adsorbed and filtered out at or
near the soil surface.  This would allow for pollution of
surface water through runoff of sludge-soil particles with
sorbed pathogens.  VanDonsel et al. (1967), quoted in Reddy
et al. (1981) demonstrated transport of indicator organisms
in runoff water by dosing outdoor plots with "tracer"
strains of coliform bacteria, and measuring losses of the
indicator strain in rainfall runoff.  Organisms isolated in
runoff were in direct correlation to counts in the soil.
Counts in the soil below 10,000 gram"' typically resulted in
no isolation of indicator in runoff water.
3. Transport in Air
A Metropolitan Sanitary District of Chicago study
showed that at a land reclamation sewage spray application
site, Litton high volume samplers collected lO" to 10* cfu/m'
enteric bacteria from 50 to 450 downwind (10^ cfu/m' upwind).
Anderson impactor samplers collected lO' to lo' downwind vs.
10' to 10^ upwind (EPA, 1977 from review of TSD).  Sorber et
al. (1984) found elevated enteric bacteria levels at 50-lOOm
downwind of tank and sewage sludge spray application sites.
Virus was not detected in the samples collected by Sorber et
al. (1984) and a theoretical calculation of 0.0016 pfu/m' of
air was calculated.
Little is known about pathogen transport in aerosols.
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Sorber et al.(1976) detected aerosolized bacteria at levels
significantly above background 198m downwind of a wastewater
spray irrigation site.  They found the highest levels of
1630 aerobic bacteria and 330 coliforro like bacteria per m'
air, at 47m downwind.  Katzenelson and Teltch (1976) and
Katzenelson et al. (1977) found coliform bacteria 350 meters
downwind of a wastewater spray irrigation system.
Aerosolized E.coli were detected when effluent
concentrations were 10''/ml.  Only one colony of Salmonella
was detected, at a distance of 60 meters downwind, (but
Salmonella are far less ubiquitous in sewage).  The authors
calculate that a worker 100 meters from a sewage sprinkler
would inhale about 36 coliform bacteria in 10 minutes.
Sorber et al. (1984) in a study of land application of
sludge by tank truck and by high pressure spray, found some
evidence that microbiological aerosols were generated by
tank truck application, and strong evidence that aerosols
were generated by spray application. The results for tank
truck application and spray application are summarized in
Table 25 and 26 respectively.
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Table 25
Median Concentrations in Aerosol Samples at Truck Sites
Site/ Upwind
(runs)  Organism   Sludge
Sample position
50m      100m
(pfu or cfu/m^)
A(5) Bacteriophage* 1.1x10^ LD** LD LDStandard Plate 8.3x10' 2.4x10* 1.5x10* 3.3x10*
Total coliform 1.6x10* 380 8200 LD
B(8) Bacteriophage  1.4x10* LD LD LDStandard Plate 1.7x10* 1.9x10* 1.4x10* 2.1x10*
Total coliform 3.1x10* .55 7.1 12
Table 26
Median Concentrations in Aerosol Samples at Spray Sites
Site/ Upwind
(runs)  Organism   Sludge
Sample position
50m      100m
(pfu or cfu/m')
C(7) Bacteriophage 1.6x10*
Standard Plate 1.8x10'
Total coliform 1.4x10*
D(8) Bacteriophage 9.4x10*
Standard Plate 5.0x10*
Total coliform 1.4xl0'
* measured as pfu
** LD means Limit of Detection
LD
1.2x10'
LD
LD
4.4x10*
1.1
0.3
3.8x10'
1.4
2.25
4.2x10*
32.5
0.22
4. OxlO'
0.2
0.67
3 . 5x10*
20
Camann et al., (1988) found elevated levels of fecal
bacteria, mycobacteria, and coliphage above background
levels at sites receiving poor-quality wastewater spray
irrigation.  Enterovirus levels, geometric mean of 0.05
pfu/m', were repeatedly recovered at 44 to 60 m downwind,
higher than at other field experiment sites in the U.S. and
Israel.  This study also reported unusually high enterovirus
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values of 16.2 pfu/m' in one instance.  Careful study of the
procedures as well as the observed high virus levels in the
effluent dispelled any doubts about the magnitude of this
value.  The Camann (1988) study recorded a median
aerosolization efficiency of 0.56 percent; higher than the
33% reported in Pleasanton CA, (Camann, 1980 in Camann et al
1988).  It is important that the particle size distribution
be determined because particles less than 5 microns are
efficiently deposited in the human pulmonary system, and
particles of 5 to 7 microns are deposited in the upper
respiratory system, where they may be swallowed.  Camann,
(1988) determined that 38 to 44% of viable particles
downwind were smaller than 4.7 microns.
Camann (1988) also investigated the epidemiological
association between exposure to wastewater irrigation and
risk of illness.  It was determined that self-reporting of
illness and exposure produced no obvious connection, but
serologic and stool sample investigation indicated that the
rate of viral infection was slightly higher among those who
had a high level of exposure.  A slight dose-response
association was evident.
The previous health effects, fate, and transport
section of this literature review amply illustrates that
study techniques exist to explore the microbial survival and
transport phenomena that must be adequately described for
risk assessment purposes.  Survival issues for certain
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pathogens or indicators in sewage sludge, such as
poliovirus, have been very thoroughly studied and
investigated for a variety of media and conditions.
Survival issues for HAV or Giardia in sludge, on the other
hand, are not well known.
The methodologies of the many researchers discussed
above, must be applied to the sewage sludge pathogens and/or
indicators of greatest human health concern.  When data that
is sludge specific is available to fill in data gaps on fate
and transport, performing risk assessment for pathogens in
sewage sludge could help provide a sound basis for sewage
sludge regulation.
F. Risk Analysis
1. General
Risk analysis, defined as risk assessment and the use
of risk assessment derived information, is an important tool
in measuring the impact of human actions on the environment,
since the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) in 1969, the practice of risk based policy making has
proceeded briskly.  The Council on Environmental Quality
produced a handbook for policy makers, entitled Risk
Analysis; A Guide to Principles and Methods for Analyzing
Health and Environmental Risks. (Cohrssen and Covello,
1989) .  The book outlines four phases of risk analysis: 1)
Hazard Identification, 2) Risk Assessment, 3) Determining
the Significance of Risks, and 4) Risk Communication.
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The best described phase of risk analysis is risk
assessment and its four well recognized components: 1)
Source Assessment, 2) Dose-Response Assessment, 3) Exposure
Assessment, and 4) Risk Characterization.  Risk assessment
defines a hazard which can cause harm, the event that would
create the possibility of harm, and the statistical estimate
that harm will occur.  Risk itself can be defined as the
probability of negative outcome under specific
circumstances.  Risk can be quantitative; from zero (no
harm) to 1 (definite harm), or qualitative; high, low,
trivial, for example.
2. Hazard Identification
The first aspect of risk analysis. Hazard
Identification, asks Does a hazard exist? What
epidemiologic evidence is there that the event of concern,
causing a certain exposure, creates a human health problem?
3. Risk Assessment
The second aspect. Risk Assessment, is a technical
assessment, examining the nature of risk and its magnitude.
Risk assessment requires: 1) data from monitoring, 2)
historical records, and 3) assumptions about probability
distributions to estimate model parameters.
Source Assessment: (or Hazard Identification), is
concerned with 1) Identification of the microorganism, 2)
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Type of disease produced, 3) Conditions under which disease
may be produced, 4) Sludge microbial characteristics, 5)
Sludge characteristics in the environment in re-use form,
and 6) Microbial survival and multiplication in the
environment.  Information may be gathered through
epidemiology or detection of the organism in the medium
(sludge).  Epidemiological identification may be anecdotal,
(self-reported, case reports from medical personnel,
descriptive epidemiology) or analytical (cohort, case-
control, or cross sectional studies). There are many
difficulties that may be encountered in gathering
epidemiological evidence of health effects from an
environmental source.   Some major obstacles are: proving
causality which is impeded by bias, misclassification,
confounding variables, and latency period; defining
magnitude of relative risk through strength of association
and repeated observations; defining plausible biological
mechanisms; and providing support from studies using animal
models.
Dose-Response Assessment: is the quantitative
relationship between amount of exposure and disease is
defined.  EPA derived its values for infectious dose from
literature, finding Salmonella minimum infectious doses
(MID) from 10^ to 10* (Blaser and Newman 82, Kowal 82, 85),
and poliovirus Tissue Culture Infectious Dose for 50%
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response (TCID50) from 1 to 4 x 10* (Kowal 82) for example.
The lack of an extensive (quantified) database on h\iman
response to various well defined doses of water or
wastewaterborne organisms does hamper the risk assessment
development process.  Some well quantified dose response
data does exist, and can be used to predict the probability
that a person ingesting a certain dose will become infected.
Table 27 indicates probabilities of infection for various
organisms determined by the beta distributed "infectivity
probability" model with parameters ^Beta' and ^alpha' (or
single hit exponential model with parameter ^r') (Rose and
Gerba, 1991).
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Table 27
Probabilities and Doses for Various Organisms
Prob. of
Microoraanism
infection
Values for
alDha. Beta.(*r)
infection from
one oraanism
Dose for
1 %
Camoylobacter 0.039, 55 7 X 10-^
1.4
Salmonella 0.33, 139.9 2.3 X 10' 4.3
S. typhi 0.21, 5531 3.8 X 10'^
263
Shigella 0.16, 155 1.0 X 10"'
10
S.dysenteriae
(1)
S. flexneri
(2A##)
Vibrio cholera
0.5, 100
0.2, 2000
0.097, 13,020
4.97 X 10"*
1.0 X 10-*
7 X 10-**
20
100
1428
V.cholera
(El Tor)
Poliovirus 1
2.7X10^ 1.33
15.0, 1000
1.5 X 10-5
1.49 X 10-2
667
0.67
Poliovirus 3 0.5, 1.14 3.1 X 10-2 0.32
Echovirus 12 1.3, 75 1.7 X 10-2 0.59
Rotavirus 0.232, 0.247 3.1 X 10-2 0.03
Entamoeba coli 0.17, 1.32 9.1 X 10-2 0.04
E. histolytica 13.3, 39.7 2.8 X 10-^ 0.04
Giardia lamblia 0.0199* 1.98 X 10-2 0.5
•
The probability of infection determined above is for a
human population assumed to be equally susceptible to a
single dose of the infectious organism.  The exposed
population was assumed to consume 2 liters of drinking water
per day.  Thus the probabilities reflect the likelihood that
an individual consuming 2 liters of drinking water will
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become infected if exposed to one infectious organism.
Likewise, the dose for 1 percent infection represents the
number of infectious organisms that would need to be
consumed (at some point in consumption of 2 liters of
drinking water) in order to infect 1 percent of the exposed
population.
To be directly applicable to sewage, the dose response
data should be reevaluated assuming different routes of
exposure from different media.  Wastewater sewage sludge
would contain higher amounts of possibly infectious
organisms than would drinking water in most circxamstances,
yet exposures to sewage sludge are not likely to be a
regular occurrence for large portions of the population, as
are exposures to and consumption of drinking water.
Exposure Assessment; involves determining the following
things, 1) the magnitude (environmental concentration) of
exposure, 2) the duration of exposure, 3) exposure schedule
and route (human intake), and 4) the size, nature, and class
of exposed population, with uncertainty provided for all
estimates.
Risk Characterization; is the estimation of magnitude
of the public health problem.  This process generates
estimates of the types and magnitudes of adverse effects
that may occur, and the probabilities that each risk will
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occur.  The form that the numerical estimates may take
include 1) individual lifetime risk - the probability that
an individual will experience a 1x10"* risk of developing
cancer for instance; 2) Population or societal risk - The
number of cases of the development of a certain type of
cancer per year for instance (lifetime risk x number
exposed); or 3) relative risk - the risk in the exposed
population as compared to the risk in the unexposed
population (Cohrssen and Covello, 1989).
4. Determining the Significance of Risk
The third aspect of risk analysis, Determining the
Significance of Risk, defines allowable risk by applying
such tools as: 1) risk perception, 2) cost-benefit analysis,
and 3) decision analysis.
Determining risk significance is difficult because
there is no consensus on what constitutes acceptable risk.
From the perspective of the individual, the willingness to
accept risk can be seen as a personal decision.  Thus, the
individual is allowed to have some measure of control, over
choosing whether or not to eat an apple harboring pesticide
traces, for example.  When risks are managed at the societal
level the decision to accept or not accept the risk is not
under individual control, but typically made by a group of
experts.  Individuals and organizations may have input into
the decision making process through such mechanisms as
comment periods for Federal Regulations, for example.  The
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setting of policy, determining how the risks will be borne
by society, are ultimately made by policy makers.
While it can be argued that no degradation of existing
good quality of environmental media, air, water, or land,
should be allowed, practicality requires that wastes from a
multitude of sources, including human waste, must be managed
and disposed of.  This disposal invariably degrades some
portion of the ambient environment.  The disposal must be
managed through regulation to ensure that the wastes are
properly treated, rendered as harmless as possible, and pose
only a limited threat to human health and environmental
integrity.
With risk assessment's refinement and acceptance
through application to regulations regarding cancer risk
from chemical substances, a powerful tool to manage risky
processes has developed.  Using a risk assessment approach
helps ensure regulatory policy is objective, based on
scientific data, and focused on ensuring the risk to health
does not exceed a specified level.  The level of acceptable
health risk is frequently set in a range from one additional
case of infection/disease per 1000 to 1,000,000.
5. Risk Communication
The final aspect of risk analysis, risk communication,
is problematic because there is a divergence between the
perception of risk by non-expert individuals, and risk as
perceived by experts such as scientists and policy makers
S5
involved in risk analysis.  Social, cultural, and
psychological factors influence perception of risk.  Risks
that are perceived to be freely chosen and controllable,
such as airplane flight or driving one's own car, may be
judged to be less risky than those that are unfamiliar or
dreaded, such as nuclear power or cancer,  dicker, (1992)
describes controversies that involve risk as having two
components: a process issue (who should decide what to do),
and a substantive issue (what should be done); and surmises
that people left out of the process of decision making may
be unyielding on accepting the substantive issues,  dicker
(1992) submits that in regulating risk based issues, putting
a draft proposal up for review is insufficient, and suggests
that interested parties be included in the drafting process.
A regulatory process that responds to the questions,
concerns, needs, and problems of the regulated community
should prove to be the most acceptable, and hopefully, the
most effective.
Risk Communication may necessitate weighing technical
resources, social, economic, and political values, and
response options to reduce or eliminate risk.  The
significant features of the risk analysis may be
communicated to the public through policies to manage or
control risk.  If a quantitative risk assessment is
completed, policy decisions can be reduced to algorithms,
yet scientific and policy judgements typically cloud the
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straight formal assessment of quantitative data developed in
the risk assessment process.
6. Applications to Pathogens
Cabelli et al., (1983) in an article developing a
marine water quality risk assessment, defines "criteria" as
quantifiable relationships between indicator density and
human health effects.  A "guideline" derived from a
criterion, may be defined as an upper level of indicators
associated with an acceptable level of health risks (Cabelli
et al., 1983).  Cabelli (1983) describes the development of
water quality guidelines as evolving by a three stage
process.  The first stage is the development of guidelines
and standards dictated largely by adoption of best available
control technology, because definitive criteria for health
protection are not yet established.  The second stage is the
modification of these guidelines and standards on the basis
of a limited amount of data relating illness, exposure, and
environmental levels of the pollutant; the beginning of
development of criteria.  In the final stage, through the
development of guidelines based on acceptable risk, and the
use of epidemiological data to define the relationship of
water quality to an observable health effect; criteria that
are supported by research are established.
EPA's 1989 Proposed Rule for Standards for the Use and
Disposal of Sewage Sludge (Federal Register, 1989), can be
seen as an attempt to move from the first to second stage, a
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shift away from process based guidelines and standards.  The
final rule, (EPA 1992), is an combination of the quality
based standard for sludge developed in the proposed rule,
and the pre-existing 1979 standard, which was purely process
based.  The final stage, developing research supported
criteria, and establishing acceptable risk based regulations
for sludge reuse and disposal, has not been achieved within
EPA.
Blumenthal et al., (1989), in a paper directed toward
providing a rational framework for risk based decision
making on waste reuse in less developed countries, provides
a valuable view of "risk".  "Potential risk" occurs any time
microorganisms may be detected in sludge reuse or disposal
products, regardless of whether infection does occur.  An
epidemiologist's role in risk assessment concerns the
probability of an individual developing disease over a
certain period of time.  This probability is the estimation
of "actual risk".  Many factors such as pathogen
inactivation, host resistance, and human behavior, may
prevent potential risks from becoming actual risks.  In
addition, a particular disease outbreak may have several
routes of transmission, clouding the determination that
disease is associated with a single route such as sludge
reuse.  Blumenthal et al., (1989), promote "attributable
risk" or "excess risk" as the most accurate measure of
disease associated with a certain transmission route in a
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population.  This determination of attributable risk is made
by a comparison between two populations, one exposed to
waste, and an unexposed control.  The difference in disease
between the two populations is the measure of risk
attributable to waste reuse.
Hutzler and Boyle (1980), in a risk assessment
exploring the risk of hepatitis A infection from wastewater
discharge, state that the overall risk of infection is the
product of the probabilities that: (1) pathogens are being
discharged into sewage, (2) they are transported to a water
resource, (3) the water resource is used in such a way that
part of it is ingested by a susceptible person, and (4) the
individual subsequently becomes diseased.  It is difficult
to apply risk assessment to pathogenic disease questions
because huge amounts of diverse data must be collected and
appropriately analyzed and integrated into the risk models.
Models are developed which include representations of
the relationships between the factors considered, using the
best available data to "approximate reality".  Most risk
assessments for policy development are based on mathematical
modeling, where equations attempt to define cause and effect
relationships.  Humans are usually exposed to low doses of
environmental contaminants.  This fact often necessitates
downward extrapolation from observable effects at high
dosages.  This is often accomplished by a linear
extrapolation, though in many situations other more complex
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models may better fit the data.   The use of upper and lower
confidence limits while extrapolating by linear regression
or other techniques, provides for a more conservative
estimate of dose response.
In developing risk assessment methods many assumptions
about transport, fate, and exposure must be made. Many
uncertainties exist in sewage sludge microbiology.  Some
uncertainties may be exacerbated by differences in
techniques between laboratories.  Gerba's review of pathogen
reduction in the wastewater treatment literature (1983),
shows that uncertainty is compounded by the difficulty of
comparing data from different studies.  Gerba (1983), points
out the benefit of comparing quantitative data on pathogen
reductions by reporting orders of magnitude.  New and more
sensitive testing protocols also steadily lower the
detection limit of microorganisms, especially viruses.
Regulatory limits for pathogens set at limits of detection
may prove inconsistent from laboratory to laboratory.  As
"limit of detection" guidelines are not usually based on an
epidemiologic association of dose with disease, such
guidelines may become overly or insufficiently restrictive.
Other causes of uncertainty in associating risk of
disease with exposure to environmental hazards exist, such
as the possibility of exposure to disease through routes
other than the environmental route being considered.  An
individual who may be exposed to pathogens from a sewage
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sludge disposal or reuse process may also consume
contaminated water, food, or shellfish, swim in polluted
water, or work in an environment that exposes them to waste-
borne pathogens, or encounter them through direct or
indirect personal contact.  The actual incidence of
gastrointestinal infection, or other disease from sewage
related exposures, may be under-reported, as symptoms may
range from mild to severe. Mild cases may not be reported
to a physician, and infection with many enteroviruses may be
asymptomatic.
Representative pathogens are often chosen as a basis
for risk assessment.  Such criteria as: 1) known occurrence
in sludge, 2) known human pathogen, 3) existing dose-
response infomnation, 4) adequate data about fate,
transport, and exposure routes, should be evaluated.  Major
data gaps exist, making it difficult to compile sufficient
data to formulate well supported assumptions and parameters
for risk assessment.  Some data or knowledge gaps identified
by Fradkin et al. (1985), include: 1) microbial population
dynamics are not understood, 2) the survival rate of sludge-
bound pathogens is not fully known, 3) fate and transport of
pathogens in the environment is unknown, and 4)
relationships between exposure, infection, and disease are
unknown.  EPA, in the document developing a qualitative
pathogen risk assessment for municipal sludge landfilling,
(May, 1986), states that information on the fate of
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pathogens at landfills is "sorely lacking".  Hutzler and
Boyle (1980) state in closing:
Most of man's activities involve some amount of risk.It is not possible to reduce all risk to zero either becausethe costs are too high or because there is a limit toknowing what the risks are.  The engineer should strive tocalculate and state risks as objectively as possible withthe goal of minimizing overall risk as much as possible.
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V. EPA^S RISK ASSESSMENT FOR PATHOGENS IN SEWAGE SLUDGE
A. EPA's Pathogen Risk Assessment Computer Model
The computer model for human exposure to pathogens from
one of five land application disposal practices modeled by
EPA is described below.  The practice is designated Practice
I: Application of liquid sludge for production of commercial
crops for human consumption.  A single application of liquid
sludge, incorporated into the soil before the crop is
planted, is specified.  Figure 2 is a flow chart of the
transfer compartments and exposure compartments that
constitute the EPA model for this practice.
Initial levels of pathogens applied in sewage sludge,
along with application rates and other variables, are
designated as in Table 28.
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Table 28
Proposed Initial Value Menu for Pathogen Concentration
Parameter, ASCRS
Estimated Mean Organisms/kg (dry vt) of Material*
Material Salmonella    Ascaris  Viruses
Raw liguid municipal
sludge
Liquid Anaerobic
digested sludge
Liquid Aerobic
digested sludge
Dried digested sludge
5X10' 5X10' 5x10*
5x10" 5X10' ixio'
5X10* 5x10' IxlO'
IXlO' 5X10^ IXlO''
ixio'*** IxlO" 5X10*
2X10' 1X10° 3x10'
Composted sludge
Sludge amended soil
* adapted from Sorber and Moore, 1987** assumes regrowth as described by Yanko, 1988
It can be seen from the decreased value of organism
concentration in sludge amended soil as compared to
anaerobic or aerobic digested sludge, that EPA is accounting
for dilution of sludge and associated pathogens by
incorporation into soil through tilling.
Algorithms that model certain processes, such as
pathogen die-off in soil, are applied in the appropriate
"compartment" and modify the initial pathogen levels.
Compartments may be transfer compartments, where pathogens
move by certain processes from one compartment to another as
from subsurface soil to groundwater.   Others compartments
are exposure compartments, where humans may be exposed to
the pathogens from the prior chain of transfer compartments.
SLUDGE CONTAINING MEDIA
PARTICULATES
SUBSURFACE
SOIL
GROUNDWATER
OFFSITE WELL
APPUCATION
INCORPORATIOl
SOIL SURFACE
CROP SURFACE
HARVESTING
COMMERCIAL
CROP
IRRIGATION
WATER
EXTERNAL SOURCE
Figure   2
APPUCATION/
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SURFACE
RUNOFF
DIRECT
CONTACT
SOIL SURFACE
WATER
AEROSOLS
Pathogen Hoveaent froa Land Applied Sludge
to Envlronaental Hedla
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As can be seen from Figure 2, during and after transfer
from the application compartment to the incorporation and
soil surface compartments; exposures from
application/tilling emissions, surface runoff, direct
contact, and particulates may occur.  After pathogens pass
in sequence through the soil surface compartment, subsurface
soil compartment, and groundwater compartment; exposures
from an offsite well may occur.  Following transfer and
interactions in the soil surface, crop surface, soil water
surface, and harvesting compartments; exposures from
commercial crop consumption could occur. The aerosol
exposure compartment is reached after additional processing
through the irrigation water transfer compartment.
Appendix A contains the definitions, range of values
and default values EPA has assigned to the main program
variables.
The following is a brief listing of the variables
important to each exposure scenario.  Table 29 provides
detail on the variables that require environmental
microbiology data input, and provides the assumptions made
about default values, etc.  The variables that impact on the
APPLICATION/TILLING EMISSIONS exposure compartment include:
• ASCRS   • AREA    • TEMP    • APMETH  • APRATE
• TCULT   • ESILT   • EHT     • FSSUR   • ASLUR
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These are variables that allow for emissions (depending on
the application and tilling method modeled) to impact a farm
worker or someone who may be downwind of farm operations.
The variables impacting on the (wind generated)
PARTICULATES exposure compartment include:
• HT      • TWIND   • BREEZE  • DWIND   • WINDSP
• EPSMLT  • ESILT   • EHT     • SCRIT
These are variables that would allow for the inhalation of
particles that were borne by the wind, to a given distance
downwind of the sludge application site.
The variables impacting on the SURFACE RUNOFF exposure
compartment are:
• FRRAIN  • TRAIN   • RDEPTH  • IRMETH  • DILIRR
• IRRATE  • NIRRIG  • SUSPND  • CSTSSW  • TK
• DEPTH   • ESILT   • COUNT   • COVER
These variables account for the influence of rain and
irrigation events on the sludge application site's runoff
potential.  An individual may be exposed to pathogens
adsorbed to the sediments in runoff or suspended in the
runoff, by swimming in and swallowing, or otherwise
ingesting contaminated surface water.
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Exposure could occur by direct contact if a worker
applying sewage sludge to a field inadvertently ingested
sludge or sludge-soil particles.  The variables that impact
upon the DIRECT CONTACT exposure compartment are:
• APRATE  • ASCRS
The variables that may affect the OFFSITE WELL exposure
compartment include:
• AQUIFER • POROS   • FILTR8  • SUBSOL  •FRGRND
• plus the SURFACE RUNOFF variables
The variables for surface water are included because rain
and irrigation events impact the ability of water to
infiltrate the sludge-soil matrix and potentially move
pathogens to groundwater.  The use of a contaminated offsite
well as a source of drinking water or irrigation water
(especially for spray irrigation) could expose humans to
sludge pathogens.
The production of aerosols in the AEROSOL exposure
compartment depends on the following variables:
• AEREFF  • IRMETH  • DILIRR  • IRRATE  • IRRATE
• NIRRIG • plus (wind generated)PARTICULATES variables
Aerosols transported downwind from a sludge application
site, especially with spray application methods, could be
inhaled.
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The COMMERCIAL CROPS exposure compartment could be
impacted by the following variables:
• TREG    • CROP    • SSTCS   • THARV   • TCROP
• SSWTCS  • CSTSS
Human exposure could occur if pathogens contaminating
commercial crops survived processing or were consumed in raw
food.
Table 29
Program Variables Requiring Microbiological Data, and EPA'sReasoning Concerning Default Value Assignment (EPA,
November, 1985)
Variable
assignment
Usage, and reasoning for value
ASCRS
ASCIN
Pathogen density, varies with pathogen andsewage treatment.  Values for liquid sludgeare used for the land application practice,
as follows
Salmonella    Ascaris
Raw liquid    5x10*     5x10^
sludge
Digested      5x10"    5x10^
liquid (aerobic
or anaerobic)
Virus
5x10*
5x10*
The above are default values.  Selection of
specific values must be made on the basis ofthe processing the liquid sludge hasundergone prior to land application.Preferably, the user will input valuesdetermined through assay of the sludge.
Pathogen concentration (pathogens/ha).  Avalue will be calculated if not entered by
user.
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MID Minimum Infective Dose, the dose that willcause infection.  This value is used alongwith the estimated exposure in a Poisson
distribution algorithm to calculate the
probability of infection.  MID is highly
dependent on the pathogen, the route ofexposure, and the sensitivity of the exposedindividual.  Values of 1 infectious unit for
virus or 1 parasite egg are reasonable; arange of 10^ to as many as 10® organisms has
been reported as reasonable for entericbacterial pathogens.  The default value of 10is probably very conservative for Salmonella;the default value for Ascaris and enterovirus
is 1.
COUNT
SLOPES
Pathogen concentration in irrigation
sludge/kgAlthough contaminated water may not be useddirectly on crops for coitanercial production,
the default value for the land applicationpractice is set at ASCRS to enable modeling
of irrigation with liquid sludge.
Process function parameter.  Represents theslope of a straight line fitted to the logtransform of data points taken from publishedliterature (Crane and Moore, 1986; Kibbey etal, 1978) on die-off rates of microbes in
moist soil at different temperatures.  Thisvariable is used with TEMP and NTRCPS to
calculate a temperature dependent die-offrate in compartments in which moist soil isrepresented. Values are organism specific
and defaults are 0.0206 for Salmonella and
0.00145 for enterovirus for land application(dimensionless units, die-off as a function
of temperature). Data for Ascaris have notbeen derived because of data limitations.
NTRCPS Process function parameter.  Represents they-intercept of a straight line fitted to the
log transform of data points taken frompublished literature (Crane and Moore, 1986;
Kibbey et al, 1978) on die-off rates of
microbes in moist soil at different
temperatures.  This variable is used with
TEMP and SLOPES to calculate a temperature
dependent die-off rate in compartments in
which moist soil is represented.
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Values are organism specific and defaults are
2.113 for Salmonella and 2.957 for
enterovirus for land application.  Data forAscaris have not been derived because of data
limitations.
SLOPEP Process function parameter.  Represents theslope of a straight line fitted to the logtransfoinm of data points taken from publishedliterature (Crane and Moore, 1986; Kibbey etal, 1978) on die-off rates of microbes in dryparticulates at different temperatures.  Thisvariable is used with TEMP and NTRCPP to
calculate a temperature dependent die-off
rate in compartments in which dry
particulates are represented.  Values areorganism specific and are 0.00449 forSalmonella for land application.  Data forenteroviruses and Ascaris have not been
derived because of data limitations.
NTRCPP Process function parameter.  Represents they-intercept of a straight line fitted to thelog transform of data points taken frompublished literature (Crane and Moore, 1986;
Kibbey et al, 1978) on die-off rates ofmicrobes in dry particulates at differenttemperatures.  This variable is used with
TEMP and SLOPEP to calculate a temperaturedependent die-off rate in compartments inwhich dry particulates are represented.Values are organism specific and are 1.435for Salmonella for land application.  Datafor enterovirus and Ascaris have not been
derived because of data limitations.
AEREFF
ASLSUR
Aerosolization efficiency.  Representsfraction of liquid spray released as an
aerosol, highly dependent on design ofirrigator nozzles, flow rate, pressure.
Default value 0.001 (Sorber et al., 1984)
Transfer fraction: Application to soil
surface. This variable represents thefraction of pathogens that reach the soilsurface after application.  The default valueassigned is 0.9, which is an unsupported
estimate.
FSSUR
FRRAIN
SUBSOL
SUSPND
FRGRND
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Transfer fraction: Application to subsurfacesoil.  For efficient application methods,
this value will be 1 when subsurface
injection is used.
Transfer fraction: Soil surface to surface
runoff.  Represents suspension of pathogensfrom soil surface in surface water which
subsequently runs off the site to a receptor
pond.  Default values  not used becausevalues are generated by subroutine RAINS, sothere is a separate value of FRRAIN for each
hour after the first rainfall.
Transfer fraction: Soil surface to subsurface
soil. Represents leaching of pathogens from
soil surface to subsurface soil by
infiltrating water.  Suggested values arepathogen-specific. Default values are 5x10*
Salmonella and 0.001 enterovirus.
Insufficient data is available for Ascaris.
Transfer fraction: Soil surface to soil
surface water. Represents suspension ofpathogens from soil surface into soil surface
water after rainfall or irrigation.
Suggested values are pathogen-specific.Default values are 0.005 Salmonella. 0.01
Ascaris and 0.01 enterovirus.
Transfer fraction: Subsurface soil to
groundwater.  Represents transfer ofpathogens in subsurface soil to groundwater.The default values are estimates based on
field and laboratory studies (Reddy et al.,
1981; Sorber and Moore, 1987) 0.001Salmonella. 0.001 enterovirus, insufficient
data available for Ascaris.
FCROPl
FCR0P2
Transfer fraction: Soil surface to surface of
above-ground crop by wind or at time ofharvesting. The default value 1x10* is an
unsupported estimate.
Transfer fraction: Soil surface to surface of
on-ground crop by wind or at time ofharvesting. The default value 0.006 is an
unsupported estimate.
FCR0P3
FCR0P4
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Transfer fraction: Soil surface to surface of
below-ground crop at time of harvesting. The
default value 1x10"' is an unsupported
estimate.
Transfer fraction: Soil surface water to
surface of below-ground crop by splashing of
irrigation water or rainwater. The default
value 1x10"* is an unsupported estimate.
FCR0P5 Transfer fraction: Soil surface water to
surface of below-ground crop by splashing of
or immersion in irrigation water or
rainwater. The default value 0.012 is an
unsupported estimate.
FCR0P6
FCR0P7
PI
Transfer fraction: Soil surface water to
surface of below-ground crop by percolation
of irrigation water or rainwater. The default
value is 0 because of lack of contact with
surface water.
Transfer fraction: Subsurface soil to surface
of below-ground crop by adherence of soil to
crop. The default value 2x10"* is an
unsupported estimate.
Pathogen suspension factor (subroutine
RAINS). The ratio of soil pathogens suspended
in water when the soil containing the
pathogens is soaked with or suspended in
water.  The default condition sets the
parameter equal to SUSPND.
Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (cm^/hr).
A measure of the spread of the plug of
pathogens as it moves through the soil. The
variable is related to groundwater velocity
and dispersiveness (related to soil pore
structure).  Few studies are available to
describe dispersion coefficients for bacteria
in soil. A high dispersion coefficient would
make the plume of contaminant large, whereas
a smaller dispersion coefficient would result
in a higher concentration of pathogens in the
plume.  Therefore it is difficult to chose a
conservative value; the default value (60
cm^/hr) is typical of chemicals in soil.
DONE
DBND
ALPHA
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Retardation coefficient.  Ratio of velocity
of bulk water flow to velocity of the
contamination front.  Electrostatic or
chemical interactions between microbes and
soil particles may make R greater than l;
however, large particles may be restricted to
large channels where the flow velocity is
larger than the mean bulk flow velocity, so
the R may be less than 1. Reported values of
r are as low as 0.5 for viruses (Grondin and
Gerba, 1986) and 0.75 for enteric bacteria
(Matthess et al., 1988).  The default value
is 1.
First-order rate coefficient for decay of
input, in hr'.  The default value is 0.
Variable for decaying input concentration, in
hr'. The default value is 0.
Exponential rate constant, in hr'', for
inactivation of pathogens in water.  The
default value is 0.012/hr, representing
inactivation of Salmonella or enterovirus.
For Ascaris a value of 5.3x10"* is suggested.
Table 38 in Section VI groups the variables used by EPA
by area, such as survival or transport specific, and
provides recommendations for improving the estimation of
these variables.
Several subroutines with a discrete set of variables
process certain aspects of the complete model.  Subroutine
RISK calculates exposures for all of the above mentioned
exposure compartments.  Subroutine GROUNDWATER provides
pathogen concentration in a well at a user specified
distance from the source.  A key variable for subroutine
GROUNDWATER requiring environmental microbiology data for
estimation is PI, explained in Table 29.  Subroutine RAINS
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further models each rain event.  Key variables in the RAINS
subroutine are also listed in Table 29, D, R, DONE, DBND,
and ALPHA.
Subroutine VEG calculates exposures after various
handling and preparation methods are applied to vegetables.
Vegetables can be grown aboveground, on-ground, or below
ground.  These are represented by tomatoes, zucchini, and
carrots respectively.  At the time indicated by the THARV
variable, the pathogens calculated to be remaining in the
CROP SURFACE compartment are transferred to the HARVESTING
compartment.  The same processes that occur in the CROP
SURFACE compartment occur in HARVESTING (same variables used
- unless changed).  The crop is held for 24 hours before
processing.  The pathogens remaining in the compartment are
then transferred to the COMMERCIAL CROP compartment where
further processing (if any) takes place. The number of
pathogens in this compartment is used in the vegetable
exposure risk calculations, where a 24 hour pathogen
exposure is computed by Subroutine VEG.
Surface runoff may be modeled with various computer
models.  EPA applied the Soil Conservation Service (SACS)
procedure in their pathogen risk assessment development (EPA
November 1989).  Sediment transport from the surface was
modeled by the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE)
(EPA November 1989).  Details of these procedures are
included in Appendix B of EPA Pathogen Risk Assessment for
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Land Application of Municipal Sludge Volume II (November
1989).
The EPA used six distinct sites for modeling in order
to provide diversity in geography and climate variables.
The sites are:
• Anderson County, TN       • Chaves County, NM• Clinton County, lA        • Highlands County, FL• Kern County, CA • Yakima County, WA
The human receptors for whom a probability of infection
was calculated by the model are:
• Onsite person who is exposed by ingestion or skinpenetration following direct contact with soil,vegetables, or inhalation and ingestion of particulates
or liquid aerosols (ONSITE)
• Offsite person who is exposed to particulates or
liquid aerosols carried by the wind (OFFSITE)
• Food consumer who ingests vegetable crops (or meat ormilk) grown on sewage sludge amended or irrigated soil
(EATER)
• Groundwater drinker who consumes water from a well
near (not on) the application site (DRINKER)
• Surface water (pond) swimmer who ingests water whileswimming, or whose skin is penetrated by organismswhile swimming in water that received runoff from an
application site (SWIMMER)
EPA describes the output of its pathogen risk
assessment model as follows: "This computer model sums up
the exposures of a human receptor to pathogens every hour
and computes the daily probability of the human receptor
receiving an exposure exceeding an infective dose (for
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salmonella MID=10).  Each exposure compartment adds a
current value every hour to the accumulated exposure,
resulting in a daily (24hour) exposure that is used in the
calculation of risk to the described human receptor for the
exposure compartments in that practice."  The EPA model
makes the following assumptions:
1. assumes random distribution of pathogens in
environmental media
2. exponential die off is assumed until the end,though other models may be more appropriate for certain
organisms
3. times of transfer from compartments are sometimesarbitrary rather than functions of processes in the
source compartment
4. algorithms for particulate clouds are
oversimplified
5. algorithms for the movement of surface runoff waterand for soil sediment movement have been shown
adequate, but algorithms for microbial transport have
not been validated.
6. transport through aquifer to well is modeled byalgorithms for chemicals that utilize poor assumptions,such as a) filtering and adsorption processes formicrobes not modeled, b) a single homogenous soil
strata assumed, and c) constant flow assumed.
7. the model assumes that the probability of infectionis adequately described by the Poisson distribution;however, there is no precise exposure value below whichinfection will not occur and above which it will always
occur
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B. Results of EPA's Risk Assessment
1. General
EPA has applied its pathogen risk assessment
methodology described above to parasites, bacteria, and
viruses in municipal sewage sludge applied to land.  The
preliminary document for parasites was issued by EPA in
March, 1991, the document for bacteria in July 1991, and the
virus document in September 1991.  The documents used input
data including:
• Types of pathogens in sludge, concentrations,
survivability, infective dose
• The sludge reuse option and conditions of sludge
application (quantity, frequency, application method)
• The fate of the pathogen in the environment, die-off
under various conditions, i.e., moist soil, dry
particulates, aerosol droplets, water
• The level of exposure of hioman receptors.
Of the input data listed above, the data relating to
levels of human exposure to sludge pathogens in the
environment after land application, may be the least well
characterized.
The parasite, bacteria, and virus preliminary
assessments modeled each of the six distinct geographic
sites listed in the previous sub-section.  Of the five
possible sludge reuse/disposal practices considered by EPA,
all preliminary assessments focused mainly on Practice I.
Almost all of the practices share the main model
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compartments shown in Figure 2, but each practice has some
distinguishing characteristics.  The EPA documents (March
1991, July 1991, September 1991) describe Practice I,
(Application of Liquid Treated Sludge for Production of
Commercial Crops for Human Consumption), as follows:
Liquid sludge may be applied as fertilizer/soilconditioner for the production of agricultural crops forhuman consumption or for animal forage or prepared feed.Both the proposed and final rule (40 CFR 257) (EPA, 1989,1992) prohibit direct application of sewage sludge to cropsurfaces.  Regulations also require various waiting periodsbefore the planting of crops that will be consumed uncookedby humans.  These restrictions, however, are optional inthis model and can be tested.  This model is designed for asingle application of liquid sludge, which is incorporatedinto the soil before the crop is planted (EPA, November
1989) .
2. Bacteria
In the bacteria model runs, the initial concentration
of bacteria in the applied sludge was increased from
5xl0'*/kg to 5x10* /kg in order to be able to compare results
from varying input parameters.  Additionally, a low
infective dose of 10 organisms was used for bacteria.
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Table 30
Maximum probability of Infection, Practice I, Bacteria
Site Onsite Offsite  Eater Drinker Swimmer
1 - TN 6.83x10"' 0.0 0.0 l.llxlO** 1.40X10-*
2 - MN 3.58x10' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 - lA 3.58x10' 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.11x10-'*
4 - FL 3.58X10' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 - CA 3.58X10' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 - WA 3 .58x10' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
The results for offsite exposure, and eating, drinking,
or swimming exposures were low for practice I as seen above,
and for the other disposal/reuse practices modeled with
bacteria as well (not shown).  Results showed a large
probability of exposure for onsite exposure only.  EPA
states that the offsite model results imply that droplet
aerosols are unlikely to be a significant source of offsite
infection, and that bacterial pathogens will not survive
long enough to cause foodborne illness (July, 1991).
Exposures for a drinker of groundwater from a well 50m from
the disposal site showed low probabilities.  It must be
remembered that the modeling of subsurface transport is very
limited.  The probability of risk for a swimmer would
increase if rainfall is calculated very soon after sludge
application.  (Typical rainfall patterns for the month of
April were modeled for all pathogens.)
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3. Parasites
Table 31
Maximum probability of Infection, Practice I, Parasites
Site Onsite Offsite Eater Drinker Swimmer
1 - TN 1.970x10-^ 0.0 5.944x10"' 0.0 1.388x10-^
2 - NM 1.907x10-2 0.0 6. 341X10-' 0.0 2.669x10"*
3 - lA 1.907x10-2 0.0 6.015X10"' 0.0 1.617x10"^
4 - FL 1.888x10-2 0.0 6.279x10"' 0.0 7.357xl0"2
5 - CA 1.889x10-2 0.0 6.282X10' 0.0 3.358x10^
6 - WA 1.907x10-2 0.0 6.341X10"' 0.0 4.540X10"'
The maximum probabilities of infection are very similar at
each site for onsite exposure and exposure through eating.
EPA states that the waiting period prescribed for the
disposal of class B sludge on agricultural land is supported
by a noted increase in exposure probability from on and
below ground crops.  The differences for swimming exposure
are due to the different rain events modeled for the
different sites.  The California and Washington sites
receive rain events less freguently and of much less
intensity than the other sites.  Exposure for swimmers may
be higher overall because microbes were predicted to remain
in the top soil layers and be likely to move with soil and
soil surface water as runoff during storm events.  Perhaps
the large size of parasite ova and the tendency to adsorb to
soil enhanced the model's prediction that risk to a swimmer
is high, but the low risk for bacteria is not explained by
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this presumption.
4. Virus
Default values of 1x10* for initial concentration
(pathogens/kg dry wt) and MID of 1 were used for viruses.
Table 32
Maximum probability of Infection, Practice I, Viruses
Site Onsite   Offsite  Eater
1 -  TN 2.70X10-' 0.0
2 -  MN 2.70x10* 0.0
3 -   lA 2.70X10' 0.0
4 -  FL 2.70x10' 0.0
5 -   CA 2.70X10' 0.0
6 -  WA 2.70X10' 0.0
Drinker  Swimmer
5.58X10^ 2.71x10"* 7.40X10'
5.11X10"* 2.80x10"* 1.94X10'
5.61x10"* 4.28x10"* 8.03X10'
5.11X10"* 2.81x10"* 3.71X10"^
5.11X10"* 2.00x10"* 0.0
5.11X10-* 2.81x10"* 3.15X10"'
Probability of infection from direct contact or from
aerosols and particulates onsite was very high, although
offsite exposure, which also depends on inhalation, was
zero.  The risk from virus survival on food crops was higher
than for the other pathogens modeled.  Exposure to virus
through groundwater was also higher than for the other
pathogens, although again, the deficiencies inherent in the
EPA model for subsurface transport may cause an
underestimation of risk.  Exposure to swimmers was also high
due to rainfall influence discussed above for parasites.
•
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5. Summary of EPA^s Results
The values for key variables such as ASCRS, the initial
pathogen density in the sludge product, are based on
typically one or few data sets, and not necessarily data
sets that are themselves sludge specific.   The results in
Tables 30 through 32, rather than representing the response
of the entire class of microorganisms (bacteria, virus or
parasites), instead represent the individual organism
(Salmonella. Ascaris, or the specific virus) upon which the
initial concentration value was based.  Then, as the
computer model applies successive algorithms and variables,
questions of consistency and organism specificity are
compounded.  The question arises; if die-off, transfer,
retention parameters etc., are estimated based on data for
different organisms, (MS-2 instead of poliovirus, for
example), is the final output probability of infection
actually representative of the outcome that a specific
pathogen, such as poliovirus, would experience?  It is
essential that if values for poliovirus for example are
entered for ASCRS (the initial pathogen density), then other
variables such as die-off, are based on poliovirus
experimental data as well.
In the model runs, the results of a sensitivity
analysis (EPA March, 1991 and July, 1991) showed that the
initial concentration of organisms in the applied sludge and
the minimum infective dose assumed, were the critical
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variables.  Other parameters to which the model was very
sensitive, were die-off rates, dry particulate and aerosol
formation variables, parameter SUBSOL (transfer fraction:
soil surface to subsurface soil), SUSPND (transfer fraction:
soil surface to soil surface water), and runoff catchment
pond volume.
• ONSITE Probability of exposure onsite was
consistently high for all pathogens groups and all sites.Directly ingesting a small quantity of the sludge-soilmixture during application, or inhaling and then swallowingparticulates or aerosols generated in application, wouldseem to lead intuitively to a high risk of exposure.  Thenecessity of limiting public contact with sludge disposal
sites is highlighted by the onsite results.
• OFFSITE Probability of exposure offsite was
consistently zero for all pathogens and all sites.  This maybe because of a low efficiency of aerosol formation withhigh solids sludge application as opposed to the higher
values observed with wastewater application.
• EATER  For the crop eater, numbers of pathogenssurviving on the crop surface was greatly reduced by harvesttime, and exposure probabilities were zero for bacteria,
though posing some risk from virus and parasites.
• DRINKER The model for exposure through drinking froma contaminated groundwater source exhibits weaknesses.  The
model assumes a uniform medium that does not change overtime,  and there is no subroutine for movement of pathogensin the unsaturated zone, among other deficiencies.  Only
virus evidenced any appreciable risk probability.
• SWIMMER The earlier after sludge application a
rainfall event occurs, the more impact it has on a swimmerin a pond affected by runoff.  If rain falls at 180 hours or
later (after application), risk is insignificant, but
rainfall soon after application can cause very highpredicted probability of exposure, as seen for parasites andviruses in Tennessee, New Mexico, and Iowa sites; the
differences attributed in part to presumed timing of rain
events for these locations.
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C. Risk Assessment and Regulation
1. Basis of the Rule
A revision of the Clean Water Act, passed by Congress
in 1977, encouraged the beneficial reuse of sewage sludge.
EPA was charged with developing regulations that would be
"adequate to protect public health and the environment from
any reasonably anticipated adverse effects of each
pollutant".  Regulations were to be produced on the basis of
available information, and were to be developed in 1978.
The Natural Resources Defense Council filed suit because of
the delay in promulgation, and EPA issued their Standards
for the Disposal of Sewage Sludge; Proposed Rule, on
February 6, 1989.  The proposed sewage sludge treatment rule
(Federal Register, February, 1989) states:
"The Agency believes...that Congress did not intend for
EPA to impose requirements on sludge processing as a part ofthe comprehensive regulation for sludge use and disposal.
Rather, the Agency believes that section 405(d) (of the
Clean Water Act) requires EPA to establish a "standard of
quality" against which treatment works can measure the
quality of their sludge - its pollutant concentrations - and
determine 1) if further processing is needed, 2) if
additional treatment limits should be imposed on its
industrial dischargers, or 3) if the community should
identify alternative practices for the safe management of
its sludge."
and:
"In addition, the agency is developing an exposure
assessment model to be used in determining the fate of
pathogenic organisms in the environment... When the models
are completed, the Agency will make them available for
public review and comment".
At this time, exposure assessment models are considered
insufficient for pathogen risk assessment-based regulation.
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When the 1989 rule was promulgated, pathogen risk assessment
was not the basis for the rules' criteria because the model
was not sufficiently developed (Personal communication. Bob
Southworth, 1992).
The proposed rule states "Until the Agency develops
microbiological human health criteria that link specific
numbers of pathogenic organisms to an infectious dose, the
Agency is basing today's proposal (February 6, 1989) on the
premise that pathogenic organisms must be below levels of
detection or specified levels of indicators" (Federal
Register, 1989).  Numbers for pathogens and indicator
organisms in the proposed rule were based on the 1979
edition of the sewage sludge treatment rule.
The final rule does not incorporate any aspects of the
preceding EPA work on pathogen risk assessment.  Despite the
results of the preliminary pathogen risk assessment modeling
for viruses, parasites, and bacteria, sludge disposal is
regulated in the final rule by definition of sludge class as
indicated in Table 34 and Table 35.  The reasons for not
using the risk assessment material for pathogen standard
development are not stated in the final rule.  One can only
assume that the many weaknesses of the risk assessment
models and their lack of validation precluded their use for
the rule.
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2. Basis of Exposure Assessment
The risk assessment methodology used in the proposed
rule is based on a hypothetical Most Exposed Individual
(MEI). Since the Congressional mandate to regulate sewage
sludge disposal and reuse states that public health and the
environment must be protected from any "reasonably
anticipated adverse effects of each pollutant", the
development of an extreme worst case exposure has been
critiqued by many commentators.  Many reviewers feel that
successive extremely conservative assumptions have led to
the development of MEIs that are insignificantly probable.
The Peer Review Committee (1989) states:
"The scenario of exposure that was assessed for the MEIis unreasonable (overly conservative) for the vastmajority of individuals in the general population, andsubstantially overestimates actual exposure for thesector(s) of the population with the highest potential
exposures from sewage sludge."
In the Proposed Rule EPA states that "it is a common
practice to model a hypothetical individual whose activities
lead to a maximal reasonable exposure to the hazard".
Examination of accepted risk assessments indicate that this
is not the typical approach used however.  An example EPA
application of the MEI concept is exposure through consuming
vegetable crops grown in a home garden where sludge was used
as a soil conditioner/ fertilizer.  In EPA's scenario a
rural farm family gets 60% of its food, fruit and vegetables
from their sludge amended garden.  The PRC notes that in
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order to meet the stated dietary requirements for this MEI,
200 bags of distributed & marketed sludge product (at 50
mt/ha/yr. application rate) at prohibitively high cost
(1000$/ year) would be required.  The Committee suggests an
urban resident consuming less than 60% of their vegetable
and fruit diet from soil amended with sludge product as a
more likely exposed individual.
A public commentator (O'Dette) critiques the MEI
approach by evaluating the assumptions that were used in the
pathway involving a child (with pica) ingesting 0.1 gram of
sludge-soil mixture per day for 5 years.  Pica is the
compulsive eating of nonnutritive substances, such as ice,
dirt, paint, or laundry starch.  Pica is a rare disorder in
children, often occurring around two years of age and ending
in preadolescence (Borland's Illus. Medical Dictionary,
1988) .  The commentator (O'Dette) states that most children
exhibiting pica will reject and not ingest the substance
(American Journal of the Diseases of Children. vl39, n5. May
1985), and that pica is frequently the result of iron
deficiency anemia, not the cause (Postgraduate Medicine; The
Journal of Applied Medicine for the Primary Care Physician.
v77, n6. May 1985).  The commentator uses this case as an
example of overly conservative assumptions, leading to
unrealistic exposures that are extremely unlikely to occur
among the population exposed to sludge reuse sites.   EPA
recognizes this tendency, and states in the final rule that
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extremely conservative margins of safety for each parameter
and assumption have a compounding effect and can over-
regulate beneficial reuse practice (EPA, 1992).
The Peer Review committee also states that:
"Risk assessment is fundamentally a probabilisticanalysis dealing with random variables.  [While] it ispossible to discuss the upper 99th percentile (or 90thor 95th),...The individual with the greatest risk is a
concept without relevance."
The Peer Review Committee (1989) recommends that EPA
"Use risk assessment procedures which lead to best estimates
and uncertainty bounds rather than calculating upper bound
estimates.  As a minimum, MEI should be replaced with an
approach which considers an exposure unit that is reasonably
calculable." The Peer Review Committee (1989) states "It is
unreasonable to create a scenario that results in a 10'^
individual lifetime cancer risk if the probability of this
scenario occurring is on the order of 10^ per lifetime".
The Science Advisory Board recommends an approach that would
estimate a distribution of risks and exposures.  The MEI
concept as applied in the Proposed Regulation does not allow
for comparison of the magnitude of risk from one exposure
scenario to another.
EPA states (Final Rule, 1992) that it focused on two
types of risk in the proposed rule; risks to individuals
receiving a maximum dose (Most Exposed Individual, MEI), and
risks to the population as a whole (aggregate risk).
Opinion in the scientific community is divided over the
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significance that should be accorded each type.  In the
final rule EPA evaluated four different risk-based
approaches, and decided to use a combined exposure
assessment model and 98th percentile pollution concentration
approach, to set limits for chemical contaminants in sewage
sludge.  EPA decided to regulate at a risk level of 1x10"*
for chemical contaminants in sludge used on agricultural
land.
The final rule uses the HEX, or Highly Exposed
Individual, to evaluate risk.  EPA based its risk assessment
for chemical contaminants in the final rule, on a mixture of
worst-case assumptions for model parameters and more
reasonable assumptions.  This is felt to more realistically
protect individuals who are more at risk than the population
as a whole, and at the same time, reduces the regulatory
impact of the rule, thus not unduly burdening the regulatory
community or negatively impacting beneficial use (EPA,
1992) .  Perhaps EPA will revisit the pathogen risk
assessment models developed in their preliminary literature
(EPA 1989, 1991) and apply this HEI approach.
Table 34, Class A Alternatives, and Table 35, Class B
Alternatives, as well as Appendix B, defining PSRP and PFRP
processes, (Processes to Significantly, and Further, Reduce
Pathogens, respectively) illustrate EPA's adoption of both a
process based and performance based regulatory strategy.
The Class A and B alternatives provide for performance based
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approvals of certain levels of pathogen or indicator
organism reduction, if such reductions can be proven to be
produced consistently by the process for which approval is
being sought.  The Class A and Class B alternatives also
allow for the same process based options that were
originally established in the 1979 rule.  If the treatment
process is conducted within the parameters outlined in the
treatment alternatives, it is assumed to achieve the
required pathogen reductions.  Management restrictions round
out the regulatory strategy to hopefully, reduce any risk to
human health that is not sufficiently safeguarded by the
Class   .r B alternatives themselves.
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Table 34
Class A Alternative Requirements
Alternative 1:
•Fecal Coliforms   =   less than 1000 MPN/g totalsolids(dry wt.)
or
Salmonella sp.     =   less than 3 MPN/4 g total
solids(dry wt.)
and
•Temperature requirements met -If sludge >7% solids and not heated by warm gasesor an immiscible liquid, then 50°C or higher shall
be achieved for 20 min. or   more. Exact
temp./time determined by the following equation:
D = 1.317x10*
2^q0.14001
where D = time in days
t = temperature in °C
If >7% solids and heated by warm gas or immiscible
liquid, then 50°C or higher for 15 sec. or more
shall be achieved.  Exact temp./time determined as
above.
If <7% solids and time period (t) is 15sec.< t <30min., then temp./time determined as above.
If <7% solids and temperature is 50°C or higher
and time is 30 min. or longer, then exact
temp./time determined by the following equation:
D = 5.007X10''
ͣj^qO.MOCK
Alternative 2:
•Same microbial standards as Alternative 1
and
•pH of sludge raised to above 12 and remains so for 72
hr.
and
•the temperature of the sludge remains above 52°C for
12 hr.
and
•after the 72 hr. period, sludge is air dried to
achieve 50% solids or greater.
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Table 34 (continued)
Class A Alternative Requirements
Alternative 3:
•Same microbial standards as alternative 1
and
•sludge analyzed prior to pathogen treatment to see if
it contains enteric viruses.
If the density is less than 1 pfu/4 g total solids
(dry wt.) •
or
If the density is greater than 1 pfu/4 g totalsolids, and is then treated (by a process that hasbeen documented as able to meet enteric virus
standard) and achieves less than 1 pfu/4 g total
solids,
and
•sludge analyzed prior to pathogen treatment to see if
it contains helminth ova.
If the density is less than 1 ova/4 g total solids
(dry wt.).
or
If the density is greater than 1 ova/4 g totalsolids, and is then treated (by a process that hasbeen documented as able to meet helminth standard)and achieves less than 1 ova/4 g total solids.
Alternative 4:
•Same microbial standard as Alternative 1
and
•enteric virus density is less than 1 pfu/4 g total
solids (dry wt.) at time of reuse/disposal,
and
•helminth ova density is less than 1 ova /4 g total
solids (dry wt.) at time of reuse/disposal.
Alternative 5:
•Same microbial standard as Alternative 1
and
•the sewage sludge is treated in one of the Processesto Further Reduce Pathogens (PFRP), in Appendix B,
before use/disposal.
Alternative 6:
•Same microbial standard as Alternative 1
and
•the sewage sludge is treated in a process that isdeemed equivalent to a Process to Further ReducePathogens (PFRP), as determined by the permitting
authority, before reuse/disposal.
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Table 35
Class B Alternative Requirements
Alternative 1:
The geometric mean for fecal coliform bacteria from
seven samples of sludge collected at the time ofuse/disposal must be less than 2x10* MPN/g total solids
(dry wt.)
or
less than 2x10'' CFU/g total solids (dry wt.)-
Alternative 2:
The sewage sludge is treated in one of the Processes to
Significantly Reduce Pathogens (PSRP), in Appendix B,
before use/disposal.
Alternative 3:
The sewage sludge is treated in a process that is
deemed equivalent to a Process to Significantly Reduce
Pathogens (PSRP), as determined by the permitting
authority, before reuse/disposal.
Table 36
Class B Site Restrictions (for disposal/reuse Practice I)
Restriction l:
Food crops with harvested parts that touch the sewage
sludge/soil mixture and are totally above the landsurface shall not be harvested for 14 months after the
application of sewage sludge.
Restriction 2:
Food crops with harvested parts below the surface of
the land shall not be harvested for 20 months after the
application of sewage sludge when the sewage sludge
remains on the land surface for four months or longer
prior to incorporation into the soil.
Restriction 3:
Food crops with harvested parts below the surface of
the land shall not be harvested for 38 months after the
application of sewage sludge when the sewage sludgeremains on the land surface for less than four months
prior to incorporation into the soil.
Restriction 4:
Food crops, feed crops, and fiber crops shall not be
harvested for 30 days after application of sewage
sludge.
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3. Establishment of Sludge Classes
For each Class A alternative, the density of fecal
coliforms as indicators of lack of pathogenic organisms must
be less than 1000 Most Probable Number (MPN) per gram of
total solids (dry weight) at time of disposal.  Or the
density of Salmonella sp.  bacteria must be less than 3 MPN
per 4 grams of total solids (dry weight), at the time the
sludge is used/disposed.  The question arises as to whether
the correlation between the presence of these indicators,
even at this low level, and pathogen survival will be
sufficient to ensure risk is minimized. Viruses, especially
heat resistant enteroviruses such as HAV, are of special
concern.
Class B sludge must have a mean density of less than
2x10* MPN or CFU of fecal coliform bacteria per gram total
solids (dry weight).  In the proposed rule, (EPA 1989) Class
B sludge required a 2 loglO reduction in pathogen density
from influent to effluent.  This approach was questionable
because, if pathogen density in the influent is very high, a
2 loglO reduction may permit adequate pathogen survival to
pose a health hazard.  The approach taken for Class B
definition in the final rule abandons the approach of
requiring a certain log reduction of organisms,  providing
more consistent protection, regardless of the initial
quality of the sewage influent.
The proposed rule defined a third class of sludge which
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was deleted from the final rule.  Class C sludge had
required a 1.5 loglO reduction in pathogen density from
influent to effluent, and fecal coliforms or fecal
streptococci indicators were to be reduced to 6.3 loglO or
less.  The approach of requiring a certain log reduction in
organisms as discussed above, could have led to inadequate
health protection.  In addition, the ability of laboratory
analysis to discriminate between these microbe levels
consistently is highly questionable.  In the final rule, not
only was the Class C category eliminated, but monitoring
fecal streptococci was determined to be redundant (EPA,
1992).
The definition of two sludge classes, with associated
management practices and restrictions, appears to provide
some useful flexibility to treatment plant managers.  A
class A sludge without any restrictions on use, except that
the sludge be applied at an agronomic rate not exceeding
chemical pollutant loading rates, should help promote
continued beneficial reuse.  Class B sludge must be managed
in accordance with the site restrictions established in
Table 36 when applied to agricultural land (EPA 1992).  As
long as the management practices for class B sludge do not
pose an unreasonable burden on disposers, those treatment
plants without capabilities to produce class A sludge may
also be able to use beneficial reuse, such as agricultural
application.
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4. Choice of Organisms to Monitor and Methodology
To ensure that sludge meets class requirements, the
likelihood of pathogens surviving treatment and processing
must be minimized.  All pathogenic and potentially
pathogenic organisms cannot be monitored, so representative
organisms must be chosen.  Fecal coliform bacteria; bacteria
including Escherichia coli. that grow at 44.5 (+\- 2)°C and
are capable of fermenting lactose, producing gas, are the
representative indicator bacteria chosen.  Under the new
sludge rule, testing for fecal coliform bacteria is
required, using method 9221 E or 9222 D from "Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater",
(1992) .
Recreational water standards are set in most states by
limiting total coliform bacteria to 1000/100 ml water, or
fecal coliforms to 200/100 ml water.  The total coliform
test is done at 35°C, and also relies on the ability of
certain microorganisms to ferment lactose.  Stevenson (1953)
and EPA (1976) report that their is an association between
swimming in fresh water and increased swimming associated
illnesses.  EPA establishes that acute gastroenteritis cases
increase with swimming in wastewater contaminated surface
waters.  Cabelli et al. (1983), studied the correlation
between different indicator bacteria and cases of highly
credible swimming associated gastroenteritis.  It was found
that for the sites and water qualities studied, enterococci
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had the highest correlation, E. coli was a poor second,
while fecal coliforms appeared to be an unreliable
indicator.  This calls into question the reliance on fecal
coliforms as an indicator of sludge quality.  Marzouk et al.
(1980) found that six of seven swimming pools tested for
fecal contamination tested positive for viruses (echoviruses
and coxsackieviruses) while registering less than 100 fecal
coliform bacteria per 100 ml.
Drinking water standards are set at 1 coliform bacteria
per 100 ml. Reports by several authors (Craun 1978, Dennis
1959, Hejkal et al. 1982) indicate that water samples taken
during some waterborne viral outbreaks were negative for
coliform bacteria.  Neither coliform bacteria nor Salmonella
may provide the most accurate indication of water quality or
sludge quality regarding pathogens.
Salmonella spp., a very common pathogen of human and
non human origin, is established as the representative
bacterial pathogen in the new sludge rule.  The Salmonella
method is Part 9260 D, "Standard Methods for the Examination
of Water and Wastewater", (1992).  A myriad of enrichment,
selection, and confirmation tests for Salmonella exist.
There is no largely accepted standard method for sewage
sludge samples.  A British study by Carrington (1980)
attempted to compare various techniques for isolation,
enrichment, selection and confirmation in sludge, and
establish an optimized method, but it has not been
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adequately validated.  The ability of the method prescribed
for Salmonella quantification, to sensitively score as
positive all sludge that is contaminated with Salmonella, is
questionable.  One loopfull of the sludge that has been
enriched is used for assay after the enrichment step.  This
assumes that Salmonella have multiplied to concentrations
sufficiently high that a fraction of a milliliter (one
loopfull) sample will contain enough bacterial cells to be
detected .  This assumption may not be accurate, and the
necessary sensitivity to detect contaminated sludge may not
be ensured.
Since Salmonella may be present in sewage from other
sources, such as poultry processing industry, reliance upon
these indicators is questionable.  Spore forming, heat
tolerant bacteria such as Clostridia spp. may be a more
reasonable choice since they are more persistent during
treatment processes and in the environment.  Monitoring the
concentration of viable Clostridia spores may be a more
conservative indication of the lack of, or presence of,
other pathogens.  Some preliminary results from studies of
Ascaris and Clostridia in sludge conducted by researchers at
UNC-Chapel Hill and Tulane University indicate that the rate
of die-off of Clostridia may be comparable to Ascaris. one
of the most resistant wastewater pathogens (Reimers, WEF
Conference, 1992).
The enteric virus method designated in the new sludge
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rule is D4994-89, "Standard Practice for Recovery of Viruses
from Wastewater Sludges", Annual Book of ASTM Standards,
(1992).  This method will not detect HAV and many other
fastidious enteric viruses.  Hepatitis A virus is very heat
resistant, and resistant to low pH; hence, it may be a
conservative viral indicator of wastewater treatment
efficiency.  HAV is stable when incubated at 60°C for 60
minutes, and is only partially inactivated after 10 to 12
hours at 60°C (Fields Virology,1990, Parry and Mortimer,
1984 and Siegl et al., 1984).  Poliovirus type 2 releases
its RNA at 43°C, other picornaviruses at 56°C, and HAV at
61°C (Parry and Mortimer, 1984 in Fields Virology, 1990).
When stabilized by IM MgClj, Poliovirus is resistant to 61°C,
and HAV remains infective to 81°C (Siegl et al., 1984).  HAV
is also notable for its resistance to degradation at low pH,
losing little infectivity even at pH 1 for several hours,
and retaining infectivity up to 5 hours (Scholz et al.,
1989).  Under the same conditions, Poliovirus 1 and
echovirus 9 were inactivated in 10 and 30 minutes
respectively.  At 38°C, human body temperature, HAV resists
pH 1, the pH of human digestive tract secretions, for up to
90 minutes (Scholz et al., 1989).
The usefulness of bacteriophages as indicator organisms
for the assessment of sludge quality was not seriously
considered by EPA.  F-specific RNA phages are a relatively
homogenous group and appear to be as resistant to various
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environmental conditions as are many of the enteric viruses.
Though few studies have been conducted evaluating
bacteriophage efficiency as indicators of enteric virus
removal in sludge, some were reviewed by the lAWPRC Study
Group, Water Research (1991).  Ketrananakul and Ohgaki
(1988) report 99.9% indigenous bacteriophage reduction in
activated sludge processing.  Nieuwstad et al. (1988) report
95-98% removal of fecal indicator bacteria, bacteriophage
and enteric viruses during activated sludge processing.
Funderburg and Sorber (1985) found a correlation between
removal of somatic bacteriophage and enteric viruses in
sludge in certain circumstances.  The relative ease and
rapidity of the bacteriophage assay methodology warrants
investigation to determine if they are adequate indicators
of sludge quality for land disposal and beneficial reuse.
Protozoan cysts may be relatively persistent; however,
EPA targeted helminth ova such as Ascaris spp., as the key
parasite.  Some data suggested that Ascaris ova are the most
persistent human enteric pathogen that can be transferred
from sludge to the environment.   The helminth testing
method is from W.A. Yanko's "Occurrence of Pathogens in
Distribution and Marketing of Municipal Sludges", (1987).
Little et al. (1992) report that detection of parasites in
sewage sludge is very difficult.  No definitive methodology
has been published, and only a handful of laboratories may
be capable of such analysis.  Persistent parasite forms
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(helminth ova and protozoan cysts) must be quantified by
visual identification under the microscope (Little et al.
1992), and further treatment to quantify viable ova is
required by the EPA standards.  For parasite quantification
in sludge, concentration and examination methods are tedious
and require great expertise.  Viable helminth ova must be
below the level set in the final rule.  Determination of
helminth ova viability require several weeks.
Testing for protozoan parasites was eliminated in the
final rule because of the lack of analytical methods for
protozoa, and because EPA reasons that protozoa are
"unlikely to survive wastewater treatment and sludge
treatment processes and, thus, should not cause a reasonably
anticipated adverse effect in sewage sludge that is used or
disposed" (EPA, 1992).  The likelihood of protozoan cysts
such as Giardia lamblia and Cryptosporidium causing disease
through contaminated or insufficiently treated drinking
water is apparently believed to be greater because Giardia
lamblia cysts are known to be resistant to chlorination.
These organisms have become a common cause of waterborne
disease, and Giardia cyst reduction by specified amounts is
required in the drinking water regulations.
"Anticipated adverse effects" from protozoan parasites
in sewage sludge were dismissed by EPA, as indicated above.
A study of the removal of Cryptosporidium parvum by
wastewater treatment processes indicates that removal of
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oocysts may not be as efficient as some reported removals
for Giardia (Stadterman, 1992 ).  Nine samples of activated
sludge-treated sewage effluents from Arizona contained from
40 to 3,960 oocysts per liter, with an average of 1060/L
(Madore et al., 1987).  Estimated Cryptosporidium oocyte
removal efficiency was determined to approach 79%
(Statdterman, 1992).  Rose (1988) found 91% of sewage
samples positive for oocysts, averaging 28.4/L in raw sewage
and 17/L in treated sewage.  Total oocyte removal in a bench
scale activated sludge treatment system averaged 98.64% at
room temperature, with primary settling averaging 83.4% and
secondary settling averaging 90.68% (Stadterman, 1992).
Temperature had a significant effect on oocyst removal, when
varied in the laboratory from 21''C to 4°C. The impact of
temperature on removal under field conditions warrants
study.  Clancey (1988) reported a 97.1% average removal of
Giardia cysts from activated sludge settling.  Giardia cysts
are larger than Cryptosporidium oocysts, 8-12 jum as opposed
to 4-6 jum, and may settle into the sludge layer more readily
in wastewater treatment.
Study of 11 treatment plants with Giardia positive raw
sewage by Sykora et al., (1991) determined that 50% of
treatment plant effluents were positive, with concentrations
in the sewage sludges from 70 to 30,000 cysts/L.  Cyst
recovery by the flotation technique used averaged only 11%
however (Sykora et al., 1991).  Van Praagh et al., (in
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press), report that 99.9% G. muris cyst inactivation
occurred in simulated anaerobic sludge digestion within 20.5
hours at 37°C and 10.7 minutes at 50°C.  The researchers
propose that the 99.9% inactivations achieved in their
experiments "indicated that compliance with the latter (40
CFR 257, EPA anaerobic digestion treatment standards for
land applied sludges) would readily achieve 99.9% G. muris
cyst inactivations" (Van Praagh et al., in press).  The
experiment however, simulated anaerobic digestion by
immersing air-tight, cyst-seeded sludge samples into an
oscillating, temperature-regulated waterbath.  The ability
of such a simulation to replicate conditions in a full-scale
anaerobic digester is highly questionable.  With continual
digester input producing a range of residence times, and the
possibility of short-circuiting, it appears highly unlikely
that 99.9% inactivations would be seen under field
conditions.  Studies to determine if the experimental model
approximates field conditions are essential before
concluding, as did Van Praagh et al. (in press) that
"compliance with 40 CFR 257 standards will, therefore,
essentially eliminate the health risk posed by G. duodenalis
cysts in primary and secondary sludges destined for land
disposal".  Studies using Giardia from the environment as
opposed to laboratory strains should also be conducted.
Numerous studies (Reimers et al., 1985) indicate that
helminth eggs remain viable after anaerobic digestion.
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5. Monitoring Frequency
Comments by WPCF (Abbott) question the shift from
technology based standards to performance based standards
that require monitoring.  Laboratory techniques to
accurately determine counts of pathogenic bacteria, viruses,
helminth and protozoa are unstandardized, expensive, slow,
and require access to special equipment and trained
personnel.  WPCF (Abbott) believes that testing should be
related to processes with well documented reductions in
indicator organisms and not require testing at the
frequencies outlined in the final rule (1992), Table 37.
While the proposed rule represented a shift to performance
based standards, the final rule uses a combination of both
performance and technology based standards.
Table 37
Pathogen Testing Frequencies for Wastewater Sewage Sludge
Amount of Sewage Sludge*     Frequency
0 < X < 290 once/year290 < X < 1500 once/quarter1500 < X < 15000 once/two month15000 < X once/month
* amount applied (bulk) or amount sold or given away
(mt/yr)
Testing frequency for enteric viruses and helminth ova
can be reduced upon approval of the permitting authority.
The testing methods for viruses and helminths are expensive
and highly specialized.  EPA decided that two years of
testing must be done at the frequency established in Table
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37, then subsequently, sufficient documentation of sludge
microbial quality would exist for a reduction in monitoring
frequency to be granted.  Frequency of monitoring cannot be
reduced for fecal coliforms or Salmonella.
6. Application Rate Limits
The WPCF comments (Abbott) state that the 50 metric
tons per hectare sludge application rate limit set in the
proposed rule is arbitrary, being based merely on reaching a
point of non-linearity in the data on plant uptake of
certain chemicals or metals.  The WPCF suggests that
application limits be set on a case-by-case basis,
considering the sludge quality, nitrogen and nutrient
content, crop requirements and other relevant variables.
The application rate limit could be especially deleterious
for the non-agricultural application of sludge, such as
restoration of unvegetated poor quality soil and eroded
areas.  These sites need the soil rebuilding properties of
sludge, and if of good quality, sludge may not merely be
useful, but actually necessary at very high application
rates.
The range of application rates for sludge prepared for
distribution and marketing (D&M) recommended by the US
Department of Agriculture is between 300 mt/ha to 16 mt/ha.
Three hundred mt/ha is equivalent to approximately 4 inches
of sludge depth and is the amount that has been used on the
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White House lawn and Capital Mall area.  Sixteen mt/ha is
equivalent to approximately 1/4 inch depth.  The final rule
states that the proposed rule arbitrarily limited the
disposal rate to 50 mt/ha because limits in the modeling
program caused it to be unable to accept higher rates.
The final rule limits the application of sludge to a rate
that does not exceed an agronomic rate.  An agronomic rate
is the application rate for bulk sludge that 1) provides the
amount of nitrogen needed by a crop or vegetation on the
land, and 2) minimizes the amount of nitrogen that passes
below the root zone to the groundwater.
Application limits are based on concentrations of
metals and chemicals in sludge that is applied to land.
Application of sludge to a site must cease when the metal
and chemical pollutant loading limits are reached.  Methods
to determine loading limits are included in the final rule
(EPA, 1992).  Studies of the correlation of these
application rates with the risks of human health effects
from pathogens, have not been done.
7. Determining significance of Risk
Risk assessment for chemical pollutants in sewage
sludge that is land applied is relatively well
characterized.  EPA used cancer potency values (Q* values
from EPA's Integrated Risk Information System) corresponding
to an incremental carcinogenic risk level of 1x10"* to
evaluate carcinogenic risk from chemical pollutants in
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sewage sludge.  This exposure level implies that one
additional cancer case will occur in a population of 10,000
exposed at that level for 70 years (EPA 1992).  The EPA
final rule states that risk associated with current sludge
reuse/disposal practice (baseline risk) is from less than 1
to 5 cancer cases annually, approximately 2000 cases of
individuals exceeding blood lead levels, and 700 instances
of hypertension in adult males or diminished learning
capacity in children.  Less than one cancer case, 600 to
2000 elevated blood lead levels, and 90 to 600 other lead
adverse effects are assumed to be avoided from the adoption
of the new regulations for land application of sewage sludge
(EPA, 1992).  The population size for which these effects
are noted is the U.S. population.
Explicit benefits from reductions in pathogen
associated illnesses from the adoption of the new
regulations are not presented. EPA (1992) states that
benefits of Subpart D (Pathogen and vector-attraction) are
not calculated because no methodology has yet been developed
to quantify risks from pathogens in sewage sludge.
8. Uncertainty
EPA acknowledges that many factors contribute to
uncertainty in the documents developing the pathogen risk
assessment model.  Data for specific processes, if
available, can be highly variable.  The assumptions about
changes within and between model compartments may or may not
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be supported by adequate data.  The necessity of making
estimates of dose required for infection, and amount of
media taken in by exposed humans, introduces much
uncertainty because of lack of epidemiological data.  Some
uncertainties are summarized in Table 33.
Table 38
Level of Uncertainty Associated with Pathogen Risk
Assessment
(in US EPA, November 1989, after Gerba, 1984)
Category Contribution to
Uncertainty
Determination of immune status
Sensitivity of host
Virulence of pathogen
Use of 95% confidence limit
Route of exposure
Choice of dose-response model
Synergi sm/antagonism
Dietary considerations
Distribution of subjects among
doses, and number used
one order of magnitude
one order of magnitude
several orders of
magnitude
up to one order of
magnitude
one order of magnitude
one order of magnitude
many orders of magnitude
uncertain
1-2 orders of magnitude
Uncertainty enters the risk assessment process because
of 1) the quality of the data used in the model and 2) the
limitations of the model.  Data may be incomplete,
inconsistent, and contain random or systematic error.
Models may make excessively simplifying assumptions.  Being
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merely mathematical representations of environmental
conditions, models are imperfect predictors of the behavior
of risk agents in the environment.  A complex relationship
exists between the degree of simplification of the model and
the amount of uncertainty in the model.
EPA (March, 1991 and July, 1991) acknowledges the
tentative nature of the results of this pathogen risk
assessment model.  Basic data on organisms and fate, default
data, and transfer functions should be revised based on
literature and test run results.  Model predictions should
be tested in the field.  At present none of these models
have been verified or adequately tested for field data.
D. Discussion
Weaknesses are evident in EPA's pathogen risk
assessment computer model because of lack of quality of the
data used in the model and because of the model's
limitations.  Some of the important weaknesses are: (1) data
for many variables are unavailable (2)inadequate estimates
were made for variables from available data that was
inadequate (3) assumptions about processes occurring in
compartments were often incomplete (4) a lack of data to
support estimates for dose and amount of exposure media
ingested.
Table 38 in the following section describes in detail
the weaknesses in the model variables that concern
environmental health microbiology.  In addition to these
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weaknesses, the following criticisms are raised:
- times of transfer from compartment to compartment
are arbitrary
all variables in a model run should be for aspecific pathogen, at least for the variables thatare key in the sensitivity analysis (noted in
Table 38)
- pathogen and indicator organism levels set in theClass A and B Requirements of the final rule arearbitrary, or at best based on limits of detectionfor the microbiology methods required for testing.
- there is no risk or epidemiology based evidence ofhealth effects above "x" level of pathogens insludge contaminated environmental media, orcorrelation between the indicator organism levels
and health effects
- reliance on fecal coliforms as a health effectsindicator has been questioned by researchers, forother exposure media, (Cabelli et al., 1983) as
poorly correlated with pathogens.
- focus on individual risk to SWIMMER, EATER etc.does not account for a population living near aland application site and experiencing several
exposures
methodologies for testing to quantify pathogensand indicators are inadequate, and alternativessuch as bacteriophage, anaerobic bacteria, ormolecular techniques should be considered
the likelihood of health effects from protozoanparasites such as Giardia was to readily
discounted
- no estimates of current health effects from reuseand disposal of sewage sludge, or negative effectsavoided through adoption of regulation, was
provided
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VI. ALTERNATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT FOR PATHOGENS IN SEWAGE
SLUDGE
A. Approach
The objective of this section, in response to the
analysis of the EPA risk assessment approach, is to extract
the variables and assumptions that are specific to the
domain of environmental health microbiology, and evaluate
whether state-of-the-science data and concepts were applied
by EPA.  Many mathematical representations and models of
parameters that effect the survival and transport of
pathogens in the environment exist.  The task in this
section is to indicate what parameters might be best applied
to accomplish EPA's objective; to estimate what level of
risk is posed by the land application of sewage sludge, and
thereby judge the adequacy of protecting human health from
reasonably expected adverse effects.
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Table 39
Variables used by EPA and Recommendations for Additional
Emphasis
AREA
EPA
VARIABLE(S)* RECOMMENDATION/-CRITICISM
Represen¬
tative
Pathogen
Concentr¬
ation at Land
application
site
ASCRS        Use organism, site, andcondition specific data.
Follow with consistent use of
values for other variables
that are also organism-, site-
and condition- specific
- data sets not sludge
specific
- opportunity to include
pathogens in "70 city sludge
survey" for chemicals missed
ASCIN, ASLSUR, Conduct experiments toFSSUR        determine if the values
estimated by the model
describe field conditions
Dose-response MID** Investigate models ofmicrobial distributions, use
models such as beta-
distributed probability
Survival
soil SLOPES, NTRCPS Include a data set**     **    for each organism, undervarious soil conditions (to
develop x,y)
- not all die-off is linear
plants
air
COUNT Need die-off rate on plantonce applied; ideally
organism- and condition-
specific (to develop x,y)
SLOPEP, NTRCPP Include a data set**     **    for each organism, undervarious weather conditions (to
develop x,y)- not all die-off is linear
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water    DONE, DBND    Provide better die-off dataALPHA**(for gw)for surface water, that is
organism- and condition-
specific (to develop x,y)
- temperature dependence must
be accounted for
- value for Salmonella and
enterovirus the same
(0.012/hr) which is
unsupported, as is Ascaris
estimate
Transport
soil SUBSOL** Address variation in subsoil
layers; include adsorption,
filtration effects, etc. (see
Table 47).  Make soil specific
(clay vs. sand, cations, etc.)
- need data for Ascaris
plants FCROPl to 7
air AEREFF**
Study transfer from soil and
soil water to plants.
(Transfer from soil surface
water would occur after rain
or irrigation, transfer from
soil would occur after wind
for example).
- these transfer fractions are
unsupported estimates.
Use data that is organism- (at
least class)   specific; be
particle size- and weather
condition-specific
water FRRAIN, SUSPND These are runoff specific.
PI** Use soil specific (clay vs.
sand, cations, etc.) data
- PI (pathogen suspension
factor) setting equal to
SUSPND (transfer fraction from
soil surface to soil surface
water) as default is
unsupported.
- Same SUSPND values for
Ascaris and enterovirus (0.01)
- algorithms for surface
runoff, soil and water
validated, but not for
microbes (is PI sufficient
approximation?)
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FRGRND, D, R  These are groundwater
specific.
Use extensive new research on
microbial transport to
groundwater (Gerba, Yates,
etc.)
- Value for D (hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficient) is
based on chemicals.
- Value for R (retardation
coefficient) is unsupported.
- FRGRND values for
Salmonella and enterovirus the
same (0.001)
- no data available for
Ascaris
- filtration and adsorption
not modeled
- single soil strata, constant
flow assumed
* See Section V, Table 29 for detail on variables.
B. Source Assessment
1. Representative Pathogens
EPA's pathogen risk assessment model for land
application of sewage sludge (EPA, November 1989) chooses
three organisms as the representative species for analysis.
Salmonella spp. represent the bacteria, Ascaris lumbricoides
the protozoan parasites, and the group of animal viruses
termed the enteroviruses represent virus.
EPA based these choices on the following criteria:
1) The pathogen is known to be present in municipal
sludge
2) The pathogen is known to cause human disease
3) More data available for the representativepathogen than for others in the same microbial group.
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4) Its survivability is typical of others in the
group
5) Minimum Infective Dose is known
6) The pathogen survives outside the human host
7) The infective routes (ingestion, inhalation, or
skin contact) are known
The reliance on enteroviruses as a representative
species is questionable because the enteroviruses are a
large and heterogenous group.  The reaction of enteroviruses
to environmental stress can vary.  The ready dismissal of
designating a representative protozoan parasite is also
questionable, especially in light of the increased public
health concern over Giardia and Cryptosporidium.
Hepatitis A Virus, HAV, may be a good choice for a
virus representative species because it meets the majority
of the above factors.  Not as much data on the above
criteria are available for HAV as for poliovirus, but
because HAV persistence in the environment is much greater
than poliovirus, HAV is more of a potential health threat.
Factors increasing HAV persistence are resistance to heat
inactivation and resistance to inactivation at low pH.
Salmonella, as chosen by EPA, may be a good representative
bacterial species because of the above factors, including
the relative abundance of data, impact on human health, and
ability to regrow in the environment under certain
conditions. Information on parasite minimum infective dose,
survival in the environment, and transport through media is
'^'^^^^^^^W^S'^^S^--'-
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lacking.  As a representative parasite, the choice of
Ascaris by EPA, may be good because of its strong resistance
to inactivation in the environment.  A representative
protozoan parasite such as Giardia should also be considered
in risk assessment for pathogens in sewage sludge.  With the
increased awareness of waterborne disease outbreaks from
Giardia and Cryptosporidium, it is very important that
research into the human health impact of these organisms in
sewage sludge is conducted.
2. Concentration of Representative Pathogens at
Land Application Sites
The relationships governing interaction between
microorganisms, soil, water, and ambient conditions are
complex and varied.  Concentrations of pathogens onsite
depend on the concentrations in the applied media, the
application rate, the effect of dilution by mixing the
sludge-containing media with soil, and dispersion due to
migration from the points or areas of application.  It is
important that the initial pathogen concentrations upon
application of sewage sludge to land are accurately
estimated.  Estimated concentrations can be calculated by
using the pathogen numbers per liter of sewage, as described
below.
More information is available on Salmonella than
practically any other pathogen of fecal origin.  EPA (May,
1986) reports 10^ to 10^ Salmonella spp. per gram dry weight
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in primary sewage.  EPA (July 1983 Ass. for Mic. and Turb.
Stand, for D.W.) states that Salmonella spp. concentrations
are 10*/g in human feces, and at any one time 0.1 percent of
the population may be excreting organisms.  In the
Proceedings of the Workshop on Water Quality and Health
Significance at Drexel University (Pipes, 1978), an
epidemiology panel determined that at a mean rate of
excretion, 75 x 10^ Salmonella typhi per L sewage would be
excreted from a population consisting exclusively of
excreters.  If 0.1 percent of the population is excreting,
levels of 75 organisms/L sewage may be expected.  Secondary
sludge typically consists of about 5 percent solids, and may
contain 1.5x10' organisms/L.  Pedersen (1981, from Kowal
1985) reports Salmonella geometric means, number/g dry
weight, as 4.1 x 10^ in raw primary sludge, and 8.8 x 10^ in
raw secondary sludge.
The Shanghai Municipal Board of Health (Halliday et
al., 1991) reports that 62.1 to 93.7/100,000 is the
hepatitis A annual incidence rate.  This may be a "severe
case", but as a plausible high estimate, one can assume the
U.S. rate is similar. If 5 to 20 percent of the HAV
infections result in disease, the infection rate may be from
310.5 to 1874/100,000.  During a 1988 HAV epidemic from
consuming contaminated clams, the hepatitis A attack rate
was 4083/100,000 (Halliday et al., 1991), implying that a
worst case infection rate (only 5% of those infected
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becoming ill), could have been as high as 81600/100,000.
Hutzler and Boyle propose that on average, the rate of
HAV infection cannot exceed the average birthrate because
infection with HAV confers lifelong immunity.  If that
premise is assumed, the U.S. rate may be as high as
1400/100,000.  Assuming that all infections result in
shedding, and occurs for one month, 116 individuals/100,000
may be shedding HAV at any given time.  If 200 g feces are
produced each day, and diluted in 450 L wastewater
(120gal/day), then approximately 0.5 mg feces/L raw
wastewater are HAV contaminated.  After concentration in
secondary sludge to 5 percent solids, approximately 10 mg
feces/L secondary sludge may be contaminated.  Assuming
Ixio' pfu/g feces (Belshe, 1992), each liter of raw sewage
contains 5x10* pfu and secondary sludge contains lxlo'° pfu,
as a high estimate.
Table 40
Estimated Concentrations of Representative Organisms in
Sludge
Cone, in Estimated Cone.
Organism     Raw Sewage in 2°  Sludge
Salmonella    75/L 1.5x10Vl
HAV 5x10Vl IxlO'^/L
Table 41 restates EPA's initial estimate for
concentration/kg (dry wt) of their representative pathogens
in sewage sludge.  The table includes averages from
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literature, and a worst case estimate, assuming that an
epidemic increased pathogen concentrations 1000-fold, and
that the sludge digestion process failed, no longer
achieving 99% reductions of Salmonella. 80% for Ascaris. and
60% for enteroviruses.
Table 41
Initial Value for Pathogen Concentration
Estimated Mean Organisms/kg fdry wt) of Material*Entero-
Material Salmonella    Ascaris  viruses
EPA:
Digested sludge
(same for anaerobic
or aerobic)
Average from
Literature:
Digested sludge
(anaerobic)*
Worst Case:**
5x10"
8.8x10^
8.8x10'
5x10^ IXlO'
9.2X10^   6.2X10*
5.8X10*   2.5x10%
**
Average pathogen levels in wastewater assumed.Good pathogen reduction in digestion process
assumed.
Epidemic increases pathogen concentration in
sludge 1000-fold.Failure of digestion occurs, providing no pathogen
reduction.
The values from EPA and literature averages do not
differ by more than one order of magnitude.  The worst case
estimates differ by 4 orders of magnitude. These values are
included to illustrate that it may be more representative of
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real world conditions to use a range of values, rather than
discrete estimates.  The effects of each approach on
uncertainty must be investigated.
C. Dose-Response Assessment
1. Dose - Response Models
Haas (1983) investigated the ability of three models to
estimate risk to human health from low doses of
microorganisms.  The models were log-normal, single-hit
exponential, and beta-distributed "infectivity probability".
Haas found that the stochastic beta-distributed model fit
the data at least as well as the deterministic log-normal
model, and its use provides a conservative estimate of risk
from low doses.  Table 42 describes the models.
Table 42
Models that estimate risk to humans from low doses of
organisms
MODEL EQUATION
LOG  NORMAL 1
p  =------
V'27r
where  Z =   (IN - \i)/a
exp(-2^/2)dz
00
and  N = dose of organisms/x = average logarithm of the normal distribution
of host MID
a  = log standard deviation of the normal
distribution of host MID
SINGLE-HIT EXPONENTIAL       P = 1 - exp (-rN)
N = dose of organisms
r = constant (probability of single organism
survival)
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Table 42 (continued)
BETA DISTRIBUTED"infectivity probability"  P = 1 - (1 + N//3)-«
N   = dose of organismsa,/3 = parameters of the distribution ofprobabilities of organism survival
Some assumptions are inherent in the models.  The log-
normal assumes a log linear dose response, although this is
not seen in experimental data from human dose-response
feeding studies because of resistant subpopulations or
aggregation and particle effects.  The single-hit assumes
that the one or more organisms capable of infecting the host
undergo decay from host response mechanisms, and that the
parameter 'r'  characterizes the effects. The beta-
distributed model assumes a distribution of responses,
characterized by both parameters a and /3, not one discrete
value 'T'.
Table 27 and 41 illustrate that the beta-distributed
infectivity probability model best fits experimental human
dose-response feeding study data most frequently.  Further
investigation of other models should be explored, especially
in light of the great elasticity of the beta model, which
may sacrifice some specificity.
Epidemiological data on disease outbreaks from the
handling, disposal, or reuse of sewage sludge is scarce.
The parameters (Beta, alpha, r) estimated in Table 27 when
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inserted into the models in Table 41 define the probability
that a certain dose of the pathogen will cause infection.
The question arises, will the same dose in different media
have an equal probability of causing infection? It is
likely that they would not, but until data are available, it
will be assumed that a similar number of organisms in water,
soil, or inhaled and swallowed will cause infection.
How are pathogenic organisms distributed in sludge?
Rose et al. (1991) and Regli et al. (1991) assumed a Poisson
distribution for pathogenic organisms in drinking water.
Haas (personal communication, November, 1992) believes that
use of the Poisson distribution for risk computations
provides a conservative estimate, as opposed to the use of
the negative binomial or other overdisperse distributions.
The Poisson probability predicts the probability that x
entities will be found in some small examined portion of a
medium.  The distribution stipulates that the entities must
be well mixed throughout the medium (Remington and Shork,
1985).  A Poisson distribution may be an adequate assumption
for the media of concern, as data on actual pathogen
distributions in sludge, or sludge mixed into soil, are not
available.  Research into whether other distributions or
dose-response estimation techniques are more accurate
representations is needed.
2. Dose Response Data for Representative Organisms
In the EPA model, the Minimum Infectious Dose (MID) for
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the representative pathogens they have chosen is as follows:
Salmonella 10, Ascaris 1, and enterovirus 1.  As indicated
in Table 27 (Rose and Gerba 1991), the dose calculated for 1
percent infection by Salmonella is 4.3 organisms, which is
close to EPA's estimate.  Data for Ascaris is not available,
but by the beta-distributed infectivity probability model
Entamoeba coli and E.histolytica dose is 0.04 for 1 percent
infection, which differs by 2 orders of magnitude from EPA's
Ascaris estimate.  That for poliovirus (which is frequently
considered a representative enterovirus) is 0.67 (poliovirus
1), and 0.32 (poliovirus 3), also close to the EPA estimate.
Haas calculated a dose of 0.76 grams of HAV
contaminated feces for 1 percent infection (Haas, 1992,
personal communication; Hutzler and Boyle, 1981).  The beta-
distributed "infectivity probability" and single-hit
exponential models were used by Rose and Gerba (1991) and
Haas in the development of dose response data in Table 27,
and summarized for various organisms in Table 43.
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Table 43
Microorcfanism
Best
fit model
infection from
one oraanism
Dose for
1% infection
Salmonella
Shiaella
Vibrio cholera
beta
beta
beta
2. 3x10-'
1. 0x10"'
7x10-**
4.3
10
1428
HAV 1.3x10-2 ** 0.76
grams**
Poliovirus 1
Echovirus 12
Rotavirus
beta
beta
beta
1.49x10-2
1.7x10-2
3. 1x10-2
0.67
0.59
0.03
Giardia 1.
Entamoeba c.
exponential
beta
1.98x10-2
9.1x10-2
0.5
0.04
** based on grams of feces (Haas 1992, personal
communication)may be 7.6x10* to 7.6x10* organisms.
The range of titer of HAV infected feces is from 1x10*
to Ixio' pfu/g, so the calculated infective dose may range
from 7.6x10* to 7.6x10* pfu HAV.  When the HAV feeding
studies were done, the cell culture technique to quantify
HAV was unavailable.
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D. Exposure Assessment
1. Pathways of Exposure
Table 44
Media that May Cause Exposure from Land Application ofMunicipal Sludge (EPA, November 1989)
MEDIA SOURCE
Airborne Particulates   Tilling, Wind erosion
Aerosols Spray application, Irrigation
Water Surface runoff (from rain orirrigation),  Groundwater
Soil Soil surface (directly ingested)
Crops Above, on, or below groundvegetables
Other sludge contaminated media coming from other
sources could also conceivably cause human exposure, but the
above appears inclusive for likely major exposure scenarios.
As mentioned previously, exposure to sludge or sludge
contaminated media will not be as common in the general
population, as will be exposure to drinking water.
2. Pathogen Die-off Models
Models of Pathogen Survival in Soil
Once wastewater sludge is applied to the soil,
soil is typically tilled.  This incorporates the sludge into
the upper layers of the soil and dilutes the pathogen
concentration.  EPA, (November 1989, Naylor and Loehr, 1982;
Donahue et al. 1983) describes the dilution of pathogens in
the soil surface by the equation 1:
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CP = CS X AR / MS [1]
where:CP =    concentration of pathogens in soil (no./g)CS =    concentration of pathogens in sludge (no./g)
AR =    application rate (kg/ha)MS =    mass of soil = (2 x 10* kg/ha) x (10^ g/kg)= 2 X lo' g/ha
Reddy et al. (1981) assumed that bacterial die-off
after waste application to soil was a process following
first order kinetics.  They determined that the number of
organisms surviving at the end of a given time was described
by equation 2:
dM/dt = XbM - koM = (kg - kD)M [2]
Equation 2 can be integrated to obtain equation 3:
M, = M„ exp{(kB - kD)t} [3]
where:
M,   =   microbial concentration at time t;Mo   =   initial microbial concentration after
application of wastekg   =   rate coefficient for rate of division of themicroorganism, day';
kp  =   rate coefficient for the die-off rate ofmicroorganism, day'';
t   =   time, days,
exp  =    2.71828
Reddy et al. (1981), note that the die-off rates measured by
researchers are net rates, which indicate that if kjj > kj,
then
equation 4 follows: «
ke - kn = -k [4]
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where k  =   first order rate coefficient for the net die-off rate of the organism, day*.
Equation 3 then reduces to equation 5:
M,   «   M„ exp(-kt) [5]
Thus the concentration at time t is assumed to depend
on only the concentration at time zero and the die-off rate
coefficient.  The average die-off rate constant k
(loglO/day) for Salmonella could be approximated as 0.592 in
sewage-soil systems (Kawata 1977, Watson 1980, Mailman and
Litsky 1951, Bears 1940, Sotiracopoulous and Donero 1974,
Smallbeck and Bromel 1975, Dazzo 1973).  The average die-off
rate k for HAV could be approximated by analyzing extant
data on HAV inactivation in soil, water, wastewater systems
(Sobsey, unpublished).  Although currently published or
otherwise available data does not report HAV k values as
such, such data can be determined by regression analysis
when raw data on die-off in soil-sewage systems is available
for such analysis.
Inactivation rates for pathogens in each portion of a
system need to be adequately defined.  Rates of decay must
be investigated: (1) in sewage sludge that is not
incorporated (2) in sludge that is tilled into the top soil
layers (3) as pathogens are transported into deeper soil
layers in unsaturated and saturated zones, and (4) in
groundwater aquifers.  Effects of antagonistic
microorganisms should be accounted for as well.  Until such
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information is available, a single estimated die-off
constant will likely be applied to account for multiple
factors affecting pathogen fate in soils.
Reddy et al. (1981) developed equations by which the
first order die-off rate constants can be adjusted to
compensate for important environmental factors influencing
die-off.  Their analysis of data from several researchers
indicated that die-off rates approximately doubled with 10°C
rise in temperature.  The increase was determined through a
limited dataset.  Reddy et al, (1981) developed equations
such as equation 6, to adjust k for temperature:
kj2 ^ kfj X Ff L" ]
where:
Ft = e "- ͣ^*  ;kfj = die-off rate adjusted for temperature, T2;kj-i = die-off rate measured at temperature, T,;e = temperature correction coefficient;
T » temperature, "C
They found temperature coefficient average values to be 1.07
+ 0.05, and range from 1.02 to 1.17. The values were
calculated from a limited dataset.  Heat resistant organisms
such as HAV would have different coefficient values.
Yates et al. (1985) studied the effects of numerous
properties on microbial survival in the subsurface.  They
found that for MS-2 coliphage the inactivation rate as a
function of temperature is:
k   (log,oday*)   = -1.181 + 0.0214 x temperature °C
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As the groundwater temperature approaches 8°C the virus
inactivation becomes negligible.  This organism specific
approach could be more useful than attempting to determine
an average temperature coefficient value for a class of
organisms, some of which respond quite differently, such as
viruses.
Other equations such as the empirical equation,
equation 7, were developed by Reddy (1981) to adjust k for
moisture (F„, the factor for moisture content):
F„   = 0.0241 MT + 0.303 ; 0 < MT < 30.0     [7]
where:   MT = soil-water suction, bars.saturated soil = 0 bar soil-water suction
air dry soil  =30 bar soil-water suction
Or equation 8 may be used:
F„   =  1.00 - (0.9) MC  ; 0 < MC < 0.5      [8]
where:   MC = moisture content of the soil, g/g
Then the die-off rate is adjusted using equation 9:
k2 = k, X f„ [9]
where:
k,   =   die-off rate constant measured at moisture
content m, day"';
k2   =   die-off rate constant adjusted to the desiredmoisture content of m2 day"'.
Reddy et al. (1981), provide equation 10 as a functional
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relationship for relative rates of die-off depending on pH,
assuming a maximal rate of die-off at pH 3.
FpH  =    1.69 - 0.26 pH ; 3.0 < pH < 8.0    [10]
0.25 ; 6.0 < pH < 7.0
0.21 pH - 1.22 ; 7.0 < pH < 8.0
Microorganisms that are highly pH resistant such as HAV will
not exhibit the die-off predicted by the above equations.
Using the Reddy et al. (1981) technique, the factors
obtained in equations 6, 7, 10, can be used to adjust the
die-off rate constant k :
k2 = k, X Ft X F„ X FpH ; [11]
The time for 50 percent reduction (tl/2) can be determined
by:
t,;2 = 0.693/k2
Gerba, Yates, and Yates (EPA report) question this
model incorporating these factors because the Reddy et al.
(1981) equations were based on limited data sets involving
one or a few organisms.  Furthermore, not all data on die-
off rate constants and coefficients were derived from soil
or groundwater studies.  More detailed, rigorous, and
accepted algorithms exist to account for the factors
effecting microbial transport through soils, as discussed in
the subsequent section.  Much more research must be done to
provide organism specific information on survival in soils.
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thereby improving the ability to model environmental
effects.
Models of Pathogen Survival on Plants
Tables 18 and 19 list survival times of microorganisms
on plant surfaces.  Survival times are given as days after
application of pathogens until pathogens were no longer
detected.  For Salmonella the overall average survival time
on plants was 16.4 days.  The survival time on above ground
plants was 4 days, on ground was 20 days, and below ground
was 33 days (Bryon 1977, Sepp 1971, and Feacham 1978).  The
average survival time for viruses on plants was 15 days.
The time (in days) to non-detectability is a highly
imprecise parameter because it varies with the initial
microbe level and with the detection limit of the analytical
method.  The use of another measurement, such as log
reduction, would allow for comparison among studies and the
development of die-off rate constants.
If it assumed that crops are planted on sludge amended
soil in accordance with the final rule (503 regulation, EPA
1992) , some fast growing crops may become soil contaminated
through rain splashing and the pathogens may survive until
harvest or consumption.
Models of Pathogen Survival in Aerosols
The median aerosolization efficiencies determined by
Sorber (1984) in a study of spray application of sludge to
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agricultural sites were 0.00049 percent and 0.0011 percent.
These figures represent the percent of aerosolized particles
above the background level.  The average median
aerosolization efficiency from studies of spray application
of wastewater reported by Sorber (1984) is 0.37 percent and
by Camann et al. (1988) is 0.56 percent.  This indicates
that much less (two orders of magnitude) aerosolization from
sewage sludge occurs than from wastewater.
Model of Pathogen Survival in Groundwater
Average die-off rate constant k (loglO/day) for
Salmonella is determined to be 1.17 in wellwater or
groundwater (McFeeters 1974, and Bitton 1983), and 0.62 in
surface waters (Mitchell and Starzyk 1975, Geldrich and
Kenner 1969, Dutka and Kwan 1980).  Data for Salmonella
(Mitchell and Starzyk 1975, Geldrich and Kenner 1969) show
significant inactivation rate increases with temperature.
HAV, being very heat resistant, would not show significant
increases in inactivation until very high temperatures were
reached.  Die-off rates for HAV could be determined by
regression analysis of unpublished data on inactivation in
various types of water samples (Sobsey, unpublished).
3. Pathogen Transport Models
Models of Transport of Pathogens in Soil
Initially, the dilution of pathogens upon sludge
incorporation in soil occurs as per equation 1.  After the
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application and subsequent dilution, the pathogens now in
the sludge-soil matrix will experience a variety of fates.
Some may remain bound to the sludge-soil matrix, some may
runoff to surface water after a heavy rainfall, and some may
move vertically throughout the soil or rock substrata (see
Figure 2).  All the while, the microbes are subject to die-
off at various die-off rates.  Mathematical representations
and models exist to describe, with varying reliability and
validation, the real world processes of microorganism
transport and survival.
Surface runoff may be modeled with various computer
models.  EPA applied the Soil Conservation Service (SACS)
procedure in their pathogen risk assessment development (EPA
November 1989).  Sediment transport from the surface was
modeled by the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE)
(EPA November 1989).  Details of these procedures are
included in Appendix B of EPA Pathogen Risk Assessment for
Land Application of Municipal Sludge Volume II (November
1989).
Reddy et al. (1981) described the retention of bacteria
and viruses by soil particles using a chemical isotherm such
as the Freundlich or Langmuir isotherms.  The Langmuir
equilibrium isotherm assumes (among other things) that every
adsorption site is of equal strength. The Freundlich
isotherm does not assume homogeneity among active sites for
adsorption.
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Equation 13 is a manipulation of the Freundlich
adsorption isotherm by assuming the exponent 1/n = 1 (Reddy
et al., 1981), (since data from Burge and Enkiri indicate
exponent values range from 0.91 to 1.24), and combination
with equation 5.
MOSOL = {M„ exp(-kt)}/(K +1) [13]
where:MOSOL =  microorganisms present in soil solution,no.ml' of soil solution;
K   =   retention coefficient, ml g*k   =   die-off coefficient, day'Mo   =   original concentration of microorganism in
soil
Matson et al. (1978) provide data on retention
coefficient K (ml/g) for total coliform, fecal coliform, and
fecal streptococci bacteria.  Data on K does not exist for a
wide variety pathogenic microorganism found in wastewater
sludge, but some data on the retention coefficient K, of
viruses exists.  The Powelson and Gerba et al., (1990)
column study of rotavirus and other viruses provides
information, and a methodology that can be applied to other
microorganisms and possibly adapted for field verification.
The study attempted to determine if other viruses such as
MS-2 bacteriophage would have a similar K value and thus be
able to serve as an indicator of rotavirus response.  Such
an experimental system could be used to find the K value for
HAV, or find an adequate model virus.  The average K for $
x-174 phage, for example, is 70.95 ml/g (Burge and Enkiri
1978).
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Reddy et al. (1981) developed some first approximations
to adjust retention coefficients based on surface area of
soils.  Using data from Burge and Enkiri (1978), equation 14
was developed:
K = 2.445(SS) - 72.7 r = 0.97; n = 4     [14]
where:K   =   retention coefficient, ml g';
SS  =   surface area, m^^
Data on surface area of soil is rarely available and its
determination is tedious, so an empirical equation was
developed from data of Enfield et al., (1976) and Zantua et
al., (1977).  This equation, equation 15, is applicable only
to viruses and when clay content is greater than 18 percent.
SS = 3.786( % clay) - 9.84    R = 0.93; n = 44    [15]
The Reddy equation, as well as the Burge and Enkiri
equation, is based on limited data sets on specific
organisms.
Yates, Yates, and Ouyang, (EPA, March 1992) developed a
mathematical model that predicts virus transport in
unsaturated soils,  virus removal is known to be great in
the unsaturated zones that must be traversed by contaminated
waters, effluents, or sludges enroute to groundwater.  This
model allows simulation of the following:
1. unsteady flow in variably saturated media
2. transport in layered soils
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3. variable virus inactivation rate (e.g. as a function
of temperature, etc.)
4. different virus inactivation rates for adsorbedvirus particles versus freely suspended virus particles
5. flow of heat through soil ( affecting water flow,
inactivation rate, etc.)
The model's predictions compared well with two
available datasets in testing, however, there is a lack of
data available for extensive testing.  Before the model
should be used for purposes other than research it should be
extensively tested with field data (Yates, Yates, and
Ouyang, EPA, March 1992).  Information such as that provided
by Powelson, Gerba, et al. (1990), indicating that 100% of
virus may be accounted for under saturated subsurface flow
conditions, and only 39% under saturated conditions, roust be
further investigated.  Quantification of such processes to
provide die-off rate constants would substantially improve
risk assessment model development.
Gerba, Yates , and Yates have selected model equations
that address the following factors important in the
transport of microorganisms through soil:
Advection     - the average Velocity of the water asit passes through porous media
Dispersion    - result of variations in the actualpore velocities compared to averagevelocity and the effect of Brownian
motion on the particles
Adsorption    - the removal of microorganisms fromgroundwater flow through adhesion to
particles
Filtration    - removal by size exclusion
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Die-off       - inactivation of microorganisms due toenvironmental stresses
Gerba, Yates, and Yates (draft) describe the filtration
efficiency of a soil or aquifer as in the following equation
(Matthess et al., 1988 in Gerba, Yates, and Yates draft):
C = C„ exp (-\p() [16]
where:C = observed concentration of organismsCo = initial concentration of organismsXf = filtration factor or coefficient
X = distance
Matthess et al. (1988) report filter coefficients of 10 to
44.6/m for enteric bacteria in sandy soil (<2% clay).  Jang
et al.  (1983, in Gerba, Yates, and Yates draft) report 40
to 93/m for sandstone cores depending on type of bacteria.
Factors such as changing hydraulic conditions, and particle
accumulation will effect filtration efficiency over time.
The adsorption effect can be quantified by a Freundlich
isotherm as follows:
A = K^C"" [ 17 ]
where:
A = virus adsorbed to the solid phase
Ka = empirical constantC = virus concentration in solution
n = empirical constant
Vilker and Burge (1980, in Gerba, Yates, and Yates draft)
report that experimentally determined values for 1/n are
close to one, so the Freundlich equation can be expressed
linearly as:
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A = K^C
No information on K^ values for leachates from sludge
landfills or land application sites are available.  K^
values for viruses may be expected to be high in clay soil
and low in sand soils.  Poliovirus adsorbs very well to
soil, compared to other viruses.  The exclusive reliance on
poliovirus data to model the fate and transport of viruses
in the subsurface environment could lead to underestimation
of risks.
Table 45
Experimentally Determined K^ for Poliovirus Type 1 in Soils
Soil Type Ka (ml/g) Water Type    Refe
rence
Sand 5.8 Deep g.w.     Yeager andO'Brien, 1979
Sand 1.4 Shallow g.w.
N
Sandy loam 499 Deep g.w.
W
Sandy loam 66 Shallow g.w.
n
Loamy sand,FM 1000 Distilled water Goyal andGerba, 1979
Loamy sand,FM 142 2°  treated sewageeffluent
Sand(92%) 0.72 Deionized water
Sandy(77%) loam 4.6 Deionized water
Clay(54%) 1000 Deionized water
Sandy clay(28%)loam 99 Deionized water
Sand and gravel 3 3° treated sewageeffluent
Landry et
al., 1979
Sand 2.5 Phosphate buffered
saline
Vilker et
al., 1983
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Table 46
Ka for Various Virus to FM (Flushing Meadows) Loamy Sand
Soil
Virus Type Ka (itii/g)
F2 0
MS-2 0.2
Coxsackie B4 0
Echo 1 1.5
Polio 1 1000
Rotavirus SA--11 1.1
Information on the dispersion of microorganisms is limited.
Values for dispersivity and hydrodynamic dispersion using
MS-2 coliphage in sand and gravel columns is given below:
Table 47
Experimentally Determined Parameters Using MS-2 Coliphage
Soil
Bulk
Dens.
g/cm'
Poros.
%
Dispers.
cm
Hydrodyn
Dispers.
Coeff.
cm^/min.
•
Retard.
Factor
FM, loamy
sand
1.60 39.62 0.32438-
0.92432
0.0552-
0.1428
0.92-
1.02
Corolla, fine
sand
1.56 41.13 0.37656-
1.2554
0.9522-
3.2694
0.92-
0.89
Tanque Verde,
gravelly sand
nd* 25.89 nd 0.8438-
1.0417
0.537-
0.610
* nd = no data
The paper by Gerba, Yates, and Yates (in draft)
includes a review of various models researchers have
proposed for microbial transport through soils.  Lack of
data for many of the parameters considered has hindered
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development.  Models considered were those of Rao and Jessup
(1983), Grosser (1985), Vilker et al.(1978), Vilker and
Burge (1980), and Vilker (1981). Additionally Matthess and
Pekdeger (1981) provide equations describing many transport
processes, but do not develop one overall modeling equation.
Corapcioglu and Haridas (1985) do incorporate mathematical
representations of processes into overall models.  A
solution technique must be used to solve the complex non¬
linear equations. The model that they suggest for microbial
transport in soil is a modification of an equation described
by Genuchten and Alves (1982), where a sink term (XfV) is
added to account for the filtration of bacteria and larger
organisms.
For viruses:
ctC       a^C      aC
R----  = D----  - V----------  nC [18]at aX^ aX
For bacteria:
aC a^C aC
R---- = D---- - V------(n +  XfV)C    [19]at       aX^ aX
where:Cj   =   concentration of microorganisms in soil priorto application of sludge. Assumed zero unlessprevious sludge or sewage application.C   =   observed concentration of microorganisms at x
distance
Cq   =   concentration of microorganisms released from
the sludget   =   distance from disposal site (vertical and
horizontal)
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ta   =   time period over which microorganisms arereleased from the sludge.  Time ofirrigation, rainwater percolation for
example.H        =*   inactivation rate for microorganism.  Forviruses can be determined by the following:
K; = inact. rate(loglO/day) = -0.181 + 0.0214 x temp. °C
y — 0th order production because organisms arenot generated in-situ, term = 0
R   =   retardation factorV   *   velocity of water through soil (typical IC'to 10'' m/sec, less in karst)D   =   hydrodynamic dispersion (if value notavailable, do calculation with both 0.1 and100 m to determine likely range)Xf   «   filter factor, or efficiency, from this
equation:
C = Co exp (-Xpc)
There are two solutions for the equations that vary in their
boundary conditions.  The solutions calculate the
concentration of microorganisms in the soil after time t,
and distance x, from the land application site.  Gerba,
Yates, and Yates (in draft) propose that these equations be
used to model the horizontal transport (i.e. transport in
groundwater) and vertical transport (i.e. transport from the
surface under saturated conditions) of microorganisms
through soil. For transport under unsaturated conditions,
the following equation is proposed, where retardation is
related to the soil bulk density and the volumetric water
content:
KaB
R = 1 +---- [20]
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where:R = retardation coefficient
B = bulk density, g/cm^$ =  volumetric water contentKa = linear adsorption coefficient
Gerba, Yates and Yates (in draft) point out that the
relationship between volumetric water content and
retardation for microorganisms has yet to be experimentally
determined.
Of the two solutions, the first should be used if the
concentration of microorganisms applied to the soil is known
and is constant.  The second solution should be used if the
flux of microorganisms is constant (i.e. the transport of
organisms through the soil surface).  The two solutions are
found in Appendix C.  Lists of worst case and default values
are found in Appendix D.
Experiments by Powelson, Simpson, and Gerba (1990) on
virus survival and transport in saturated and unsaturated
soil indicate that there is substantial inactivation during
unsaturated flow.  Their investigation of number balances to
account for all viruses applied to the two systems showed
that under saturated conditions, all viruses were accounted
for, while under unsaturated conditions only 39% were
accounted for.  They also assumed that the unaccounted for
viruses were inactivated under unsaturated conditions
because they could not be recovered from the experimental
soil/water system.
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Transport of Pathogens in Groundwater
Yates and Yates (1988), studied virus transport from
sources of contamination to wells.  They developed an
equation to calculate the separation distance required to
achieve a 7-log decrease in virus concentration in soils as
water moves from the contaminated source to the well.
Separation distances were calculated by Darcy's Law:
D = tKi / n, [21]
where:
D = separation distance, m
t = travel time, daysK = hydraulic conductivity, m day*i = hydraulic gradient, mm*n^ = effective porosity of the aquifer
For the study in Arizona, travel times were calculatedusing known and estimated virus inactivation rates asthe number of days required for 7 logs of inactivation.Transmissivity values were obtained from the state tocalculate hydraulic conductivities. Hydraulicgradients were estimated from city maps.  Effectiveporosity was estimated to be 0.1 because data for theentire basin was unavailable (Yates and Yates, 1988).
In an example application, a well pumping at 9.46x10' m'sec'
was modeled with the effects of groundwater regional flow
also considered, and setback distances of 93m, 156m, and
222m were required for reductions of 4, 7, and 10 logs
respectively Considering regional flow alone required 60m
for 7 log reduction (Yates and Yates, 1988).
EPA (November 1989) has included detailed instructions
for the use of SACS and MUSLE to determine the amount of
runoff of soil and sediment expected after rainfall events.
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These models, coupled with information on how greatly
pathogens may be bound to soil and particles, and
information on die-off rates could provide estimates of how
many organisms may be transported to surface water.
Corapcioglu (1990, EPA) provides a review of the
literature concerning virus migration in groundwater.
Gerba, De Leon, et al. (EPA contract document) in a study of
rotavirus survival and transport, experimentally determine
values for dispersivities, dispersion coefficient, relative
velocities and other parameters for poliovirus, MS-2 and
rotavirus.  These values are determined in soil columns.
Such experimental determinations of parameter values must be
made under varied conditions, and for the organisms
determined to be of great concern to human health or
appropriate indicators for them.
In 1990 a group including Corapcioglu developed VIRALT,
a simulation of viral subsurface transport and fate in
groundwater.  The purpose of the VIRALT model, as described
in the Documentation and User's Guide (EPA, 1990) is "to
assist EPA, state, and local technical staff with the task
of estimating concentrations of viruses in groundwater
withdrawn from pumping wells that are located in the
vicinity of viral contaminant sources".  The model has
drawbacks including the assumption of steady state
groundwater flow, inability to account for flow in the
unsaturated zone, desorption, and vertical flow.  The VIRALT
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model was not used in EPA's development of pathogen risk
assessment.  The VIRALT model may have been produced after
EPA's initial pathogen risk assessment computer model was
produced.  However, a model such as VIRALT could have served
as a jumping off point for improvement to the pathogen risk
assessment model.  This could have aided EPA's progress
toward basing the new sewage sludge treatment regulations on
a qualitative pathogen risk assessment.
Transport of Pathogens in Air
Bacteria in sewage sludge that is land applied by tank
or spray application and that become airborne are able to
survive in the aerosolized form and be able to travel 100m
downwind (Sorber and Moore). Virus particles appear to be
able to survive and travel significant distances downwind as
well.  Camann et al., (1988) report mean virus
concentrations of 0.05 pfu/m' up to 60 m downwind at
wastewater spray irrigation sites, reaching 16.2 pfu/m' in
one instance.  This value could be used as the basis of a
worst case occurrence.  Fecal coliforms and fecal
streptococci were detected at a level of 150 to 180/m', 60 m
downwind.  Salmonella were not tested for in Camann et al.,
(1988).
4. Exposure Models
A thorough prediction of exposure should provide
information on the size, nature, and class of the exposed
population.  A number of questions may be asked, including:
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How can in-vivo effects such as immunity and hostdefense mechanisms be accounted for?
How can experimental measurements be extrapolated froma small segment of the population to the entire
population?
How can lifestyle variation and activity patterns be
accounted for?
What is the size and nature of the exposed population?
What are the special risk groups?
The routes by which hximans may be exposed to pathogens from
land applied sludge for agricultural use are listed below.
The following are assumptions that may be made about the
pathways to exposure:
ONSITE   Ingestion or respiration and swallowing of
soil (Direct Contact)
- Sludge mixed into the soil as per equation 1
- "x" grams of sludge-soil mixture directlyingested by an onsite worker while applying sludge
- "y" grams of particulates from dry sludge-soilmixture, or aerosols from spray application ofliquid sludge, are inhaled at rate appropriate to
breathing level
- approximately 30% (depending on particle sizeand particle hydrophobicity) of the particlestaken into the nasopharynx or lungs duringrespiration are deposited and ultimately
swallowed. (Crawford-Brown, personal
communication).
OFFSITE  Swallowing Inhaled Aerosols or Particulates(Aerosols, Particulates, Application or Tilling
Emissions)
- Sludge spray applied, aerosolization rate forthe spray equipment used and sludge solids content
known.
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- an exposed person less than 100 meters downwind,inhales at breathing rate appropriate to activity
level.
- approximately 30% (depending on particle sizeand particle hydrophobicity) of the particlestaken into the nasopharynx or lungs during
respiration are deposited and ultimately
swallowed. (Crawford-Brown, personal
communication).
EATER    Ingestion of Plant Material (Commercial
Crops)
- Sludge mixed into soil as per equation 1
- Plants grow for the required number of days
appropriate to the species before harvest
- "x" g of soil splashes in rain and contaminateseach plant edible portion, at specified number of
days before harvest
- the typical amount of the plant in the diet isconsumed raw, at specified number of days after
harvest
DRINKER  Ingestion of Groundwater (Offsite Well)
- Sludge mixed into soil as per equation 1
- Pathogens remaining in soil surface move to
subsurface soil
- Pathogens in soil-water solution move through
subsurface to groundwater and subsequently to an
adjacent well
- 2L well water ingested per day by exposed
individual
SWIMMER  Ingestion of Surface Water while Swimming
- Sludge mixed into soil as per equation 1
- Rainfall causing surface runoff occurs at
specified time after sludge incorporation
- "X" kg topsoil per acre is washed into a pond
- the appropriate dilution factor is applied
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- 40ml of pond water is ingested by a swimmer
There are many elements of pathogen survival and
transport in the sludge-soil complex, in the exposure media,
and within the body of the individual who is exposed, that
must be considered in risk calculations.  Very simplified
exposure scenarios, such as described by the assumptions
above, leave many factors unaccounted for, so any output
resulting from the application of these assumptions would be
subject to great uncertainty.
Implementing a survey of sewage sludge disposal
workers, farmers, and other workers, to more adequately
investigate exposures and disease, would be very useful.  If
actual reports from incidents of negative health impact from
disposal of sewage sludge through land application were
available, they could highlight and help improve the
assumptions made about exposures and the parameters
involved.
E. Risk Characterization
The results of the previous three risk analysis steps
must be integrated into a product that provides a
quantitative estimate of risk. Risk characterization asks
the question "What is the calculated incidence of the
adverse health effect in a given population?"  Data to
provide an answer to this question are lacking.  A
methodology such as a sludge disposal worker survey could
begin to provide the missing data.  EPA in effect truncated
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their pathogen risk assessment development procedure by not
fully exploring the issues of risk characterization.  The
final rule for the disposal and reuse of sewage sludge (EPA
1992) establishes acceptable pathogen levels in sewage
sludge, but they are not based on a risk characterization.
F. Complete Risk Management
1. Determining the Significance of the Risk
The following eguations are some very commonly used
measures of risk.
Individual Risk    = Dose x Potency*
*For substances with threshold values, potency is
zero below the threshold. For substances with no
threshold, a linear dose-response is assumed.
Population Risk    = I.R. x Population Exposed
Relative Risk      = Incidence Rate (Exposed Group)
Incidence Rate (Unexposed Group)
Standard Morbidity = Incidence Rate (Exposed Group)
Incidence Rate (General
Population)
If credible determinations of the level of risk that
may occur from the land application of sewage sludge are to
become available, it will be necessary to determine what
segments of the population are likely to be at risk.  This
information appears to be available for cancer risks due to
chemical contamination of sewage sludge, because EPA has
based the chemical limits on quantitative risk assessment.
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The output of the EPA preliminary risk assessments, the
maximum probability of infection, for bacteria, parasites
and viruses, are basically determinations of individual
risk.   No analysis of how prevalent the risk may be, or
definition of the population was determined by EPA.  No
adequate attempt has been made to determine the significance
of risk to a population from pathogenic contaminants of
sludge.
2. Risk Communication
Communication regarding the EPA development of pathogen
risk assessment for land application of sludge appeared to
be a relatively closed process, with limited input from
academics and wastewater industry professionals.
Communication regarding the promulgation of the proposed and
final regulation followed the established steps of proposed
rule publication in the Federal Register; public comment
period, revision, followed by Final Rule publication.
Several shortcomings are apparent through these
approaches to risk communication.  The reticence to involve
those outside of the EPA's own scientific community in the
development of their risk assessment approach is one reason
for the models' apparent lack of usefulness in setting
regulatory policy.  The federal policy of receiving public
input to regulation after a proposed regulatory scheme is
completed without such input, may lead to a tendency to
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respond to public comments as warranted or unwarranted
criticisms, instead of a legitimate and necessary comment.
This "end of process" approach may promote an unfavorable
response to the comments because there may be a tendency to
support the existing proposed regulatory scheme.
Cohrssen and Covello (1989) state that government
representatives and scientists feel that the public does not
correctly perceive and evaluate risk information.  The
public, on the other hand, feels that the scientific and
regulatory community does not take an interest in public
concerns and does not attempt action or communication about
what seem to be straightforward environmental problems.
In order to better communicate intent and to involve
communities, professionals and the industry, in the
development of environmental health regulation, changes in
communication approach must occur.  The initiation of policy
influencing projects, and especially those resulting in the
publication of new policy in the Federal Register, should be
coordinated with an education effort to apprise the public
of the need for the action, and elicit input.  All interest
groups must be involved from the initial stages of project
development.  One possible effective approach is
establishing committees with representation from interest
groups to serve as the working groups for project
development, and utilizing professional groups, citizen
groups, and academics as liaison to the larger public in
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order to receive comments on the work in progress.  As the
work progresses to the draft or proposed rule stage, a
formal peer review and commenting process should be
followed.  Completion of policy influencing or policy
establishing projects should be followed with further public
education efforts, in order to illustrate the significance
of the project and elicit support for it.
6. Discussion
In the previous section, numerous approaches to
quantifying values for the variables for many types and
classes of microorganism are described.  Ways to quantify
many of the variables affecting the survival and transport
of microorganisms in environmental media exist. The
important variables discussed in this section are listed in
Table 48. An asterisk marks those variables that are
addressed by the EPA pathogen risk assessment.
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Table 48
Variables that effect;
SURVIVAL TRANSPORT
Temperature*
Microbial Action
Moisture Content*
PH
Salts
Soil Properties*
Organism Type
Organic Matter
Hydraulic Condition*
efficiency*
Aggregation with
soil or particulates
Vegetation*
Adsorption
Desorption
Suspension*
Advection
Dispersivity
Hydrodynamic dispersion*
Filtration
Retardation factor*
Aerosolization
Studies attempting to quantify these variables for
microorganisms under various environmental conditions, have
been conducted.  The difficult task that faces the risk
analyst who wants to develop a comprehensive risk analysis
for human health impacts from pathogens in land applied
sewage sludge is acquiring state of the science input for
each variable.  The difficulty of the task is compounded by
the variety of responses that each microbial species
exhibits to environmental stresses, and is doubly compounded
by the host-related phenomena when exposure occurs.
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H. Conclusions
The threats posed to public health from treated sewage
sludge, when applied to agricultural land are currently not
predictable with reasonable certainty.  Much more extensive
work must be done to present a comprehensive, detailed, and
unified approach to risk assessment for pathogens in treated
sludge.  The fate and transport of individual pathogen types
can be very different, in response to the same environmental
conditions.  Responses to environmental stresses can vary
for the same pathogen when transported from one
environmental media to another.  For example, die-off in
soil surface water may be different from die-off on
saturated soil.  The assumptions and variable values used to
model fate may have to be different for every specific
pathogen.
Weaknesses exist in two areas, data, and the EPA model
itself, as follows:
(1) Data Weaknesses
- values for variables used are based on unsupported
estimates
- values for variables not sludge specific
- available raw data for calculating die-off not used
- dose-response data lacking
- no data on intake of environmental media
- data sets under different environmental conditions
not used
(2) Model Weaknesses
:--5^j5Tpwr-
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- groundwater transport model for chemicals used, not
modified
- did not consider transport or die-off in unsaturated
soils
- log-linear die-off assumed, other models unexplored
- log-linear dose response models assumed
- transfer times from compartments arbitrary
- other probability of infection models not explored
- focus on individual risk does not account for
multiple exposures
Due to broad assumptions about fate and transport
issues, unsupported estimates for variable values, and
inconsistency throughout the model, the predicted risk in
EPA's preliminary bacteria, parasite, and virus risk
assessments are highly uncertain.  Incorporation of current
research, providing techniques for quantifying additional
variables, could improve the EPA basic computer model.  The
Peer Review Committee suggests that for pathogen risk
assessment "The key to effective use of this methodology
will be a careful and systematic examination of the effects
of varying each of the input parameters, using estimates of
central tendency and upper-limit and lower-limit values to
gain an appreciation for the variability of the result."
Sensitivity analysis, replacing one value, observing the
resultant change, and calculating values within a
distribution of acceptable values for the parameter,
increases the acceptability of the risk analysis.
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If the weaknesses outlined in this report can be
addressed and the acceptability of the pathogen risk
analysis for sludge increased, EPA's sludge treatment
regulations could be optimized to protect human health and
promote beneficial reuse of sludge.  The current final rule,
establishing regulation for the use and disposal of sewage
sludge, is not state of the science research based, at least
in regards to regulation to control pathogens.  The final
rule is a reiteration of the 1979 rule, with the additional
alternative of monitoring indicators or pathogens directly.
Even this option of microbiological monitoring is made
difficult by the recommended methodology, and possibly
unable to ensure public health is protected because of
nonconsideration of such organisms as HAV and Giardia.
The research needs listed in the following
recommendations section must be pursued in order to build a
data base for productive use of risk assessment to aid
regulatory protection of human health from pathogens in
sludge.  The effort put forth by the Environmental
Protection Agency to develop a pathogen risk assessment
model for land application of sewage sludge may have been
better used in identifying the data needs and model
requirements and conducting or sponsoring basic research to
provide the data and verify the models.
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Weaknesses in the EPA rule exist as follows:
- pathogen and indicator organism regulatory levels are
arbitrary (no correlation between organisms levels and
health effects)
- fecal coliforms as a health effects indicator has
been questioned by researchers
- microbiological testing methods required by
regulation inadequate
- alternative pathogens and indicators such as
bacteriophage and anaerobic bacteria not considered
- health effects from Giardia. protozoans discounted
- no estimates of current health effects from disposal
of sewage sludge, or effects avoided through regulation
- timeliness
In order for EPA's pathogen risk assessment computer
model to be useful to risk managers and regulators,
improvements will have to be made, such as those indicated
in the recommendations for future study.  Ultimately,
regulation has to be made on the basis of more than informed
guesses.  Regulatory process must be driven by more than
opinion, and supported quantitatively and epidemiologically,
not anecdotally.
In summary, the following conclusions may be drawn:
1) EPA's risk assessment methodology does not adequately
model the fate and transport of pathogens that pose a health
risk.
2) EPA's preliminary risk assessments utilize inadequately
supported data, inadequate dose-response and exposure
assessment, and do not fully characterize potential risk
from land application.
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3) EPA's Sludge Technical Regulation  is not based on EPA'spathogen risk assessment,  though the Regulation doesregulate chemical contaminants based on risk assessment.
4) State of the science environmental health microbiologydata and technique can be applied to pathogen riskassessment for sewage sludge.  Adequate data and modelsexist.  Research to close data gaps, and validation testing
of models is required.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
This review of EPA's pathogen risk assessment
methodology and the initial development of an alternative
risk assessment approach for sludges, has identified several
important research needs. There is a need for synthesis of
the wealth of data discussing microbial survival and
transport under diverse environmental conditions, and in
different environmental media relevant to sludge disposal.
Validation of existing laboratory scale experimental and
field data on microbial fate in the environment is
essential.  Although much data exists, several drawbacks
preclude the application of these data to the modeling of
pathogen fate in the environment.  These drawbacks hinder
the ability to analyze data gathered in different
experiments and preclude the development and validation of
adequate models of pathogen fate.
One such drawback is inconsistency of method in the
gathering and presentation of data.  For instance, the die-
off of microorganisms in soil is often presented as a die-
off rate constant k (also in varying units), but may also be
presented in time for 50%, 90%, or 99% reductions in number
of organism.  Using the example of die-off in soils,
detailed information on environmental conditions such as
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temperature, moisture, pH, are not consistently provided.
Often qualitative, descriptive terms are used.  For example,
"moist soil" is a term which precludes comparison and lacks
quantification.  As Gerba, Yates, and Yates note (draft) "In
some cases, too few data were generated to describe the
results mathematically.  In others, the results are so
microorganism specific that they could not easily be
generalized to describe all situations."
While some questions of microbial fate in the
environment have been rather thoroughly explored (though
subject to the problems noted above), others have yet to be
fully investigated.  For example, the survival, transport,
and fate of microorganisms that become airborne (from
aerosolization or as particulates), from sludge irrigation
or other sludge disposal sites, is little known.
Following is an attempt to identify information needs:
Methods
- a standardization of methods for quantifying types
and species of pathogenic microorganisms in sludge and in
environmental media
- a standardization of presentation of results in
standard units or with sufficient information to convert to
standard units, stressing quantification, so that
comparisons can be made among studies
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Pathogen Survival
- fate of pathogens as they move into the sludge
fraction and throughout processing
- investigation of whether soils amended with sludge docontaminate crops grown on sludge application sites
- quantification of die-off rates for pathogenicorganisms of concern under field conditions in soils amended
with sludge
- analytical associations (e.g. correlations) betweenenvironmental conditions and die-off rates, allowing formodel development as a function of environmental conditions,
including:
temperature
moisture (soil saturated and unsaturated zones,
etc.)
pH
soil characteristics (taxonomy, mineralogy,
texture, transmissivity, etc.)
- Effect of solids (sludge, soils, etc.) association on
survival of pathogens in different media
Pathogen Transport
- quantification of bacteria, parasite and virus
transport in aerosols and particulates
- quantification of pathogen transport at the interfaceof different environmental media or media in different
states, such as soil saturated and unsaturated zones or sand
and clay layers
- elution and movement of pathogens after rain events,both in the subsurface and through surface runoff
- improved modelling of pathogen transport and survivalin saturated and unsaturated soils having different
geohydrologic conditions
Risk Assessment
- extensive epidemiologic study to determine whatpathogens associated with wastewater sludge are pathogenicor potentially pathogenic, and their distribution in media
- survey and study of the factors that constitute acredible exposure to pathogens from sludge reuse and
disposal sites
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- establishment of epidemiologically and clinicallysupported minimum infective doses, including doses forsusceptible sub-groups of the population
- study and quantification of host response effects,such as immune status, on production of infection or illness
or death
- validation of all risk assessment models under field
conditions
General
- validation under field conditions of survival,transport, and exposure study results obtained in laboratory
experiments
- development of a national database, (drawing ongovernment, industry, academia, and consumer groups) withcomprehensive information on identification, concentrations,fate, and transport of microorganisms throughoutenvironmental media, including sludges and other sludge
amended media.
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APPENDIX A
MAIN PROGRAM PARAMETERS
VARIABLE  RANGE OF VALUES/DEFAULT
MID       1 - 1x10* / 10
AREA 1-400/10
ASCRS IxlO' - 5X10* /SxlO"
APRATE 2X10^ - lOV 1.0x10* - 2.5x10*
TEMP user specified
TREG practice and crop specific
APMETH (-1) - 0 - (+1)
HT 0.2 -  10 / 1.6
TRAIN Site-specific
RDEPTH event specific
TK event specific
IRMETH 0-1
DILIRR 0-1
IRRATE 0.1 - 11 / 0.5
DEFINITION
Minimum Infective
Dose (no. pathogens)
Area of field or
garden (ha)
Cone, of organisms
in sludge (no./kg
dry wt)
Application rate
(kg/ha)
Ambient air
temperature ("C)
Waiting period
before harvesting
(months)
Application method
(flag)
Height of receptor
downwind (m)
Time of rainfall
(hr)
Rainfall depth (cm)
Time since last rain
(hr)
Irrigation method
(flag)
Fraction of
irrigation water
that's contaminated
Irrigation rate
(cm/hr)
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APPENDIX A
MAIN PROGRAM PARAMETERS
VARIABLE  RANGE OF VALUES/DEFAULT
NIRRIG    0-7/2
DEPTH
POROS
TWIND
DWIND
1-10/2.5
AQUIFER   1-40/10
0.1 - 0.7 / 0.3
FILTR8    0.5 - 10 / 2.5
COVER     0-0.9/0
COUNT    user specified
AEREFF    IXlO"* - lxlO-2 / 1x10'^
36 - 4320 / 60
2 - 300 / 6
WINDSP 7-27/18
EHT 1-5/2
SCRIT 2-20/7.5
BREEZE 2-10/4
DEFINITION
Number of irrigation
events per week
Depth of irrigation
(cm)
Aquifer thickness
(m)
Fractional water
content of aquifer
Infiltration rate
(cm/hr)
Percent of ground
surface covered with
vegetation
Pathogen
concentration in
irrigation water
(no./kg)
Efficiency of
aerosol  formation
Time of windstorm
(hr)
Duration of
windstorm (hr)
Wind speed during
windspeed (m/sec)
Height of
particulate cloud
during tilling
Critical windspeed
(m/sec)
Windspeed during
irrigation (m/sec)
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APPENDIX A
MAIN PROGRAM PARAMETERS
VARIABLE  RANGE OF VALUES/DEFAULT DEFINITION
CROP (-1) - 0 - (+1)
TCULT user specified / (-2)
TCROP 240
THARV 300
EPSMLT 0.1 - 0.5
ESILT 0.1 - 0.8 / 0.4
SUBSOL   pathogen specific:Salmonella    5x10^
Ascaris       0
enterovirus   0.001
FRGRND    IXlO* - IxlO' /
pathogen specific:
Salmonella    0.001
Ascaris       0
enterovirus   O.OOl
SSWTCS   pathogen specific:
Salmonella    0.1
Ascaris      0.05
enterovirus   0.001
SUSPND   1x10* - Ixio' / 1x10-^
pathogen specific:
Salmonella    0.005
Ascaris       0.01
enterovirus   0.01
Type of crop (flag)
Cultivation time
(hr) or (flag)
Time crop surface is
present (hr)
Harvest time (hr)
Particle size
multiplier for soil
Fractional silt
content of soil
Transfer fraction:
soil surface to
subsurface soil
Transfer fraction:
subsurface soil to
groundwater
Transfer fraction:
soil surface water
to crop surface
Transfer fraction:
soil surface to
soil surface water
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APPENDIX A
SUBROUTINE RISK PARAMETERS
VARIABLE  DEFAULT VALUE DEFINITION
DRECTC 0.1
DRECTS 0.1
VOLPND 1 X 10^
XDIST 200
YDIST 0
Ingestion rate of crop
surface (g/day)
Ingestion rate of soil
(g/day)
Volume of runoff pond(in^)
Distance (m) downwind
from particulate source
to exposed individual
Lateral distance (m) of a
human receptor downwind
of aerosol source
SUBROUTINE RAINS
VARIABLE DEFAULT VALUE
PDUR 2
PTOT 5.0
BTLAG 0.5
CN 80
AMC 2
STAD
WSOIL
0.4
USLEK 0.4
USLEL 3.0
USLES 0.25
USLEC 0.5
USLEP 1.0
PI SUSPND
1.33
DEFINITION
Event specific duration
(hr)
Event specific amount
(cm)
Basin time lag (hr)
Curve no.
Antecedent moisture
conditions
Event specific storm
advancement coefficient
Soil erodability factor
Length of slope factor
Steepness of slope factor
Cover management factor
Supporting practices
Pathogen suspension
factor
Bulk density of soil
(g/cm^)
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APPENDIX A
SUBROUTINE GROUNDWATER
DEFAULT
VARIABLE  VALUE DEFINITION
CA
V
D
R
DZERO
DONE
DBND
ALPHA
XI
DX
XM
DT
FRGRND*
3.6
60
1.0
0
0
0
0.012
50
50
50
1
Initial # organisms (count)
Velocity of groundwater (cm/hr)
Dispersion coefficient (cm^/hr)
Retardation coefficient
Exponential growth rate
Exponential inactivation rate
Decaying input concentration
Exponential decay of input (per/hr)
Starting distance (m) from source
Distance increment (m) in
calculation
Maximum distance (m) from source
Time increment in calculation (hr)
SUBROUTINE VEG
DEFAULT
VARIABLE  VALUE
ISTRH
TEMP2
TSTR2
1
7
168
DEFINITION
Flag for storage of vegetables
Temperature (°C) of storage of
vegetables
Duration (hr) of vegetable storage
* (FRGRND is the transfer fraction from subsurface soil to
groundwater)
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APPENDIX B
Processes to Significantly Reduce Pathogens fPSRP)
1. Aerobic Digestion:Sewage sludge is agitated with air or oxygen tomaintain aerobic conditions for a specific mean cellresidence time at a specific temperature.  Values forthe mean cell residence time and temperature shall bebetween 40 days at 20°C and 60 days at 15° C.
2. Air Drying:Sewage sludge is dried on sand beds or on paved orunpaved basins.  The sludge dries for a minimum ofthree months.  During two of the three months theambient average daily temperature is above CC.
3. Anaerobic Digestion:Sewage sludge is treated in the absence of air for amean cell residence time and at a specific temperature.Values for the mean cell residence time and
temperature shall be between 15 days at  35 to 55''C and
60 days at 20°C.
4. Composting:Using either the within-vessel, static aerated pile, orwindrow composting method, the temperature of thesewage sludge is raised to 40°C or higher and remainsso for 5 days.  For 4 hours during the 5 days, thetemperature in the compost pile must exceed 55° C.
5. Lime Stabilization:Sufficient lime is added to the sewage sludge to raise
the pH to 12 after two hours of contact.
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APPENDIX B
Processes to Further Reduce Pathogens fPFRP)
1. Composting:Using either the within vessel, or the static aeratedpile composting method, the temperature of the sewagesludge is maintained at 55°C or higher for 3 days.
or
Using the windrow composting method, the temperature ofthe sewage sludge is maintained at 55°C or higher for15 days or longer.  During the period when the compostis maintained at 55°C or higher, there shall be a
minimum of 5 turnings of the windrow.
2. Heat Drying:Sewage sludge is dried by direct or indirect contactwith hot gases to reduce the moisture content of thesludge to 10 percent or lower.  Either the sludgetemperature exceeds 80°C, or the wet bulb temperatureof the gas in contact with the sludge as it leaves the
dryer exceeds 80°C.
3. Heat Treatment:
Liquid sewage sludge is heated to a temperature of
180°C or higher for 30 minutes.
4. Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion:Liquid sewage sludge is agitated with air or oxygen tomaintain aerobic conditions and the mean cell residence
time of the sludge is 10 days at 55 to 60°C.
5. Beta Ray Irradiation:Sewage sludge is irradiated with beta rays from anaccelerator at dosages of at least 1.0 megarad at room
temperature (ca. 20°C) .
6. Gsunma Ray Irradiation:Sewage sludge is irradiated with beta rays from certainisotopes, such as Cobalt 60 and Cesium 137, at roomtemperature (ca. 20°C) ,  Specific dosage is not
indicated.
7. Pasteurization:
The temperature os sewage sludge is maintained at 70"C
or higher for 30 minutes of longer.
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SOLUTION NUMBER 1.
Initial and Boundary Conditions
c(x,0) - Ci
Co   0 < t < to
c(0,t) -
0    t > to
6c
— ( .t) - 0
«x
Analytical Solution (Van Genuchten and Alves, 1984)
c(x,t) -
7       7 7
_ + (Ci - -) A(x,t) + (Co - -) B(x,t) 0 < t < to
/*       /* fi
7        7 7
_ + (Ci - -) A(x.t) + (Co - -) B(x,t) - Co B(x,t-to) t > to
where
1       Rx - vt
A(x,t) - exp(-/it/R)  1 - _ erfc
2       2(DRt)V2
1 Rx + vt
- — exp(vx/D) erfc
2 2(DRt)V2
1    (v-u)x        Rx - ut
B(x,t) - — exp[-----] erfc
2     2D 2(DRt)V2
1    (v+u)x        Rx + ut
+ — exp[-----] erfc
2      2D 2(DRt)V2
and     u - v (1 + ---)
„2
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SOLUTION NUMBER 2
Initial .and Boundary Conditions
c(x.O) - Ci
Sc vCo 0 < t < to
(-D   + vc)
Sx. x-0   0 t > to
6c
— ( ,t) - 0
Sx
Analytical Solution
c(x.t) -
7        7 7
- + (Ci - -) A(x,t) + (Co - -) B(x,t) 0 < t < to
/^        P               fi
7        7 7
- + (Ci - -) A(x,t) + (Co - -) B(x,t) - Co B(x.t.to) t > to
where
1       Rx - vt
A(x,t) - exp(-/it/R)  1 - _ erfc
2       2(DRt)V2
v2tV2       (Rx - vt)2
- (---)  exp [- -------]
DR 4DRt
1     vx  v^t Rx + vt
+ - (1 + — + ---) exp(vx/D) erfc
2     D   DR 2(DRt)V2
V      (v-u)x        Rx - ut
B(x,t) - ---- exp[-----] erfc
(v+u)      2D 2(DRt)V2
V      (v+u)x        Rx + ut
+ ---- exp[-----] erfc
v-u      2D 2(DRt)V2
V*     vx  ;it Rx + vt
+ ---- exp(— - —) erfc
(2;iD)    D   R        2(DRt)V2
and
u - v (1 + ---)V2
„2
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Explanation of Default Values  for Parameters  in Transport Model
Parameter Symbol Justification
Die-off or decay Default value for Virus represents that
predicted from the equation of Yates et al.
(1985) for IS'C. Ground water temperatures
approximate those of the mean annual surface air
temperature which would be about 15'C for middle
latitudes in the United States. The 0.37
logio/^y ^^ *-^® average, value for fecal
streptococci as determined by Reddy et al
(1981). Since fecal streptococci would be
expected to be one of the longer surviving
enteric bacteria in soil, an average value was
chosen for this organism to represent all
enteric bacteria.
Retardation R Microorganisms move faster or equal to the
average ground water flow. The value of 0.75
for Escherichia coli as determined in laboratory
and field studies by Matthews et al (1988) was
chosen. This falls mid-point between 0.5 and
1.0, which is the range of values reported in
the literature (See Table 3.6 and Matthews et
al., 1988).
Velocity Velocity will not only be dependent on the
nature of the soil but also the gradient which
is site specific. A velocity of 10"^ m/sec
would be considered typical of silty sands.
Hydrodynamic
Dispersion
Filtration Af
A value of 1 cm^/min is  tjrpical of values
obtained in field experiments for chemicals.
The median value reported by Matthews et al.
(1988) for sandy soils was 20.
Appendix D 203
Explanation of Worst Case Values for Parameters in TransportModel
Parameter Symbol Justification
Die-off or decay    ;i
Retardation R
Velocity
Hydrodynamic
dispersion
Filtration Af
For viruses worst case conditions, i.e. the
lowest decay rate would occur at or below S'C
where decay would not occur (Yates et al. ,
1985). In a review by Reddy et al. (1981) the
lowest decay rate reported for an enteric
bacteria in soil was 0.37 log^o/^^y-
Worst case conditions assume that the micro¬
organisms are moving faster than the average
ground water flow. The lowest retardation
reported for a virus is 0.5 (Grondin and Gerba,
1986) and that for enteric bacteria 0.75
(Matthess et al., 1988).
The fastest movement of microorganisms reported
is that for viruses in karst terrain at 2.8 x
10"2 m/sec (Kesswick et al., 1982). Faster
velocities could be possible depending on
gradients.
A worst case value is more difficult to suggest
for this parameter. Dispersion of a high
concentration of microorganisms over a large
area could be considered worst case. However, a
little or no dispersion of a plume headed for a
drinking water well could also be considered a
worst case situation. Thus it is suggested that
a range of values be used such as 0.01 to 10cm^/min.
Considered only important in the transport of
bacteria. No filtration, such as might occur in
karst terrain, would be considered a worst case
example.
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